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FOREWORD

The Liquid Propellants Symposium, held 27-28 )sreh 1957, was
sponsored by the Technical Advisory Panel on Fiell and Lubricants, of
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Resesauh and Develop-
ment). The technical content of the Symposium was selected by an ad
hoe Papers Review Comittee with the following membership:

PAPERS RETAMJ COMMTU

Dr. D. L. Armstrong, Aerojet-General Corporation

yr-. Oscar Dessio, Bureau of Aeronautics (Navy)

Dr. H. W. Carhart, Naval Research Laboratory

Dr. Noah S. Davis, Jr., Becco Chemical Division, Food
Machinery & Chemical Corporation

Mr. Bernard Hornsitein, Offalce of rt€va- " e•

Dr. Eugene Miller, Redstone Arsenal (Army)

Mr. L. R. Rapp, HuRghes Tool ,nmy

Mr. John F. Tormey, Rocktd"'•z, A . S4

American Aviation, Inc.

Comander R. C. Truax, Western DeveIc;went Division,
Air Research and Development Command

Dr. J. 0. Techinkel, Army Ballistic Missile Agency

Mr. B. F. Wilkes, Eq, U. S. Air Force

Twenty-two papers were presented at the symposium, nineteen
of which were included I "olume 1, PFL 212/13, Liquid Propellants
Symposiun. The other three are included in this volume. In addition,
sixteen papers were read by title only ut the synmosium. Thirteen of
the latter papers were included in Volume 2, PFL 212/13, Liquid Pro-
pellan•8 Symposium, and the other three are included in this volume.

AI.no included in this voltme is prepar•'•, discussion on
eighteen papers and general floor discuazion. Each discusser has been
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NiiCLASSIFI~ " • '•

given an opportunity to edit the transcript of his diicussion 'before
inclusion.

A total of 747 persons were cleared for attendance at the
symposium. The 500 iho attended represented 152 industrial and educa-
tional orgamization and numerous military agencies.

Donald B. Brooks

Secretary, Technical Advisory
Pamnl on Fuels and Lubricants

ThIo document Is the property q the United States
Government. It Is furnished fur the dri.f'P '-' r '-tract •M

ihall be returned when no longer reqired, or upon
recall by AfTI to the following address:

Armed Services Technical Inform"mPor Agency, Document fela".T:. ienter,
Knott ]ud!t. F., iLton 2. Ohio.

NOTICE: THIS DOCUMENT CO7TrAIx L;!sV.RMATION AFFECTING THE

NATIONAL DEFENSE OF THE UNTED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING

OF THE ESPIONAGE LAWS, TATLE 18, U.S.C., SECTIONS '793 and 794.

THE TRANSMISSION OR TI>j. REVELATION OF rTS CONTENTS IN

ANY MANNER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PERSON IS PROHIBITED BY LAW.
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27 M TCN 95

CKAIR4UN: W. IMAN 8. MIA.V, JR.

M. DAVIS: Oood rning, !aIe_ an& gentlemn. I bave the
pleasure of presenting Mr. BoladaTy, Deputy Aistant Secretary of
Defense, v'o il e the "Welcom."

MR. W. M. MUMA~i, OIUMD (l): di a and gentlemen, it is
my piviege o wcem youto bissymposilm.

I belleUm all of you realie that 1 sm a very strong smpporter
of syMosiums, b•case I think they furnish & needed seans f commmi-
cation. We have been trying to sponsor ore spositum, particularly
in the are"s vhere new work Is developing Wam~ pe eople wish to get
Into the activity. This Is the second a~. )--a IT 9t,!:e :.r-
oeutly. In em of them,, of eoursep ve do not , av. &4 . : a .
as this. I thin y nay be intaeested in k--ow g we have seven

ndred fift people egistered for this meeting of vbm about 500 are
present.

I an sure you all realise tWe' a srv' .. x ' "#t w
into the prepeartion of these symposis.im. ,r ,".,- •
VIrst point out the need for +2tsm Mir p&Awa --- sitf trxat assistezice
In helping to get the right papers and people to iaxe-nt them for the
interest of all of you.

Incidenta&l• , our advisory pa•ls re aade u of intstry
representatives wo work vith us to keep us informed of the latest work
that is going on in Indstry. pae panels also prudL, us with an
opportunity toc tell the In~'hstry repr-esentatives the problems that are
cofroanting the Dspeprtmt of ft wise. fts ve have a two-vay flo of
infowstion thbro ^ our pals. We can't have everyone re sented,
of course, but ve do try to n a good cross section of Indstry.t

fte s-?f of ca .%cebuical Advisory Panel on Fuels and,
Ubroeants has been resmpibe for organizing this syoslum. T•hey

have received vaeluible tecbiea.2 helP in planning the meeting and
selecting the paptrs, from repre.%,nthtives of the Services and from
in .try, especially t the Pqaetr raeviw Conittee.
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We are very gldy~u could, cam today. We thnink that the

exhneo,, :L'formation on industry problems and Services problews wil
be of mutatl benef it. Noweverp to give yaia a little broader view of
the over-&lj workj, wehve aITS"skd W- IftrPhree, the Ppecial Assistant
for Ou!.ded Mlissilosi, to give you a short outline of our over-ali problem.
At this tim I would like to introduce Wb. Jbrphree t~o you

MP. X. V. lIJ'ASSIS!*M TO =SNcWAffr WE' FM7(
(~rAIM MS~j:--- v oild. 11k to add my volcan to that of Dllr-
Holaftiyla&, ar4. to point out to you the laportance of this s)Wouium and
of the weapons programs to which It io directed.

T knowr many of you are familiar In general., and mybe In con-
siderable detail,, with the guided missile field, which is one of the
primary consorqrs of Ilqid propellants. I thinkl, how, vrp I would
like to touch again on the Importanc. -- guided missiles and to point
out vtat a prefound change they are going to make and are inkingt In
our weapons sysltus, and .o do that Vie might look at *am of the missile-
categories.

If we eonsfAwr first the long-range surface-to-surface
missiles such as thet EMX of- 1W0 miles range or the 1CMN of 55(X or
so miles, tbos. types of weapons are bounod In tims to replace the use
of manned bawbers for mnyz long-range bowing missions.

Mwe roeaso for this is thwt they P.r !,-*so velnernbls to
ensm attack eMi destruction and so they ba've - lt*. - .-- f R.# -tting
to the target and delivering their warsead than in zw-. a=, kt msied
bcmberm, and +),t greater clbawoe I@ gotng two increas as the eneM
defenses agairwt manned planes are built un-

Also these long-range ir,'At-wf' e misles take loes
manpower for given de.ivery capabilit- 4to yr or *'LA .

addition their investmnt I r lower, so IA*, -- L- ct.- -tid±ng kowve~ 1p-r
dollar*

Nov, to offset this to son extentj, 7 iffon't think In the
present state of the art tbot one could say that long-range surtace-to-
imnrface missiles uould be suitable weapons against concentrated smal
area herd targets. Tbey are Vnod veapons against Industrial, areas and
thing of 1Mwt kind., or anti-aLircraft defewns complexes; but against
Individual bar,1 tp-gmts they probably won't have the accuracy, at least
for a considerabLN time, to be the right weapon to use agaainst that
sort of toArget. I thfrk ,-* might picture that you might use long-r-ange
missi~les ir a softnin-in s !5 and then use sunnned bombers to go
af~ter the h&ard targets.

Wea second category of gidetd missles Is thet srface-to-
air missiles. These missiles are playing today an iuportant major part
in car air defense and their ioportawm~ will grow with time. *If there
are adequate nmvbers of wurtace-to-e~ir missile Installations, on can

CONFIDENTIAL
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I"•4 s Vw tuft ieaf. for vita. a6 r a thea s missiles are very
affecti. oe. ua d vanced develoment will be very effotive

fadotal tpe a v aan the slower sufaes-t&o.afae and

for this par"" In time they will, rolae" short-range nmed.
Intereeptors Se trend Ise for missiles, to go out in range, one of
tm real niitatio. in 11 0 of Cl" zisailee nom Is the range of
wquisitfon aaidstall tradtin risders. Ao the g of tpesof tae of
rearsing zrefasp, the rane or m-siaee misssimes s ths]ondiViln.

b e V0 0n loak ftr stease dint In the G• on
Of Pla~ter rsang for Wmf*GQ--4d-r 9269 misles.• I *Wn at the

A Preen elasefiecd_ of misslies is Aele-at misslesen
9u, nurose of t'iese missiles In to v nrae pase of i "epr ola fes
nmyi efot asle. Siroe the lmet issiles th sp at t yp ers air
bean gncreas -tg am t see or airsto-strfhs beeNsa Matoeepoiag i bae the
beanother sto aeIn thisn oetbos deveopmet ', i.oracs-s

asA thirdt o e ther hasla bIs ai-o-i missgles.
avaipurbleofteea"esI to askth maneneeidn pw noeeof tb r panesoai

bessil• arr"ied by pms is to be aoozza i•, in the tr • avail-

able for IntreartIon, that interoePtlon VI. oe effective*

bmo ne eptor •are -w* i bv.. w 4' its 0. z - .- . _
Vwaons Picture Por quite a loS n s tPim .,,(an~ t t~,O -w
guided missiles oamn, and they can, &over t-r~y .U gre are no
adequate marfaco-to.'4ir mieil. Getel55.

2b* l00t general el0seIflROSa ot g•iled miassles is the
air-to-surfase isa8sles. 2bws. missiles are to be caried by planes
to be delivered at a target s distance may.

We aral~illing up a fleet at quite oILar9 boatng planes
that are going tc, be with us for quite a whle, and ve no to be sure
that the e l rae as effe• tiv s possible. In tine it seems
likely against ,itroWly-daf -AG areas a d plane Is going to hbu
a vry uiffiml t1e In getting through ame to surface-to-air missile
defenses that wLU be built mp. So for the attack to be effeetAv,
the Idea bas been evoled of having theme eir-to-surfaoe missiles so
that the plans can stand out mm stlm fron the strougly4sefened
area and loweh vdsCtlas against tFD area as a target.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Am I mentioned, the missL ie ±ld Isc probably the priosry

fielA to vich liquid propelzla are dfreo•od, and I think you can
see fro At I have usai that this area is very essential to cur
national defense. An advaene In liaqi propellant. or fuels will
have a mo@ Imortant bearing an this country's defense effectiveness.

2bare are other military opicatien of rockets vieh are
quite inortant and various other developnts are foreseen in which
ve win use rocket pover.

Fren this backgroud it seemw to be particularly fitting
that this yposiam an a•slqud .rpelsants be held to give a picture at
the present state of the art and the direction of possible advawes.
We have beem fortunate in baring today a very re•p esentative gathering
vith; first, the Federal Goverr wn. represented by several goverrient
bureaus and the three breneowh of the Armd Servioes; second, the
eb ical, varnleus, and processing Instriesi tirds, desigr and
deve3loers of rokt poer plants; fourth, designers and developers of
coplete mtaslies system and fifth, active ep ntatives of sea-

Su~z &"-A heUr research ins~tittions. 2hese groups are the ones who,
through their collected efforts, can =Lk real forward steps In gettVi
better weapons through advances In liquid propellants.

?iUs symosiu bas been desig•d for the purpose of giving a
picture of the present state of the art, as I mentioned before, and
possible direetions of fute &ITyMep-R 7 ~~ expect wn ~os
fertilization In the development of new 16oas to e,-s -fLL4
discussions that you hold here In the nnat two days. I think e might
look at the diretio some of theose deeloents my take. 1t ses
to me vs bave two broad need.

Ome is vith our prose&.t L,7k: r- v."-at e vant
to ko how vo can ea wzwe perfworac& Maa roe.t? .iat- • t-t.. +.,n.
through control of eosootLios end ot'n' 9 Ume. e of the
papers of this symposi- are directed to thst subject. Second, for
new liquid propellants ve would like to be able to develop mach
superior proptrties, and tbhls develoient nmt Involve a umber of
things which have to be balanced In future Gevelopments. One of the
things, of mirre, that one desire* sost is greater specific iqMlse.
This, however, bas to be coup• d vith ease of handling and use and
abil. 4. to be stable &ring long storage periods. Also ve vold like
pr•-p.lsnts tVat have less requirements for logistics sports and
they should, of course, have adequate reliability and a cost that is
nrt e*=%-o .ve for their usa.

I don't wvnt to huasise the cost too wnch. The rocket
fteld ca stand expenive fuels if they really give hih performance,
eaz I think you would have to use this cost in quite a relative sense.

With the present -ypes of propellants ra 4" using and which
ve Will be using for a consi4erable distance ahead, it Is quit

CONFIDENTIAL
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Important that we kno ,hust wbat, types of prp121nts of the present
kind wini give the beet performiace. I think the only way that is
really going to be anmwred effectively in the smm way tJ*t questim
on fuels for air-breathing arrnsen t are answered; that Is, you have
to try than out in the use for wthch they are Intended and really find
what coosit'.onc end types give the best performance and vhat a•a be
done to Improve that performance.

Now, lootktng at Imroved liudd propllants of a never Iype
than those presently awilable, a I mwationed earlier, the thing we
probably went most of all Is 1 r vtr, specific imzlse. This has the
advantag that It bha the possibl-!ty of offering greater range. if
ve are not Interested in greater rau•w we can get greater May load;
and finally, for the sae range and soe pay load we can get greater
mobillty become the missile will be mel;zr and weigh less; so those
are the advantages that hlgh specific imlspe offers.

I tried to gt sme exles to sami the advantages of
specific Imulse a little more concrete. 2he figures I got seemed
to me to be a little too optimistic In added range; maybe they weren't,
but I prefer not to use the. I can assure you, hoeyaver, that you can
gtt some very real advantages out of fuels of higher specific Ipulase,
prov•ded they have other desirsble properties.

We know, for examle, that fluorine aM h.rogen, or
fluorine--mmna as well as soe other nasrilas, el: A "-'r, -r-
ably higher specific Imulse. However, they have other probLI. ,oe
of our present propellants is jet fuel and liqid oxygen, and va Lsve
a lot of trouble handling liquid oxygen and particularly its use does
not look attractive in ccubat areas. LiquV., fluorine indeed loo)rz
less attractive frce a handling standpoint tVmn L".quda4 oxven. and so
It would be desirable to have propelant. ta.'04 liv '-;z-

impulse but don't Mve so many otkher pro' emu a-m .. :. Vital thmi .
Mat does not mean that we are not int.wsed in liquid fluorine as
a liquid propellant, because we are. But ve would aso be interesteS,
in easy ones to handle.

I should reoint out that liqucd propellants are getting a
lot of competition from solid propellants. This is particularly true
for the shorter-rao,.e missiles, and this trend Is extending as far in
range as •omnrd the IMK, whieh is a missile of smm o1500 miles in
range. It is un•i•ely that the trend viii go to *A long range as
the 0W of scwhmt over 5000 miles.

The reasons for this trend are that solid propellants com-
pared with liquid propellants at the present time offer; first, a
greater state of r'sdiness as they are ready to go vithout such pre-
llmins-y adJustmnt or cheki second, their motor Is less cmlicated;
third, there are no moving parts; and fourt.h, they have greater
reliability at the present tim and they have no lofastic problems
like handlin liquid oxygen, for ex.le, under combat conditions.

CONFIDENTIAL
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the objeotioc to solid Propellants Is that they are rela-

tively law in spesiflo Iam'zls. compred to Iiqiai prpllants., and
homce particularly for larger and longer iSDs missiles this means
greater vWigh or loss in wj*flity. This "-Am for acid prpllant.
to take over the liqnid proe llant. field for certain types of alssiles
should bee ral ch eallenge to this aywoium.

For quite short-range missiles I doin't believe that liquid
propellant. as now foreseen can In general compete with solid pro-
pellants. They shoulA be In the rmnning, bowwors for nedi~um-range
missmiles. T n order for thin to Imrove their position we will have to
develop 1liquid propelant. that are easier to handle than the present
ones and At the ~m tins will be stable fetr a long period.

This, to m, is the yi41ry j7ob for the research and later
4evelament groups.* We asi so need gre~ter moahenical reliability and
the greater state of readiness for liquid proelant notors. This Is
a job for the liquid propellant motor people and the missiles systems
people In general. We also need to take full advantage of the higher
specific impulse that liquid propellant. offer and this again is a
job, I think, for the roet~t engin, people and the zissiles systems
people.

I would like to close by saying that I feel this symposium
is a very excellent idea. !brough yaw suggestions at the symposium
snd the thooghts and inforwtio T= you wimll- v~ith yox -Owu the
symposium, I =n looking forward to sbeing 2z~ ~ .

while new devel~opments.

I an glad to have tbis opportbmity to be with you.Thk
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M- ZrW C PROPEUAM Immy mN mmB DIBTZUY!IOELU
0" RoCem P1MMV8IW KI1C

by NSvard S. Seifert
The Riawo-Wooldrifte Crpvoration

(See pges 18 to 98, Vob.*- 1, WL 2M2/13)

ALU~ DISCUSSOW

Nowe

PAPM

AN EVAWATON W 12% LI EOW3-fff -A wilJI

by J. P. Layon, I's Glausv.n; D. ..

Prinovttm Univeruity

(See pages 1146 tc 187,, this voiime)

P1REPAW DIE A8IMC0

by 0. U. PlAtz
Axsuor Research Foundation

(se. following page)
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Discussion Prepared by
G. N. Plats

Araour Research Foundation
mbewago 16, Illinois

on J. P. Layton, I. Glasman, D. Garvin Paper
AN EVALUATICON O L•1T OZONE-OCX!M )M3MUS AS ROCFME TO M IS

The program just aeecribed by Wr. Layton reyresents the first
bonafide attet to "reduce to practice" the utilization of liquid
ozone as a rocket propellant. .tis prog'm had been preceded by
several years of research by:

(i) The Linda Air Products Company which studied the
physical properties and sensitivity of liquid ozons

(2) The Weisbach Corporation vhich studied the reqtirements
for tonnge production of liquid ozone

(3) The Air Reduction Ccopany which studied both the pro-
duction and handlLng d i .t;. 5 E

(i)The Armour Research Founastion uhsi±... st-Alt. 2 pro-
duetion, stabilization, rntICAl propertit-, and
handling of liquid ozone

Despite this extensive riseo u. many areas tf uncertainty
still remain. These, coupled vj-'h Iwo. , ow, *.,.* orti. _ _
phytes In the field of osone tcno3 •. - . (,'-, .iew- •k•-.es a
Research Center to lay out a ;r:K)gia ,•i .- omuli more clearly predict
the proper course of investigatlon at a sw•au of safety to project
personnel. JFRC realized at the very beginning that if this saterial
could not be handled with a reasonable degree of safety In an instal-
lation such as theirs, fl-ld utilization vo lossible. Therefore
they made every attemt to "play it safe" - a policy vbich, frou the
standpoint of personnel ssaaty, has paid off.

The only critlelms vhich I can make of their progrm from a
t&.AAaiicai standpoint, is thi.,a.zw portions of their installation have
suffered frou overdesign while other portions of the equipment sem to
suffer fron the converse.

Mr. Layton has pointed out several areas were further
research and development are needed for more rapid progress. I agree
with hin on these points and vould Like to add one more for future use.

namely, tthe dievelopsnt of a facility to be used for the training of
both milltry and oontrector peraonnel sbuld this oxidizer tk
feasible at a later date.
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MR. LCIB RAPP (Hughes Tool googMy Aimrcrat Division):
"I vonli lik, to ask Pros Just one question. I eam approxtMtely 3000
miles to atten this meeting. I woul like to have, if possible, just
a 3Lttle bit of a hint as to vbether or not any porfor•mnce wVa ob-
talned frau this work. Di. yoU get 93%, or 90%, or what pereent of
theoretical?

]i. -LAnf: Lou18, frOM what Ve know so tar, I .hve no
reason to believe that ve wil 'v't get what a expect to get.

PAPm

N1OM PV=723 P4PZLLAMfS

by Andrew J. M•.b1, a & John H. Keefe
(Presented -ty Mr. Keefe)

Deco Chemicalo Division of
Food )bchiner & Chemical Corporation

(See pages 30 to 64,, Volzme 1, PY. , ±L )

~PYCOI wENTSIOA

by R. J. Tbmsou
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Discussion Prepared by
Dr. R. J. Thompson

lbeketdyne
Canoga Park, California

on Andrew J. Mabica and Jobn 1. Keefe Paper
!YNrU P XIM PM PKIAM

The authors are to be comended on their very able present-
ation of recent research findings on b4drogen peroxide. We at
Rocketdyne certainly concur with then in their enthusiasm for hydro-
gen peroxide as an outstanding oxidizer for ni variety of liquid
propellant rocket applications. We should like to offer a few com-
ments from the point of view of the engine development agency in
order to stimulate further interest and thinking on this versatile
oxidant.

As the authors have indicated, a tk. - o- 'i -arreat
interest in hydrogen peroxide is for bipropellant rocket application
in manned aircraft. Use of peroxide in aircraft goes back, of
course, to the German rocket interL.p•or planes of World War = z
has also been quite extensively explo1'.-i in Great Prit'il. In the
applications currently under de-t.?.z.+. ,. . Ls teaki'n or the
excellent ignition and combustion di&.hetrl- c.a: .,P ].roo. -j.••.z
the aircraft jet enginm fuel, so ttst i v..YaU?,t-e rocket 1%,_-1 system
is required. The e-.nors have discussed the thermal ignition snc-tm
based 3n initial exothermic decomposition on t: oxidizer and post-
injection of fuel. Thiu makes for a highly reliable and quite xiuple
engine capable of repetitive operatioza. Since full oxidizer decom-
position is assured befo e fuel entry, the risk of explosive mal-
function is minimized, ane complex, precisely timed sequential
controls are avoided. At the same tme#, monoprope' -ut decomposi-
tion of peroxide provides clean, consistent qualit) rbine drive
gas at a convenient teapprature in a very simple meaner. Another
obvious advantage is th* ease of varying thrust over about a two to
one range by throttling the fuel only. This combination of oper-
ational advantages, together with generally eitisfactory physical
properties and a specific impulm at least as good as that o& other
storable oxidizers makes hydrogen peroxide particularly well sulted
to the aircraft superperformence operation.
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In a manned aircraft applicationp considerations of safety

in storage and handling, as vell as in the engine, are paramount.
The work done by Becco over the post several years has assisted
greatly in allaying fears as to the hazards involved in large-scale
use of hydrogen peroxide. Rocketdyne has stored, handled and decom-
posed many tons of high-strength hydrogen peroxide in the 75- to 90-
percent concentration range, both at our Field Test Laboratory and
at several government test sites. These operations are now quite
routine. We believe that hydrogen peroxide must alvays be treated
with healthy respect, including use of appropriate materials and
properly designed equipment, thorough training of personnel and
scrupulous cleanliness to avoid organic or catalytic contaminants.
With these precautions, it is no more hazardous than many chemicals
cz-conly employed in industry. rFo•tunately, hydrogen per xide can
always be rendered innocuous simply by di luti.u with water.

Nov I would like to comeent in somewhat more detail on
certain points in Khbicea and Keefe's paper. The authors present
the physical properties of the various hydrogen peroxide propellants
at essentially ambient eonditions, with extrapolation of heat capa-
city data to higher temperatures by correlation techniques. In order
to carry out fluid flow and heat transfer calculation under rocket
conditions, the designer has a real need for accurate physical
property data at elevated temperatures and pressures, up to about
500 F and 700 or 800 psi. Use of ÷bhbretic&l ec.c'.!.tions to oytra-
polate frco the near ambient experimental data &'-, !-n ' i -

cant errors. Properties of interest include density, viscosity,
heat capacity and thermal conductivity. Rocketdyne is now measuring
these properties. One has to work rather 'u±.-ly because of the
greatly accelerated theraal decoupositir. rato at high temperat-,es,
but it appears that qui'e accurate ret". -, v4,•'10 b t• •-d.p to at
least 400 F.

Becco's work on Xcw-freezlng hydrogen peroxide propellants
is of great interest. The high freezing point of !•-ercent hydro-
gen peroxide is clearly a disadvantage in soe applications, al-
tbough its significance has perhaps been somewhat exaggerated in
comparison with the many favora.se characteristics of hydrogen
peroxide. The ingenious device )-r means of which the heat of de-
composition of a small part of the hydrogen peroxide is used to warm
the bulk liquid should be developed to the point of practical appli-
cation. We believe that insofar as possible the hydrogen peroxide
freadn& problem should be derlt with by the exercise of ongineering
ini.euuity, of which this device is an ex le, in order to retain
tie advantages of highly purified 90- to 100-percent hydrogen
peroxide in stability, performance and extensive development experi-
ence. Rowever, it is encouraging to know that such good progress is
also being made on the chemical additive approach.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The feasibility of regenerative cooling vith 90-percent
hydrogen peroxide is nov thoroughly estaolished; regenerati-.ely
cooled hydrogen peroxide-Jet fuel engines are being produced and
tested in a routine manner. Research is under way to establish
the limits of hydrogen peroxide cooling capabilities, but no prac-
tical problems in this area are foreseen. However, as the authors
have indicated, further work is required to establish, unambigu-
ously, the limits of shock and confinement under vhich hydrxoaje,
peroxides of various concentrations can propagate detonation.
While the authors are probably correct in stating that the mechani-
cal shock and adiabatic compression sensitivity are too low to
constitute an operational hazard, we cannot agree that the complete
absence of hazard has yet been conclusively proven. One area of
ignorance not discussed by the authors is the combined effect of
elevated temperature and pre-cure on the explosive concentration
limit of hydrogen peroxide vapor. Existing data are inadequate
for reliable extrapolation of the vapor explosion limit to high
pressure.

One dilema in hydrogen peroxide development has been
the desire for both excellent storage stability and excellent cata-
lytic decomposition on demand. Both storage stability iwd catalyst
behavior have been greatly improved by the fine work of the hydrogen
peroxide manufacturers in producing a product of the highest purity.
Stabilizers are vell known which could make 90-percent hydrogen
peroxide suitable for protra-teil storarn Jr ,aled vemonelm and
tolerant of scA.e degree of accidental o Ž-.'-t.mettr1y

these stabilizers exert an adverse effect on catalyst activity or
life, or both, so that the engine catalyst pack must be larger and
be reneved more often, both disadvan &es in an aircraft applicati,'-.
One attractive solution to this di'..aw is the use of ther'al rather
than catalytic decomposition, p-t-,. s, t h P, " ),l I cw.,dJytic "pilot"
flame, as suggested by the authors. !A :ow,, tra, iet .; Lac,, LC -

90 percent tovard 100 T•reent, the 1.re ..-v; * bt.-t re.lease mekee
thermal decompositin- more attractive. EHoever, major design effort
will be required to attain a rate-of-throughpr't wtth a thermal de-
composer equal to that now attained in the catalytic decomposer.
This research and development effort is being initiated at Rocketdyne.

Finally, the aut'ors have touched on the performance ad-
vantage of 100-percent hydrogen pe.roxide. Vb. increased specific
impulse is particularly Important for higher performance of large
ballistic missiles. The 100-percent hydrogen peroxide also exhibits
better storage stability and, as mentioned above, may be suitable
for thermel decomposition with little or no catalyst. Rocketdyne Is
very enthusiastic about the potential of this material. Further
testing is required to establish how much, If any, increase in de-
tonation hazard occurs as the 100-percent concentration is approached.
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It should be noted that the imrovemnt in 5pecif.e Impulse vith
concentration of bydrogen peroxide in the 90- to 100-percent range
is nonlinear; for example, an increase in concentration to 95 per-
tent, vhich abould not appreciably increase operational hatard,
yields 70 percent of the available Lipulse gain, and each percent
of vater rea ved thereafter yields relatively less performane in-
crease. It is expected that 95- to 100-percent hydrogen peroxide
vill be under active research testing in gas generators and bi-
propellant thrust cheambers at Roeketdyne vithin the next fey months.
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M AL 1 ~ C

X. . ZWMT, (ktrla tabo~rat, 31 YorkNaval •

Lv* no ]w-eeanceive$ notions about the bea.vior of hyxogn PeroI.
and we treet It vLth a lot of" resee In the that we !!ve dome
with rqema to fire-fishting t.• ghe.s an d.ixm s of b6rogen

e aMs, an JP-5 fuels. S at our ,3eri1emue -. anM tey ere based
on prelimina tests W%27 whiah I hope will not give you an precon-
ceo4d LftJiow eitbr - are baed or S3eriM=t in wfhch v, isLping
a h h-wesw=- Jot ofr •me onto a mixture of byarogm peraozie an
JP-5 fuel in an ope ecmtnainer. We S..t•d thls to ease dstonations.
So far, w bave not gotten such dOtoumtlow. And 1 4a Mkin these
rsmrks in eusomotiam with the e*",.*te of neebenical Impact at Mcbsi-
Cal forces oa these mixtures. V^ i e o entinming these tests because vm
are still vanderin tbther ve Vw 11 Ipt swch an effect. Possibly It is
the diliftion of hyfogen peraoZie thlat Is 'reVenting ft0outionS.

1eO: I's Just wondering bow yum ca mix bho peroxide
an& kezvowe.

M. =USL ASt %e imMd thee. an-• M a not set ,my etonations

when we mixed then.

VIMM 0: 3 7Mn -MT tbeM Vt -,!T are not .seiblp?

Wm. KALLM: ftey are not uisaiblej tat's •a%,•, my xdzi•g
I hbve avn tv &M thea both into an open ecatirer.

VDI~3 Mwn yo bad laysr.?

3M. KALUS: St is oorrzz...

the for "•••M I •=•h w ldp it stowage
in steel contalners for a sbort length of tim, bt wtich result in
igntin diftficultes at present. What I wfld like to kno fras
Wr. Tbon is, does be b..ve ay informftaon a •m te permissible length
of wtaiip tim, and also *-fter the ignition probim Is solely am of
difficulty oan re-ignition am restarting?

IR. MrM0: I can may sasething on that. Jobn Keofe w-y
-I•n to COmnt also. M%9 chief e'zwenie on higly stabilised per-
oxide is on the 70% mterial, which ius,,ed in Navy torpedoes. hi.s is
beavily sotbilimed with soft=m st•,sate and, I beliee•, s"ds phosphate
to the Point wnhre It can be kept in a sale" torpedo for a long tLme.

As torpedoes doa't have the spaIe -ag w i*t limitations of a
missile or aircraft, a -A-ger cata1~st bed it used with muh lowr •el
input in PMdS Per sqmre inch per seeond. A coosidwsbly larger
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anti--cftalYst effect by the stabilizer can tbus be tc~ersted. Boweyer,
the standard silver screen cataljyst which is bIng ue ih9%pr
oxide for Navy applications Will tolerate &alost any inorganic 1~arity
in terms of both fast stiarting - that is, getting up to full pressure

if-raCtion of a second -_ and in catalyst life.

M~. 3M1 : The, has been odte a bit of vwrk dons on stabil-
Izers for hydrogen peroxide by the Naval underwater Ornance Station
and by Nhassachusette Institute of TvchnolqW. Cirilhydrogen
peroxide solutions up to 50 weight percent are quite heavily stabilized.
The 90% material sold today is stabilized to a sligirt extent - that Is',
it contains about two milligrams of tin per liter. This is added as a
conditioner or stabilizer.

Any mater'al that will remain b.~hind In a catalyst bed will
eventually cause plugging. We think that the sulpbate at 3.25 parts
per million acts simply as a umebsoical plugging agent. A high tin
content might not poison the catalyst btot might plug the bed. If you
Ar interested in long catalyst life, You have to keop the stabilizer
content lov. If you are Interested In one-shot applications such as
torpedoes, stabilizers certainly can be used. TIhe torpedo Is not
- -%led up tight during storage on the submrine or destroyer. There
is a vent valve which Is closed prior to firing.

V. C. WRCUOEPATH (Lockheed Aircraft qorg2Lion): in there
any test evidence available about regenerata.v. e~~~-
hydrogen peroxide?

M~. KF!F3: I know of! no actual tests where 100% 3202 hr~
been used for regenerative cooling. I don't bel4.eve it has been tried
as yet.

M~. RO6ER~T : inajna~ch as the Armoed b'v',-.
sented, I wonder if any of them havv any cc-zeta .4' -cbs 'pros and
cons of using hydrogen perortde as a propellant in bar.,ce applications.

W. R. rI= (Naval 0rk-naeq Tgst Station) %i ra m work on the
LAP we lay~ considered it absolutely necessary to seal the rocket com-
pletely. This and the reqaire.-etL for meeting a -650 freezing point
have eliminated the use of per-,,dde.

I wonder if Mr. Keefe is aware of the wokdone earlier at
SM ý..' solutions of amonium nitrate and water in peroxde that did
acftU ly a" '. cuar freezing point requirement but did not inet the
stab tlIty requiriment.

This leaves for us -- and I will discuss this more tmrrow
afternoon -- only red acid as a possible oxidizer, becamse this aster-
ial oak. be sealed up and stoved in the rocket for long periods of time.
One of o0'r ob.jects is to load the roaket at the time of asse"Oly, stow
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the rocket sefled up for periods as long as five yar-, and this is
the basis for our objection or our Inability to use peroxide.

W- ~PM: YOBs, ve ar avare Of the work that NMII' did
earlier. Ve Yov ur reports and bave found thm very valuable.

We bare vorked vith nonilu nitrate/hbdrogen peroxide/vater
solution baving a -65*7 freezing point. However, this bha a relatively
lov Impulse with JP-. of about 190 seconds at 20 to 1 expansion ratio.

PAME

by 3. A. Neickel, K. B_ývw, I. S. C. Gent&
(Presented by Dr. Gantt)
General Electric Cmany

(see pags 65 to 75, volws 1, P .L 212/13)

by V. P. Knight
Aeroj et-General Corporation

(See "folc dng 1ress, 17-22)
U
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Discussion Prepared by
W. P. Knight

Aermjet-Genaral Corporation
Azusa, California

on E. A. Mickle, K. Berman, and E. S. C. Gants Paper
PERFORMANCE OF PCHl OflY. FUIC-IM

1. IINTRODUCTION

A. In the short poriod of time since perchloryl fluoride has be-
come available in at least research quantities, interest in this new
oxidizer for potential use in rockets has oscillated considerably. It is
only natural that extreme interest should be exhibited in a material with
as high an oxidizinr potential and yet an tractable as perchloryl fluoride.
It is believed that the lessening of interest in thiu compound is caused
by the same characteristic that has prevente" Ii L, ±.,: f,,.n- nap -%f
1in4,i4• almn-• in rcct -r-gnas; triat is. Uhe high vapor .- _ t-

it; attendant requirements for high pressure oya÷ems with subsequert
weight penalties.

B. The first use of perchloryl fluorl.,e aa an oxidizer for rocket
engines was made at the Naval Air Rocket T'ie% ,+-. !.: ' - t*--,:, - 1 & 2).
Here it was shown, not in laboratory testsa lut :r +^ tot,
a material of relatively easy he;adling &haracte.-. 'Ics, Ime corrosivity,
and smooth comrntion properties. The toxicity, as r•ported by the Penn-
sylvania Salt Manufacturing Co., is lcw.

C. Other than the tests at YARTS, there has been a lack of informa-
tion conoeruing the use of perohloryl fluoride in rocket hardware. The
information presented by the General Zlectric Co. therefore is of extreme
interest and the data concerning the high combustion efficiency in
welcomed.

II° .t2ORIWCE CALCULATICNS

A. As soon as the value for the heat of formation of perchloryl
fli,.oride had be--= establishedl the Aerojet-0eneral Corporation also oaloo-
lat'id the theoretical specific inmpulse for _%M.-dmetbylhydrssine with
perchloryl fluoride. These ealoul.tions were perforsed for a chamber
pressvre of 300 peia, an exhaust pressure of one atmosphere, and under
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conditions of e.iifting ziuilibrium. The resuLte indicated an optimum
mixture ratio uf 2.55 vhic; yielded an I of 256 lb-aso/lb. These
values agree very closely w Lth the data IUported by General Electric.

B. Aerojet has also calculated the performance of ethyldecaborane
with perchloryl fluoride inder the saw conditions as for the calcula-
tions above. Table I was prepared to illustrate the theoretical per-
formance of perchloryl fluoride with a hydrocarbon fuel, a bydrazine fuel
and a boron-containing fuel. Performance values, where available, are
also included for these fuels with two othr oxidizers, fuming nitric
acid and liquid oxygon in order to indicate qualitatively the position of
perchloryl fluoride in the performance spectrum.

III. E.XEIMMATL W

A. INTRODUCTION

Because no quantitative data were xvailablo on the ignition
delay of perchloryl fluoride with v'rious fuels, a program to investigate
the ignition characteristics was initiated at the Aerojet-General Corpora-
tion under one phase of a contract from the Office of Naval Research.
This investigation included cup tests, the determination of the ignition
delay of uns.-dimthylhbydrazine with perchloryl fluoride 3rd some pre-
liminary ignition characteristics of aonomethlyhydrazine, and mixtures
of 40 w% ua.-dimethylhydrazir-, and 60 wtK T,-4 . ith perrhloryl
fluoride,

B. CUP TESTS

Two cup tests were made with '.be standard cup-test 4pparatus.
For the first test, 6 ml of peru..'.rv'! fuor,do., + 470C, was adde to
6 al of __...-dime.thylbydrasins. V'r i•. edoo. w j ., -c. L '-•. '-
fluoride, at -470C, was addd to 3 al of 'yn -,-I-- yrazine. After
a barely perceptible da)-, detonationn #eciirrewi in bo'*h cases.

C. IGNITION DELL! APPARALVS

The ignition delay 'eata were conducted with the. Aerojet
"elbow" motor. The apparatus emneists of a 1-1/4-in. aluminum bulkhead
elbow tapped for a replaceable impinging injector. A sonic nozzle is
threaded into the chamber formed by the elbow, and a tap for measuring
the pressure produced by combustion is provided. The pressures produced
be .ween the propellant valve and injector orifices are recorded on a
.awtichannel oscillograph. The ignition delay is masured from the start
of the rise of the injection pressure to the start of the rise of the
chamber presaure. To avoid pressure ,Plrrin fr. ezceeeisiely long dclaya,
and thes@ uhib ant propellant accumulation, a control unit is placed in
the circuit between the firing switch and the propellant valve. This
unit wIll close the propellart valve ard terminate te test if a chamber
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pressure of 150 pit is not reached within a pre-set tim after propellant
inJection. This time is normally set between 100 and 150 millisec. A

second circuit limits the duration of combustion, generally 500 giedlisecf
nibut adjustable to 4 sn. In additlon, a safety diaphrag, desitred to
obuzrst at 600 p. i was installed in the upper portion of the chamber toan
protect in niti damage should extreme pre3sto sur5es occur.

D. IVITICKf MULT OF U___..-DIMM"rlIffDRAZINE WITYH PERCAIORTI,
FLORIDE

2. A series of calibration ruts were the. using red fusing
nitric acid (9lh O2) and nM h.-dimrthyfuaoide, in der to obtain a
basis of oomparison for the propooe4 runs using parchloryl fluoride as the
oxidizer. The average ignition delay of the 1M.-dimothylhydrazins and
red fumndn nitric acid system van 3 to 5 mdlliaoe,

2. Eight tests were carried out with the elbow motor using
unsym.-dimethylhydrazine and perehloryl fluoride, utilizing a slight

oxidizer lead. In all eight of the tests, the ya 1 .- dimathylydrazim
and perobloryl fluoride combination caused an explosion upon ignitionp
rupturing the safety dialhrags, The oscillograph tracings showed that
the ignition delay ranged from 18 to 23 millisec after the uney.-di-
mettylbydrazine entered the combustion chamber.

3. In an effort to avoid explosions and to obtain smooth
oombistion of the MMM.-dimsthhlbrdrasins Aad ft , r ,ri•t. .q' ..

a splash plate was inserted In the combustion chamber of iU w'..
juat beyond the point where the fuel and oxidizer streas intersect. A
series of seven ter runs, made at several different mixture ratios, re-
sulted in seven ePxploso.ons when uring the elbow aotor equipped with 4-

splash plate.

4~. The o-idizer lead was ellminrmd, -!& 4 l1 .s w:,-
injecteo simultaneously, but this o.iazo still .t..:.. i, in •ai explosive
start. Use of a fuel lead also resultetl i- = exp losion.

E. "MN0ETHYMLHDRAZI•S WITH IFRCHUWTL FUOMrIE

Five test runs wer• made using monomt)WyIydrazine and perchloryl
fluoride. Previously, the N-al Air R, Akst Test Station reported that
this system ignited and burn&4 smoothly in a micro-motor. However, each
of the teat runs in the Aero.>t-4*neral elbow motor resulted in explosive
ignitUt .. No ignition-delay -:asuroemnts were made during these rums.

P. 40% UNSYM.-DI)ET 1MRA•• l•E - 60% JP-4 WITH ERMORTL FWLUORI

Four uins wo m*.4A with the albow motor, using a mixture of 40
w% un.-dimethylhydrazin -- 60 wt% JP-4 and perchloryl fluoride in
order to !qtermine whether V%13 system would ignite smoothly. These runs
were made usong four different oxidizer-fuel mixture ratios that ranged
from 2 to 4. D,1ring each run, an explosion accompanied the ignition. The
ignition delay was not deternned,
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G. ORSIERVATIONS ON THE CORROSIVE QUALITIES OF THE EXHAUST PRODUCTS

AND OF P•JCULORTL FLUORIDE

1. Observation of the equipment used in se tests indicate
that severe corrosion resul. w wherever the combustion products of the

fuel and perchloryl fluoride cam into contact with the metal apparatua,
Both the strtisess steel and aluminum were rapidly attacked, even though
the entire a"embly was thoroughly washed with water and dried imrsdiate-
ly following each te•t. Although soe corrosion was to be expected be-
cause of the hydrochloric acid and hydrofluoric acid formed during the
combustion process, the actual corrosion was greater than was expected.

2. When contained in stainless steel or aluminum, the per-
chloryl fluoride itself presented no particular corrosion problem. When
portions of the system werp "bled" to the atmospheret corrosion of alu-
minum occurred &A a result of contaut of the perchloryl fluoride with
moist eir.

iv. g2!Wj.RrM

A. The hard-starting characteristics of perchloryl fluoride with
hydrasine compounds under conditions of hypergolic ignition is definite-
ly a hindrance to the use of the material. The cause of this phenomenon
is believed to be the formation of an explosive intermediate compound.
The Pennsylvenia Salt Manufacturing Company has reported that reaction
between per hloryl fluoride and certain n'4 trogen-oontaining compounds
such as ammonia and amines resul-.. in t, •%r, ,"-jlosive
solid. The compound CO1 .NH )ma been isoie '_.' e -.._. ;o be oa-
plosive. Penneylvni Salti4MiZfacturinC Co. in p,:•wuing the st~dy
of these reactions in the hope that mom ' mans of preventing the form.a
tion or destroying the intermedia4e as it is formed may 'ýo accumpLished.
As demonstrated at both the Nav! Air ittvkst Test St•c.ion and General
Electric Co., with a slug stAut o:- x.-t •-.. tho ';•4.* I '.i i

be accmplished satisfactorily and -. r, -- •.. n •e•b,,,+ion is smoo-h.

B. An additional property of pbrchloryl fluoride which requires
investigation, in that of hbast transfer. For many applications the
oxidizer must be used to regenerattvely cool the thrust chamber, and no
work has y't been reported on the feasibility of accomplishing this with
perchloryl fluoride.

C. As stated by General Electric, the applications for perchioryl
fluoride would appear to be limited to those permitting a pressurized
system. Where the need for a storageable oxidizer of moderately high
performance arises, perchloryl fluoride can certainly be considered.
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1. Clark, John D., "Properties of Perchloryl Fluoride, A New
Oxidizer for Rocket ftNsl," NA.^LTS 72 U. S. Naval Air
Rocket Test Station, November 1955. (Confidential)

2. Forsten, I., "Experiments With the Oxieizer Perchloryl
Fluoride in a Rocket Encine," NARTS 73, U. S. Naval Air
Rocket Test Station, November 1955. (Confidential)
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CO"WARATIVE PMUM CV OF SOME SEZCT FUMS AND OXIDIMRS
PD a 300 poia, shifting equilibrium

Mixture Ratio asp
.Prope•llants .. .. (o1D ,,) (l-sc...b'

UDMH - LOX 3.4 269

UDM - CMO? 2.6 256

UD!H - MA (14% NO2 ) 2.7 239

Ethyldeoaborane - C103 4.4 245

Ety1deoporane - R7•A (149 N•O2 )

JP-4 - LOX ýo3 262

3P-4 - C10F* 249

JP-4 - R•.fA ,• 230

Calculated by Gernrel Electric Co.
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0. J. MRYW (Naval Ordnanc ekr!t=2.t Provided a
comi•z la method for the pro ti of itrogen trifluorids can be
developed, do you know of any reason that perohloryl fluoride should
be given further eonsiderstiou?

W. GAM: I have only reaently considered nitrogen tr:i-
fluoride. this ursory emmnation, i vooA may thot it wnA
probably be competitive.

. WM •MA& : I have a question for either Ed or Bill. I
have heard FT& ng1teip in density of this mteri as a funetion of
temperature is extrmly wild and *st Its use as a storable o•L•dser
therefore is scmowbat limilted. A, T andrstoo8 it, the uflage re-
quired for the nortal tomp.rstare range specification woul be about
30%. 1 vs wvoriag if m• fo• mtion is correcat and If It is, wbhat
"ar e going to do about it?

1M. GLVt: It to true that the temperature variation of
density is *tar ide. I dceat 2rme the exact figures on whet the
ullage would be. However, in a pressurized systm you do minimize this
density variation.

The density of perehleny1 flurd dos hearA s -'f.h" 7
above about room tim*irature. Mhis is because ve are not �ar rrom Its
critical teperature of 95"C. Ever7 liquidj, as it approacheri ts
critical temerature, has to undergo a chansm of density so that its
density can beeme equal to that of the '.xpor at the critical t4pera-
ture. density at 25*C Is about .hC, -sb. 4-h÷ diY-0 at 500C dros
to 1.29. Conversely, we gain a geat . d. . io-,y .1" t *'--

and with mild refrigeration w an go dowu •'-.( ,w point wbere
the density has risen to 1...If we v ' v, ve could go all the
vay down to the mlting point, which is -iJ.61, with a density of 2.0.
A mzber of people have considered the advmntages of using chilled
pec•hioryl fluoride.

Another effect of be:ine close to the critI•al temperature is
that the coresuibility of a liquid beocms eat. Again, as a liquid
reaches its critical teperature, its compressibility hba to becom
equal to that of its wvIor, whIch is very high. To alecate the
all3,eble ullage for a given wmxnu temperature reqqfrement, ve can
in %.&s case perait the container to becom liquid full. That is not
ordinally considered because, normally, Vhen the container has becm
filled with liquid and the tmperature rises any aor,, va .w_'-t in
extre rise in preasme. T hs does not occur wben we are close to the
critical temprature, Vhich ve are when we consider current uppz
towerature 1L~tU~t as high as 210F7. That's about all I can say on
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On the explosion phenomen obserr"d by Aerojet, we 9ar not
sure that it is cmased by this intermediate toogeund. We are sure that
it is not caused by any explosive character of perchioryl fluoride.
The cmound has a negative beat of formation, in the Levis and
Randolph sense, vhich means that bqat is ewolved when it is fozmed so

that beat has to be absorbed by its deccuposition. Futhermora, tests
ranging fra the ordinary drop tests and Impact tests to the most
severe that we can provide -- we have been using the perforation of
the container by shaped charges Vhich provide high impact and very h•ig
taiprature at the same time -- show no explosive properties hAtsoevr.

Then one sor stAtementp Bill Kni or Dr. Oantz, referred
to the co•cund os being available in research quantities. It is
available In mor than that when needed. fte process for making it is
now well worked out, which Is fairly rapid progress since the compound
was just discovee4 in 1952. We can izoediately supply imsV er qmn-
tities for testing parposes, and! - are ready to make any quantities
that you need.

JOMAi 0. TSClDOM, (PmV B,.• e -c Mosile Afency): I'd
like to know the critieml pressure.

M. GAIL: 53 a••ospheres.

PAPM

by A. V. Orosse, C. S. 7,," . .1
(Presented ] Dr. -O NjeAL

The RA~search Mi-titute of I%'- .' ti~mrsity

(~See pages 188 to 192, this voliume)

None
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G!NEA DISCUSSION

JO= HAMEL (New York University): In connection with
Dr. Grosse's remarks on acetylene ccmpcumos, I thought some wvork we
did four years ago at NYU under the sponsorship of ONR might be of
Interest. We made about 40 acetylenic compounds to test in biprop'ell-
ant rocket systems. Among them was monoseetylendinitrile. It was
made by a complicated synthesis and cost us about $200 per pound.
What is interesting, though, is that It shoved a very high specific
impulse, higher than any other acetylenic compound; 244 sec with RA
at 300 psia chamber pressurn and frozen equilibrium. This compared
with a value of 241 see for acetylene, the compound with the next
highest specific impulse.

We thought, in view of the :elatively high melting pclat of
this material, 69"v, mixing it vith mononitrile might result in a more
useful fuel, if a synthesis method could be found that would get the
price down, of course.

NMST A. ST IRM (Holloman AIr Force Base): I'd like to
ask Dr. Grosse whether anyThIng Is known about the boiling point of
0 2 and, secondly, whether he thinks that there are compounds of
igher ccmplexity beyond 09-'2 possible?

DR. GROSSE: We eo not know exactly the boiling point of03F2 except tha1t tbeginz t'o decomeos.- at lnf" .... . rtt
that is, at this stAge cf ±U, art, because the compou.,. i 1
not as pure as they should Z.

MR. STEIMM : Du you think that there are possibly camr-,.Z

of higher complexity -- bey:,ad 03F2?

DR. GOROSTS: Yes, the Japanese repor• e•,+4 .
of that nature.

LOREN BOLLINGR.'io State Utnivereity): On the hydrogen
fluorine premixed flames v. there any attempt made ta purify the
fluorine; from what coany did you obtain the fluorine; and vas
there any invostigation mde of the material used in your burner tubes
and connecting lines?

DR. GROSSE: I wvld not like to answr that in just a few
mirutes, Dr. Bollirger, as I do have slides and other material and
wv"'•d be -lad to discuss t1., with you, because I think time is short.

NC L AS-i. V E
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M N: TM. D. L. AI5W W

MR. ASTRM: One o, t+he aroa that certainly deserves &a
meh attention as can be given to it is that of the twdc hazards of
propellants that ve are vorking with at this tlm. All too often this
has becme a seconeay consideration and the result bag been that Ma"
people have been injured through exposure bo tLode flin, anl in a•
cases received permant amage to their Int*ria organ, Vhile a
little attention to this detail might have resulted in taki ngore ade-
quate precautions.

PAPER

TO= NAZARDS OF LTQT-D FROFXLJMS

by ,Keith A1., :
Army Chemiea•. (,f rA-!

(~.pages 78 to 81i, voir, 1, W 212/13)

FRK=AIZ]N DIWSCUIOW
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M. A~MMMG Would yo 052 to recommen a frequency for
clinical exainations for persons -pos.d, to norwal rocket testing
proeedure?

M. XAOM don't f9el able to answer that question.
T'here are so many variables Involved; the particular fuels that you 4re
dealing with, the adqusacy of the saety precautions that 7ou have, the
experience you have had In the past, the personal p2Vfe'Vence* (which
axe., of couse., bated on personal experience) of the phyician in
charge,, *tc.

WfLTZAN 0. VMRK }!tstuc'n-Cblor Alkali Division 7ood,

of nteesttobrig ot mnufA~~r~geXperience with s0 of these
chemicals. Westvaco has now ee iniac n Dimine-brand umyin-
d:Iethyl~hydrazine for several 7e00so We be"w h'md a very e1-ellent
safety record with the material with no cases of acute poisoning Mad no
evidence of chronic poisoning.

Our meicoal surveillaince props Izialudes a comlete physical
emlztionbefore a me starts to wokon this operation and those wft

show evidenea of sanmia or liver disease are not put to work . At
intervals of six veeks hemoglobin and white blood- eell count are nad..

!Mae basil esafety precwations ve give our men Lnc14CC
arespirator with an amonia canister If tbey canu ameli the matortal

when they are vorking with It. Meother oew Is the use of splash-
proof goggles and vinl-cated gloves.

In case of darger or prose apl'ask"..:*, i i'a-'
garmente sbol d t.ý worn. 2hey nan then be .aw !~ ý,a -'-2r o. if ana
wben a splash does occur.

~M. roec LWPT (Air Phtnriel CiAM): I shoddered, a little
bit tis mIjWhen the gool dcoctor said "You twst &am It dow the

drain.," because I ma the sn on the other end or the dralin who gaty It.
We have the aisposal prO~lms for this material when you boys are done
playing with It.

I can't give you the exact figures; brrvrer, X will give you
a figure that Is closer to the actul figure than you would think.
There A.11 be approximately 200p000 ga61ons of Type M~A red faming
acid to dispose of every week. Tbs RI! lot Wla4~ In the missiles
periodically and when It goes cut of epeeifieatlin It mast be us oamw

or destroyed. 2ht its a lot of. materiasl and It can't be disposed of
by any common ordinary mrthod. For example, thiq MM has a specific
gravity of approximately 1.5 and weighs 1? to 124-/2 ptud per gallon.
Lround seven or eight Mallons of this material *,.`te#r It Is neutralized
is all. that a million S&I.lons of water can absorbi and sti1.1 stay within
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most of the State u'ru for nitrate in potable water -- •wich are
around ten parts per million maedlm. When we have a large amount of
NIN acaing in every day -- say 100, 000 gas'lons a week - that is a lot
of st;andard sized tank cars of acid. It would take a lot of water to
dilute that much nitric acid. Before this material can be neutralized
or diluted the nitr en dioxide =mat be taken care of, usually by sew
oxidation process. We have tried burning this 302. The lost docmeunted
cost figures that I lmve on an experimental method of burning these 302
fmes are between $1.00 and $1.50 for a gallon of acid neutralized.
(This includes the cost of the neutralizing cbemioals). When a large
amount of IM Is to be disposed of every week, even $1.00 a gallon
runs into a lot of maney.

We can oxidise this 302 Into nitric acids, using for instance,
waste hydrogen parorde. We eoulid use se e dicbrowte salt such as
sodium or potassium ichreate. After the "02 has been converted to
nitric &aod the neutralization rohlem still remains as does the prob-
Ism of wbat to do vith the nitrates and fluorides. We can't pond or
lagoon this waste due to the hazard to undergound water supplies, and
we can't dispose of it in stream. There Is a possibility of desert
disposal or in pagpirg the neutra3ized, clarified waste to underground
fZ,.,.aun, through di•sposal yells. I don't have any quick solution
for this problm. I may be a little out of order in bringing up the
Industrial Hygiene h'.zard comiected with the disposal of rocket pro-
pellants and oxidizers, but the man at waste disposal plants will get
this saterial to dispose of -- it will cowe in unidentified -- ths
inAdstrial waste plant workers will bave te'. -td emit what the -s,-erial
is, and then will have to decide what methoa .ý= - .J to
use. "These saterl.as avre a_!4_•_ic_-Lt I d1sos of even wnt tey Are
Identified.

I think thnt we hasve worked rat &a solutions to Obis in-
distrial waste dispoeal problem, nut " th'-k tlhv* n-4 o£ It could be
reprocessed or remesawfactured. No 'A'j.twe t.~;,^ f-zA - I
nitric acid "-tt we have arToached has ,"- .. ,", iiclInation to take
any of It back, eslpeall-y when itr has the nrofluoric acil in it.
We have offered to t&le the hydrofluoric acid out or to arrest its
aggressive properties, but ve still haven't nad any offers -- not any
reasonable offers. * e can buy the new acid cbeeper.

MR. JACOBSON: I bav- no information on the best methods of
disposal. I have tbo Impression that scmebody Is working on that, but
I am not sare.

One item I might Pention is that a far as we can find out,
t. addition of small amounts of hydrogen fluoride to red fing nitric
acid does not signiftcantly alter its toxicity. What effect this has
on the disposal problem, I do not know.

VDICE: I have been led to believe that the halogen fluor-

ides are of the sw order o? toxicity as fluorine or Rr; amely, a
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tenth of a part per million, as inlicated in yoaw paper. This, of
course, does not include the perchloryl fluoride. Wc lA you care to
cc--ment on this?

MR. JACODSO: The cnly o that I can coent on Is fluorine
oxide. I did not include that bec&aus of a mmber of reasons, onm of
vhiCh is the lack of evidence available. There Is evidence that fluor-
Ins o:ddp is appreciably more toxic tan fluorine. There has been scme
uggestion that this does not hold true in mn; if so, this Is one of

tho0se rare cases where &nIwts an men don't react alike. My ain mev-

point is that w must assumn fluorine oxide to be appreciably mre
to-.c than fluorine.

R.. I: I think the point that the disposal probile

is a serious one is vell taken anA deserves serious attention of those
eoneerned with that type of operation.

PAM~

EAT PASKM PFOMMM O WCWJ8 AWORIA

by T. P. ftin!hlrt, It. L. Potier. F. is.
(I-re$cn.ad by Dr. Reinhardt)

Bell Aircraft Corporation

(See pages 85 to 97, Vol12me 1, Prz. 0e2/13)

RP~ARED ma•SB~ow

by liobert W. Million
Reaction Motors., Inc.

(Se@ fo"MIv1,ig Paeg.., 30 to 32)$

Nons
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R. W. Ellison
Reaction Motors, Inc.
Denville, New Jersey

Prepared Discussion on Paper by T. H. Reinhardt, R. L. Potter,
ane F. M. Moore

HEAT TRANSFER PRCPER TIES OF ANHYDROUS AMMONIA

The paper, "Heat Transfer Properties of Anhydrous
Ammortia", by T. H. Reinhardt, R. L. Potter and F. M. Moore
modestly minimizes the difficult nature of heat transfer determina-
tions. The background revealed by References 1, 2 and 3 clearly
indicates the accomplishment, and accordingly, L. E. Dean, E.
Ashley and the authors are commended for their solution of a con-
siderable problem.

The discussion is presented in a c1cAi ;.a." . :" ,n-,T r -

ner appropriate to its purpose, and the authors' wisely d'rected at-
tention to the references for derivation of the equation used to eval-
uate the liquid side wall temperat'.r:. The data are prezented
graphically and form a visible p'.r:t':-- r" '1e -. :-,-ties of ammonia
for the range of parameters reportc•i. the ; .-•. of t1 -. pr'";m

data appears in Figurer 3, 6 and 7 '.>.. ýi.•atiow oi mneasured data
is shown for two r'elations in Figures 4 .and 7. The significance of a
composite plot of nucleate boiling ,.ata, Figure 5, is somewhat mys-
tifying.

The authors have included an exacting description of the
test section used both hero and in the first group of references list. d.
Critical dimensions are reported in at least three significant digits
whose use implies the great care exercised to control these signif-
.,:ant parameters. In general the experiments appear to have been
executed with great care, and, overall, the results are admirably
reported.

Correlation of data is the subject for approximately one-
third of the text, and the ,ittempts at correlation are wisely divw.-'ced

ME'
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for the non-boiling, nucleate boiling and burnout regimes. Th., n

boiling data are visibly compared with the Dittus-Boelter Equation
in Figure 4, and the overall appearance of the individual dots indi-
cates that there are roughly the same number of data points above
the theoretical curve as there are below. The evident scatter in-
cludes an appreciable number of data points which are rather distant
from the curve. The extent and degree of scatter are such that the
Dittus-Boelter equation cannot be confirmed for the non-boiling regime
with absolute certainty.

Before absolute confirmation is warranted, it appears
necessary to reduce the incidence of data-points which fall far dis-
tant from the curve of the Dittus-boellter equation. Possibly an
improvement in the thermometry would contribute to less scatter; it
appears more likely, however, that a part of the evident scatter may
have resulted from the entrance of linear velocity into the equation
under the comparatively high exponent of 0. 8. LAcking complete
knowledge of the velocity distribution across an annulus subject to
heat transfer, the exact meaning and value of V, the symbol for
"effective linear velocity" of the fluid, are not completely established.

The second discrete disrussion of the correlation deals
with nucleate boilinR. No correlation was ciain- r .; . i th

a..-... .. ..i.c thc poable tLitkarvnieLric errors were Larger
than the values of ATsat used in correlation. A detailed analysis of
the evaluation of saturation temperatures i.ud the use of resistanre
thermometers is indicated for the succeisfui correlation or. nucleate
boiling data for ammonia. Nucleat, boillro- e'j.;... :na -- o-r w
ranges of pressure and bulk tmnperature ,'.o' a .,, *. i:;i.reeting.
There parameters might ajffact the iocation or slope of the nucleate
boiling line given a sufficient range. Det-ri.;ilzations at higher pres-
sures would be of particular irterest in such investigation.

Burnout data and its correlation are discussed in a third
section referring to two equation.. The one used by Ashley for WF'NA
data is limited in range; the other uses the value of burnout flux ob-
tained by JPL in hot-wire tests. The correlation as shown in Figure
7 is ,'ident, but the majority of experimental data points is concen-
trated at a single value of &Tsub, approximately 120 0 F. The paucity
of points at other values precludes the conclusion that equation 6 is
confirmE'.i for bkirnout in the case of arrun•onia. The close agreement
of the points marked is, however, indicative of confirmation over the
range tested. Visually, Figur-! 7 indicates that burnout is but slightly
affected by the fluid velocity.
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One overriding question arises, howe ,er, in connection
with the values of pressure; it is not ment td whether the values
listed are the true static pressure at the mid-point of the test sec-
tion or are simply the gauge readings taken either upstream or down-
stream. At low velocities the differences in values for the various
concepts are not large. At the highest velocity mentioned, 125 feet
per second, the kinetic pressure loss is roughly 40-60 psi depending
on the conditions of the fluid.

A statement precluding possible ambiguity with respect to
pressure would also have been useful with respect to the saturation
temperature, Tsat, and the scale parameters derived from it, ATsub
and Tw-Tsat. At low velocities the kinetic pressure loss has but
little effect; at 125 feet per sec')nd velocity, the maximum error in
ATsat resulting from the use of uncorrected gauge readings would not
exceed 10 to 20 0 F. At low values of Tw - Teat and of ATsub, the
distinction between true static pressure at !he test section and read-
ings taken elsewhere (at low velocity points) is critical. If the ref-
erences obviate the question of which concept was used, it has escaped
notice, and a statement within the paper under discussion seems in
order. (This same ambiguity in concepts of pressure has been wide-
spread in the heat transfer reports of most groups working in thip
field.) The authors mention that data from JrFL "show a lower depen-
deni.e of (q/A)burnout On ATsub than is shown -... (..
It appears possible that different concepts of pressure may have con-
tributed to the difference in results.

The paper also permits a s:nall question concei.fning the
possible solution of gas used to pressur':,a or .. -,?! O , '1',,
the effect would not warrant mention, bat a-, - a.lubxiity o1
nitrogen (if nitrogen wat used) raises somie concern in the case of
ammonia.

In tL,1 work, it hap$ been chosen to use a volumetric flow-
meter and to report values of linear velocity, V. The alternative use
of tank-supporting load cells or of one of the true mass flowmeters
would appear more direct and less limited in accuracy, for values of
linear velocity were evidently computed by a form of Bernoulli's
T`- )rem which inherently contains mass as the conservative quantity.
While these "volume" and "velocity" practices are not uncommon, it
is submitted that mass velocity, G, is more meaningful and more re-
producible in ducted flow than is the concept of an average fluid
velocity.

[UNCLASSIFI1ED
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by J. 2. W=a. 2. M. Fox. H. W.Doet', 0. 1. Larsen, R. C. Does
(Presented by' Dr. Does)

Phil lips Petro..etmm ucmpany

(900 M08. 96 to ulh., Vobin l. WYL 212/13)

J. D. Clark

US Naval Air Plockcet ftst Station

(use folloviz~q pages, 31' te '.6)
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DiJscussion Prepared by
John D. Clark

U. S. Naval Air Rocket Test Station
Lake Demark, Dover, New Jersey

on Xqhan, Fox, Bolt, Larsen and Does's Paper
PETROLEUM EERIVAEIZ .•XJ. AS LIQUID ROCKET FUMB

In the first part of this paper the authors have described
a rather interesting series of ecmounds which appear to be roughly
comparable to UIS as rocket fuels.

The question at once arises as to whether or not they are
sufficiently superior to present fuels towarrant serious constVeration.
If we compare a typical expl-" * , W. N, , N. -ti rmet bl btetrne
1, 3 diamine, vith UEH, we find something 1.1 1- :

Specific Impulse: 2.9% worse than UIM
Density Impulse: 1.9% be+.÷er than UtH
Hypergolicity: OrouP., bitt inferior to U111

Viscosity: C 'I*' nfr,-4- +.- tJ174R
Boiling point anA
vapor pressure: Better " . "%AM
Freezing po4.t: Better %.mn UEhM, but belov -727F

it mexe.s little difference
Density: Little to choose
Thermal sability: Probably t.atter than T73'1-F
Compatibility: Little ta choose
Adiitive to JP: Inferior to UTW

In short, there Is so little diff'rence between the two compounds, that
any decision between them would probably be made on logistic grounds --

Lvallability and price. The authors, unfortunately, have given no
Anformtion as to bow the logistics of these coounds compare with
UDW.

The second part of the paper deals with monopropellants made
by dissolving the nitrate salts of these tertiary disaines In nitric
acid -- producing solution comparable to the monopropellant Isolde
developed at NARTS. Isolde, as you probably know, consists of the
nitrate of diinnropyl amine dissolved in nitric acid.
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XIn order to shorten the discussion bya ord, of "agitude

S*A goingto take the liberty of christening "N , N p N M1-
tetrsmethyl-butane-l, 3 diamine dinitrate dissolved in anhydrous
nitric acid," "Beatrice" for short, and the analogous propane propell-
ant can be called "Portia."

The work with Beatrice and Pertia confirms several of the
observations ve have made at RARTS on Isolde and siailar compounds.

First -- they have a poor thermal stability. At 60"C -
l.0F - Portia built up enough pressure in I45 hours to blow a I00#
burst dime, and Beatrice only took 57 hours. Our Wnni.en -- the
tri-ethyl msine propellant -- would take about 100 hours to do the
*me. (This is an estimated valuo-tho burst times at several higher
temperatures being extrapolated to 60" by the Arrbenius eoqation,
vhich describes the phenomenon quite accurately.) We have found that
such propellants made from tertiary mlnes are in general thermally
unstable. If a sample of the copleted propellant is placed on the
steam bath, it invariably Ignites before all of the acid has been
evaporated. IP Isolde (made from a secondary mine) is treated the
same wmy, the acid evaporates off, and the salt Is recovered almost
quantitatively, vith only a slight discoloration. The extrapolated
burst time for Isolde at 60 would be something like 3500 hours.

The viscosity data, too, confirms =z.- Early in the pm*_
we found that prop.l1ants made from d&iaurcs a, - 1! S.h...--:, and
a hbgb tempera•±.•.e coefficient of viscosity compared wiril Ltý. • a1e
fro mono-amines. Tho viecosities of Portia, Beatrice, and I"olde, at
T5-, are 6.1, 4.7, and 1.9 centistokes respe'etively, and at -140 they
are 108, 62, and 1.1.8.

The card-gap values for P.otitt ', 'u ',,. *-.'.• -

low (Isolde unaer the same cf-ditions giv e-. ,-, jr a art, %Aose to
the 11• card value for Minnie . An extenoiv-" i;ries of card-gap tests
at !A&1' has resulted in a remarkable correlation between structure
and sensitivity for amine-nitrate monvoropellarts -- and by that
correlation it would appear that when a carbon chain is tied down at
both ends by an amine prop, the only carbons in the chain that contri-
bute to the sensitivity are those adjacent to the nLtrogens.

There are two more ooiervations that I have to mke. The
first is that ve have done a little work ourselves on smine perchlorate
monc7ropellants and have fouvI tbht they have an extremely high shock
Sei...Ltivity, and that when Vviy go the results arc devastating. So,
if you wish to work with such things -- don't!

The second it on the use of IF as a corrosion inhibitor in
amine nitrate monopropellanta. We ha-m found that It is unnecessary
with alumimm, having no pert •ular eff-ct on the already very low
corrosion rate. With stainless steel (347) it makes the low corrosion
rate much worse.
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The opinions expseed in this diceussion are those of the
author, and are in no vise to be construed as representing thoee of
the Noval Air Rocket Test Station, of th- Bureau of Aeronautics, the
U. S. Navy, or the Department of Defense.
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DR . A1167ROW I think that anyone who has been in the
rocket business very long realises that .0 are rapidly approaching the
lildt of perforUWac obtainable with ordinary ehcal. prcVllants. I
believe that ZovickI first proPoses the use of metastable states for
prowp'ileye means. Tuis idea lay aormant for several years and s
finally taken up by the Directorate of Mwanced S'tdies of the Office
of Scientific Research. ftat us about three years &Vo, I believ.
Since then interest has increased exponentially so that today ther
are ny progra ll adirected tow4ard the utilization of free radicals
as a v-ns of propulsion. Lieutenant Colonel Atkinson of the Offiep of
Scientific Research will tell us about the free radical progr-a.

PAPWR

StJEY OF HWAWR ON FM RANCALB AS PRO LPLAWI'S

by Paul 0. Atkinso
Air Force Office of Scientific Research

(See pages 1-17, Volin 1, PrI 212/13)

M. ATO'.OM: Probably the largest single progrm in the
country at this time on the subject of free radicals ti' tb-+. of the
Bureau of Standards, and vr nent In the organirAtiot. az ,
of that program is Dr. Broida, vwo will offer eominte on Colonsi
Atkinson' s paper.

P A=B• DIBTSCOUMTO"

by R. P. Arodsa
National Bw-su of St.&ndaG-,

(see flloming pa)

None
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Discussion Prepared by
H, P. Broida

National Burreau of Standards
Washington, D.C

on P. G. Atkinson Paper
SURVEKY OF RESEAR~CH ON FRE RADICALS AS PROPPI.IAINrS

Colonel Atkinson's presentation of the research on free
radicals as propellants has covered the major points of potential
uses and advantages of froe rpadical fuels* Quite rightly he has not
concentrated on pointing out the difficulties of the use of such
materials, At this stage of scientific progress it is not a
question of how to use such fuels. The quiestion is - can enLJug:L
energy be stored in stabiliatr4 rr,, md. 4:3a ýlnr' met,'-!ni.j use &,% a

Recent laboratory results show that even highly reactive
free radicals can be stored for l ong times in solids at 1ev..
temperature. In addition, It hap, been found that cor.-entrations
abov'e 1% can be stabilized urde,. coqv'hi*:- z-~.,: I~n -4- 'ý

these results and the rAlatively- am:7 io'~v ~r
good specific impulset perforr~&ncuBto kb.4 ;de 3 of Atkinson's report),
it is essential to determine th%; up~per phiysical limit on the con-
centrat'ons so thst an answer can be giron to the question on
whether sufficient energy for use as a propellant con be stored in
free radicals. Until thi~s question is answered in the affirmative,
it is pre-mture to dwhell too deeply on tf1s question of how to use
such a fuel.

T should like to stress two points already mentioned by
Colonel Atkinson. First, in his definition of the term "free
radical", he prorerly emits other species in which enerpr is
available. Unfortunately there is scmec confusion caused by those
who lump together other energetic species such as ions or elec-
troni~cally excited molecules. While such species rj be usefu3
as propellzants, their properties are much different f1 --. t~tv'" of
free radýicals. The see ~nd point that bears repetiti.on is the one
that only a few radicals - simple and of low molecular weight - have
any potential use as fuels. The specific impulse obtainable from
most free radical reactior-i is too small to be of value as a fuel.
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PAM~

Mco"MmCA MND DMM~J1IA TAVMZCXOR
OF SEVVUAL h)~ 1rMZ, WM1 RM4YNG YAM

by J. S. Goran
RPaotiom Motors. Inc.

(See Me@ L5 to 135, Volum 1, PFL 2/13)

PRVAMD DISMOSSIO

by R. W. Fox
PhIl.Up Petroieva Ccogny

(SO* foflOviug MOOe? 40 to I43)

aWDOMA DISCUSION

None
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Discussion Prepared By
H. M. Fox

Phillips Pet.roleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

on J. S. Gordon Paper
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF

SEVERAL AMINE FUELS, WITH FUMING NITRIC ACID

Because we have pioneered the tertiary diamines as possible
nitric acid rocket fuels, it was gratifying that these fNel, for the
most part, performed satisfactorily in the WADC engine tests. These
data obtained on several compounds over a wide range of mixture ratios
are the most extensive which have been reported. In general, the data
confirm the theoretical possibilities of these fuels and the indi-
cations, obtained by the Naval Ordnance Test Station in the LAR and
simulated-LAR engines, that the tertiary diamines compare favorably
with hydrasine and UDMH.

We have a few comments Laout ,a. T 2' ýf tý- w, par".- which
sumarizes some of the important properties of tne tartlazy dismines.
The questlon might be asked: Why have the unsaturated specips been
considered by Phillips to such an extort in view of their thermal in-
stability characteristics? The ,-nvaturatod species hayv advantages in
yields and in manufacturing costr; we 4r., nof eonvinced that their
thermal instability is as seriotrs am ,ný,,..& "0 1.1:-:.-, A4 1- '!I c,
that the thermal instability is cause, " p --*..wuita zf water which
were not removed in the manu actur-i uO. were added in storage, and it
seems reasonable that something can be done to eliminate or to reduce
significantly this effect of moisture. We have observed that some of
the unsaturated species Lompare favorably with the saturated species
in storage behavior when a desiccant is added to the stored sample.
For example, N,N,N',N'-tetramethylbuten'•-l,3-diamine appeared unaffected
by heating for one hour ,,. 500 F when metallic sodium was present in
the sample. While particulate mwtter would not be desirable in a
rf et fuel, we believe that a satisfactory solution could be evolved
wit. minor effort.

This adverse effect of moisture might account for the
questionable heat of combustion for N,N,N',N'-tetramethylpro',ene-l,3-
diamine given in Table II of the paper. We have obtained erratic
results on this compound. On the basis of several careful determinations
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we have settled on a value of 17,017 Btu/lb which is more reasonable
than the one given. We believe it to be a cc-tiderably better value.

We do not feel that the deposit problem with N,N,N',N'-tetra-
methylethane-l,2-diamine in cooled nozzles is serious. Analysis of these
deposits showed that they were the nitric acid salt of this tertiary
diamine which from its thermal stability behavior could only form on
cooled surfaces during shut down. The salt formed under such conditions
could be tolerated in most applications. In cases in which it could
not be tolerated, formation of the salt could be prevented by simple
loom.

One of the most interesting aspects of the WADC data was the
rather large differences in combustion officiency observed between the
various compounds many of which are similar in physical and thermo-
dynamic properties. The following ru~mrizes the combustion efficiency
result st

(e - Comtbustion Efficiency,.
200-1b, 110-L* 1O0-lb, 144-L*

Fuel Uncooled Engine Engine

Tertiary Diamines 99-100 98-100
(2 fuels) (6 fuels)

UDJH 98 -

MIH - 98

OHAJ/Ur Euteettc - 9t

DETA/LUDH 50/50 96 -

N, N-Dimethylamino-3-propy lamine a)

DETA 90

Triet hylamine - 91

Combustion efficiency is defined for this consideration as actual c*
divided by theoretical c*. Theo.-etical data used were frozen-equili-
brium data in which the follovin; nroducts of combustion were assumedi
C02, CO, H20, N2, H2 , 02, O H, , a&no NO. Actual and theoretical
values of c used in the analysis were peak values regardless of
mixture ratio. A plot of combustion efficiency as a function of
mixture ratio for the fuels %'eeed the same relationship between fuels
as the preceding tabulation.
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The data for neat fuels are divided into two distinct ranges

of cvibustion efficiencyt (1) 98-100 per cent range, and (2) 90-91 per

cent range. These data are limited but it seems more than accidental

that all of the fuels giving good combustion efficiencies are highly

reactivea fuels with nitric acids, as measured by ignition delays,

compared to the poor fuels which have very long ignition delays or are

not hypergolic. DETA which is not hypergolic gave the lowest efficiency

and exerted an almost additive effect in an adverse direction on the

Ufl1R mixture. It is difficult to explain the difference i, the per-

formance of the diamines and triethylamine on the basis of better

engine optimization for the diamines because physically and thermo-

dynamically they ere essentially the same. These data emphasize the

need to consider kinetic properties in the selection of nitric acid

rocket fuels. They cast doubt on the assertion so often heard, that

in selection of liquid rocket fuels we need consider only theoretical

performance, physical properties, and cost and that kinetic defi-

ciencies c€n be easily ironed tut b7 engine design and development.

We believe these data support the contention that better screening of

liquid rocket fuels should be done in actual engine firings; as a

result, engines could be developed and made to operate at less cost.

A parameter of substantial significance in some applications

such as rocket projectiles, particularly air-to-air missiles, is

volume impulse. We were interested to see how the fuels tested by
WADC compared on this basis. Figure 1 is a plot of volume impulse

versus specific impulse obtained on fuels tested in the 200-lb engine.

Units of volume impulse are impulse per cubic foot of propellant-.

Differences obtained are because cf in -pecJfin npsilbe

and mixture ratio. For N,N,N',N'-tetramethyle,. .. ,- - '

UtMH which peak at approximately the same specific impulse, the fo-,rmer

was almost 8 per cent superior in volume impulse. One of the reasons

fer considering the DETA/UDHH mixture 4as, of course, to imi-o'•.e

vclume performance over that obtainatle wi.h "TM.. Cert-in advantages

of' the mixture in this respect are .vii-. . Ata. Jw*evar,

at the peaks the superiority in votume p', *. c" -iae b wac

slight compared to the lobs in cif'
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ADIAB-a'C An C0W'TWSI01fIMP.ACT BY THE AMITION OF ETyt" O3=

by C. V. Tait an W. A. Cuddy
(Presenxted by Dr. Tait)

Vyandotte Cheicals Corporation

(See P409 136 to 19P, Volum 1, P7L 212/13)

PMWAM~ DflCUE310K

by I. C. Nooms
US Waval Ordnance Laboratory

(See foflavixig pa*eu, 45 to 1.9)

!!arA DISCUJSSION

No .e
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Discussion Prepared by
E. C. Noonan

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory

on C. W. Tait and W. A. Cuddy Paper
DESESITIZATICN OF LIQJID WROPRMOPEIATS

TO ADIABATIC AIR COMPRESSION DACT

The authors of this paper should be congratulated on this
Interesting study of the Impact sensitivity test. They illustrate
very vividly that, contrary to a widespread notion, it is not the
total potential energy available from the weight that is important in
an impact sensitivity experiment but rather the elastic properties of
the parts which are hit. These constitute a bottleneck through which
the available energy must be transferred. Only a smal part of the
total energy available can participate in initiation of the explosive.
They indicate the sensitivity of the f.£aI ......A2 *- e.-. b-A'
adiabatic compression on the specific heat ratio,, r :, . tLa -

gas. They point out the problem of propagation of an explosion fromt a
hot spot and denonstrate the effect of heat 'cnductlon in an ingenious
manner. Finally, they have made a practical suggestion on how to e--
sensitize a particular explosive.

Tait ar.1 Cuddy found a. linear depen'*rraA'p ~ -:~

in the liquid on the height of drop of tho w..-. Thf~y mention that
the presmrc should be a fuuction of the square root of the height.
It is interesting to see how this comes about and what general con-
clusionq we can draw about the b-havior of impact testers.

When a bar moving vitb a velocity u hits another bar at rest
the maximum compressive stress at ,.).e p1X.ie interface of contact normal
to the common axis of the bars is

p :cu ()

where and c are the density and speed of sound respectively in the
bar at rest (1). The instantaneous velocity of a mass initially at
rest which has fallen from a height h is

u a (LI)

UNCLASSIFIRD
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Finally the speed of sound c, may be expressed as:

where E is Young's modulus in engineering units (1). We may combine
equations (I), (II), and (III) to yield:

P : (IV)

Substituting the proper constants for steel andr the proper units for
h in inches one finds that:

P' = 4o080 1/h where P in in psi,h Ininches

P 2" Y8 where P is in ata, h in inches

If one computes the pressures expected from this formula and compares
them with those measured by Tait and Cuddy it turns out that they are
of the same order of magnitude but from 45% to 6% too high. The
actual situatiLn in the impact tester it of courme very complex, since
there will be reflections at various points in the apparatus. As a
matter of fact if the acoustic impedance of the parts were properly
matched the full pressure should be reached on the first Impulse, and
the pressure records of Tait and Cuddy indicate that this Is certainly
not true.

Using the approximation for pr* 6i'ure m •,Por t ..'h.
and substituting in the pressure temperature relation ', - '_ i .•
compression the following equation may be developed.

T -T, (kP(vP()

where k is the rroportionality constane. C C ": •.V! .±
is the ratio of specific heats. P-y L'..fi..-wAting T2 with respect

fo one variesle at a time, holding the others constant, one obtains
four equations for dT2 . Combining these one finds the three equationx
for the relationship of the variables vich produce the same chsnge,
dT2 in T2 .

dh Zf0 W I1
1 k lT (VI)

dh , -2dP" (VII)

466(oa k/P <3/2 log h) dj-

TO illustrate the magnitude of the effects one my investigate the be-
havior under the conditions tha-. dh a I inch, h - 10 inches, T1 : 3O0K,

UiNCLASSIFIET)
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P1 "1 aba, k 2 278 aba. Then to make an error nf 10% in h signifi-
cant, T must be controlled to * 4.3"C, P1 to t 0.05 atm and r to
* 0.&004 units. Tho sensitlvity of the test to variation in r is very
apperent. In fact, under the above conditions, It can be shown that
merely saturating dry air with water vapor at 300"K makes enough
dlfterence in rto increase h from 10 inches to 11.3 inches. Even if
the pressure "eleloped is a linear function of drop height, as Tait
and Cuddy found, the results are not much different. Using the equa-
tion

T2 .1T(123 h/Ply1•ý

one finds that

(P30 (log 123 d/

Under the same conditions used above, an error of * 1 inch in h at
10 inches can arise from an error of * .0079 unmts Inr.

The depondence of the temperature, T,. on drop height is also
of interest. Taking P1 as unity, k s 278, we find for various values
Of r (equation V):

1-- .27 T2 a 3.32 T, h9.1 o6

1:I.40 T2 : 5 T1 ho0
43 : 5 T1 h/

1.66 T, n 9.14 T h0 113

Thus at)- = 1.40, the upper twaperatuve rv~cheA. depends on the 1/7
pover of ht Of course T2 mus, ýkpear In "ie . . -. r .-. io-,
rate in some expc.ential form, as k z - , Tv r .,r -i, - klIe lca.

MarngA! (2) has published a theo.-,y of' Impact machines using
the Hertz theory of impact. The partictler mrdel he used involved a
steel ball Impacting solid explosive on a flat anvil. An elaborate
treatment involving the masses of the weigbt and anvil; Poisson's
ratio, coefficient of restitution, shear modulus of steel, etc. lead-
Ing to a calculation of radial preVure distribution is given. The
net results of M-rgaie's treatment saa that of the author my be com-
pared for a given set of conditions when P a 1 atm and the various
par-meters of N.irgai's equat'=n remain constant; i.e., the same
machine is uned for the expc.•ments.

Hurgai Noonan

T Zk, T, h1/1 r)r T 2 k Tl 3/
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Values of T2 obtained are very nearly the saee when nmerical values
are substituted.

The above remarks are made mainly to disillusion those who
think of an impact machine as a precision instrument and to indicate
the outrageous degree of control necessary in order to expect repro-
ducible results.

The equations of motion of a bubble under compression by a
liquid medium and the nature of its behavior when chemical reaction
occurs in the bubble are very interesting and complex. Enig, at NOL,
has attacked this problem fran a theoretical viewpoint with the aid of
rnuerical integration techniques using high speed computers. So far
he has shown that nitroglymerine detonates under certain, rather mild
conditions, but at this point not enocgh data have been gathered to
define the bubble size or copressioe ratio below which burning or
detonation will not occur. We hope that these computations will be
completed in the near future.

If a bubble of gas immersed in liquid Is suddenly coapressed
it overshoots the equilibrium position, and, if it Is stable, will
oscillate with damped harmonic motion about the equilibrium size. In
practice, however, it is easy to reach unstable conditions at high
rates of loading. In this case the bubble breaks up on expansion.
Essentially what happens is this: the inner surface of the bubble
reaches fantastic accelerations during compressiebn. If the mass of
the particles in the surface is multiplied oy thi.2 -. ', r
gets an inwardly directed force which is counterbalanced "y, th_! ;.:: -
ing force due to pressure of the gas and surface tension of the liqtld.
(Cohesive forces of the liquid may be neglected.) If Bernoullis'
equations of m)tion for the liquid around the bubble are obeyed t•.c
its behavior wovuld be stable. At radtal v:locities arproachSn the
speed of sound instability may appear. The tij•.t I-" ,..%. ÷
time the bubble should start exp-nsion, Jet- ef c , lc si--'. in
toward the center and the bubble brealw up int.j Lit•Ale bubbles. Some
high speed photographs by J. B. Levy and A. Amster of NOL illustrate
these effects.

If droplets are spraved into the hot a,-s, or if new mmll
bubbles are formed, the gas may be .ooled before propagation of com-
bustion can occur. Tait and Cuddy .1l"iatrate the effect of heat con-
duction by use of insulation. Consider this effect greatly rpiltiplied
by spray cooling and it I s easy to see why propagation may not occur
in many cases.

Thus, while it is true that high temperatures should be
reached during truly adiabatic compression there are three good
reasums why propagation of combustion may not occur.

[UNCLASSIFIED
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a. The compression phase is not truly adiabatic; beat
is lost to a relatively large mass of liquid over a
relatively long time.

b. Instability of the bubble may result In sprays
or jets which cool the gas rapidly.

c. The induction time for the chemical reaction is
longer than the time. available before the gas has
cooled or impulsive loading has been relieved.

Once cembustion has started within a bubble, it appears from
Enig's analysis that intense shock waves can build up very rapidly.
The fact that all the heat is being produced in a s93ll, totally en-
closed volume coupled with the iw.rtla of the liquid makes thie
possible. If the liquid can b'rpport detonation this process will
start soon after combustion begins. In the case of nitroglycerine, if
3% of the vapor originally assumed present reacts chemically, the
rate of. heating by reaction exceeds the rate of cooling due
to expansion and detonation occurs almost Immediately. If
less than 3% reacts the coolizn due to expansion quenches the
reaction.

In sury, it may be said that Dr. Tait and MW. Cuddy have
made a distinct contribution to our understanding of impact tests and
their interpretation. It Is utr'Icr th-% - aat deal mor' needs to
be done before a clear understanding of all tn.- . t 1. _-- •._
the sensitivity of liquid explosives is achieved.

(1) Timoshenko, "Theory of Elap+.iclty1  i.w-.L'll, New York, N.Y.,
193y, p 282.

(2) M. P. Nkwgai, Journal of Chem. Physics, 2, 1687-1688, (1954);
ibid, ?5 7&6-767, (1956).
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Camnt Submitted After the Symposium
by D. N. Griffin

Olin 3kthieson Chemcal Corporation

The following cents are directed towards the two papers by
Tait and Cuddy of Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation entitled "Desensiti-
zation of Liquid Monopropellants to Adiabatic Air Cc preme1on Itect
by the Addition of Ethylene Oxl&,,." and "An Adiabatic Air Coereuhion
Drop Weight Tester for Liquid 24onopropellants" (pages 81 to 100,
Volume 2, FL 212/13).

The drop weight tester described in their papers to not a
modification of the Bureau of Mines drop weight tester as claimed by
the author, but is instead an early model of a drop weight tester
developed by Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation which has become known
as the "O-Ring-Type Drop-Weight Tester." Because of that fact, and
furthermore, because Cuddy refers to the Olin-Mathteson tester as being
unsatisfactory, I consider it no•e-e9-, +-, ,*4trw . the cyr'n* stat.'
of Olin Iathieson'u work in this field.

In 1953, since we vere aware of the inadequacies of most
liquid propellant impact testers then in use, Mathieson Chemical Cor-
poration undertook to devalop, at Ccwpeny lxpense, in Inr.%t tester
designed specifically for liquid ,p r.m P'rA -z•.-ve. With the
formation of the Committee on Test foth•'' fr T -Id. -1d P,-
we offered to coordinate our eaforts -,t . .,,Jectives of that

At the second meettug of the nopropellant Committeo, in
February 195 , a working sub-committee vas ftmed consisting of repre-
sentatives from Buffalo Elect: ,bemical Co-u_*y and Mathieson Chemical
Corporetion and charged with i conweafng suitable modifications to the
ICC inqmct tester. For several months the sub-comittee investigated
modifications of the ICC tester, none of which proved satisfactory.

At the fifth meettng of the ],nopropellant comittee in
September 1954, Mr. J. W. Orr of Olin Mathleson presented his novel
idea for using a standard 0-rizg both to form the cup containing the
propellant se~le and to act as a seal to confine the pressure developed
within the appaxatus. This new drop Veight apparatus, and the prelim-
inary results obtained with It, were received with interest by the
camittee, and several cmmitctee members, Incb]din Wyandotte's
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represerntatLve, offered to evaleto it. Consequently, copies oc'
Olin bthi.son's prellzinary design were sent to all mmder of the
Comittee, and Pigure 1 of Cuddy's ppae is a reproduction of that

Several later modifications of this design were teoted by
wthieson including so•e with "cavity pistons" similar to the one Used
by Cu•My in his work. Leat in 1955, a xo.difieation us suggested by
w~abere of the Raplosive Reseearch &Deaomn Rotablishment in the

United Mrigdam which Involved placing the vent hole in the piston
rather than in "ne body of the apparatus. A revised design of the
)bthleson O-Ring Toster ws mode Immediately Incorporating this
sugested revision since we felt this chang, resulted in a significant
IMrovnt in both the apparatus and Its operati.on In April 1956,
copies of this now design were sumiltted to the Coittee.

During the pest year at Olin Nothiesonp we have ccwleted
the developent of this design and consider the apparatus to be satis-
factory, (ef &aiqxe.y'r4 tigure). Nouever, It has been our contention
that the operating procedures and the intorpretatlon of data are of
even greater signIfIoanoe than the dstailed design of the apparatus
Itself. In recent months we have been cpleting the development of a
test method for liquid propellant. and explosives, and it Mas been our
belief that the Interests of everyone concerned, particularly potential
users, vaald be served best by our not releasing the apparatus 6*1smn
until the comlete and detailed wt -t ";'t w~Andt1r~Vtc
of results can also be described.

In his paejr, CuddMy does not Indicate that Wyandotte hbs uo.e
any basic changes in the design of the Olin Mathieson drop w±It
tester. Nowever, his testo method does diffar considerably ý-"n t%...t
which we are developing. In Cud&',s u. - - .
disk is not considered as an essential L-ao e " .- -.. .
Instead, his "criteria of preoltive 1pxit:L c f.aaer '
presence of carbon, and A.*sintegration rt nP e Oh.--r.i." A. - ?.L.-A
Ibthieson method, rupturing of the disk (&4oC w;...oe %y a i1-A report)
has always been oonsidered as the oiil posittv,4 indli"tion of explosion.

Using a 5-lb vvei.'_, '.%day. ropos-L values of the "50%-point"
for norma propyl nitrat- •-ry" - anr'wbem frGR 7.75 to 15.6 inches,
although he ewbasizer -; ,weeision of each group of tests. Using the
apparatus shown In '-,'- • an•irfigure,, and also with a 5-lb weight,
we have obtained " i. --.''en,.y of explosions of normal propyl nitrate
with a drop bh# ' c on37 oe inch, which is equivalent to approxiete-
ly one tentl i the delivered energy necessary to produce a "positive
test" in his method. We attribute this difference to the ability of
t e 0-ring seal to vithstand *30- _ 1_-ew-r-z= without leake when
Proper equipment design and operating procedfres ae employed.
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In eonwbsion,, It aouU be mentloned that the infor•aoti,
given in tbese -erasers ha" al been reported to the Mon.propelALatTeat CoIitteej howveyer tbhe Opnons expressed do not nebessztrlycoincide vith the opinions of all mme'rs of that CamnittAee.
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CinntS SUboitted After the 5Sposiun
by W. 1. Moen

Air Reduction Ccepany, Inc.

fJllrwing are -i=n1s on the paper, "Adiabatic Air Ccm rea-
sion Drop-Weight Tester for Liquid HOnopropeflants," by V. A. Cuddy
Wyandotte Chdcs•ls Corporation, (Pages 81 to 100, Vol1em 2, PL
212/13).

Mr. Caddy sbhold be oenmmtd. for his presentation of rems.ts
with a particular drop-wig~ht tester applied to a single class of liquid
uonopropellants. The in•oration shold add appreciably to the con-
sideration of the Interdependent variables that lead to the interpret-
tion of remilts derived from a test that at fir-+. m"m lementary in
both construction and ease of use.

7ortzte~lyp during the pest few years I have bad an oppor-
tunity to follow the progress of Mr. C taddy's- prop as a zmbpr of the
Caittoe on N1napropel~st Test 3wobs: e, , e t, tro h &d2,is÷:e
with SlimiaI type test work on a program dostgnel to ibv't. -

handln properties of acetylnle •nopropellants * Wit thLa 01- -
duction, there follov a few ecoints on Wr. Cuddy ** prý-:antation.

1. RWepoted to the li.maittee on . , -. •,.-•.hdA
have been two t yr•s of O-ring t9iter-!. 6'. - I' , .; • .:e ,..1
described his unit. On te other hi,.nd. t.+-'1 i ý':t PWJ., Lt ,to•. .Lt
described in the pape. 'ams been d~-%ko by both Wyend'*te- nn! trn~
Hathleson for the reasons enHo-wev. weer, the Olin 3Wthieson unit
has been revised, and this rev ised. rrt Is now in use at Olin 3athieson,
Air Reduction, and Aftj ft-ID+.tlc A.rsile Agency.

This reyio~d -)-ring te-.ter differs t that shown In
figmv 1 of W. Cuddy's paper 4% one major respect; that is, the botcm
of the test cavity Is not vented, and Instead a diaphragn is placed on
top of the 0-ring. When a reaction ensues, venting takes place through
a hole in the piston. This mdIficatlon has overeomm to a great extent
the three objections raised y Mr. Cuddy to the first 0-ring tester
used.

It is believed that the results obtained with both
testers on the materials tested -- that Is the alkyl nitrates -- are
comparable. The results x both t•,sters were obtalned by utilizing the
so-called "ladder" techniqe.
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2. The data reported by 1r. CWdy have been obtained by

maintaining a constant liquid volume, and the bubble sli.e In varied by
v-ryir•g the indent of the active piston face. Conseqentiy, the total
volume in the test cavity, Including liquid and vapor, has not always
remained constant. The Olin Mathieson revised tester, on the other
band, maintains under constant precou esslon conditions a constant
total volue, and varies the liquld-vapor ratio by a careful control
of the filling density. It has been found that the filling density is
an Uportant variable when other conditions remain fized, as can be
seen fro figure 1. In consideration of these data, therefore, one
munt not Indiscriminately select a fillUng density.

3. One may believe that he can compensate for different
drop-w•ehts used by adjusting the drop-height 'to give a constant poten-
tial energy in the weight at the start of tbe test. This has becn
shown not to be true (figure 2). These data were obtained with water
in the test cavity, and show that the energy tranitted to the test
capsule assembly is significantly difrerent as the drop-veight is
changed. Apparently the velocity being indeperAent of weight has an
1nportant effect on the mount of energy transmitted to the cavity.
Conceivably, It would be preferred to compensate for different drop-
weights by assuming a constant wuentum input as the drop-weight is
changed. Of course the reflections or the energy within the tesxt
capsule assembly will be changed with different velocities and weights.
Wr. Cuddy was aware ef scma of these effects.

4d. It bas been determined at Airco tbA', -vtn
tween the 0-ring and the blow-out disc during reaction Is extr~re:-.
critical. In an effort to obtain a satisfactory swl, the effect oi,
preccspresslon was investigated. It has been found that "j,ý .
cal precompression value, using a sy.tem with weil lr .eod -

10 in-lbs torque giv'es very satisfaot'•-y ,t-. tetv4". .: '1 ..:tz I'..*St
fuel (0.03 cc ll.-aia =Ovle, 0.0153" itiel Alaphr, o' I, lb -T,

only a 2" drop-height is required. On t:'o -- , r•d, with no pro-
copresslion exent that tripoped b7 -t% +A f the free parts zf
capsule asembly, a drop-height ef 5 in-lbs ts required. Furthermore,
with the higher torque value martitcd. the reproducibility of the
results is increased.

We have also found 'iat by using a precompressed 0-ring,
the effect of the varying veight of Cafferent 0-rings virtally drops
out an a signifteant parmeter. One my argue that the unhge varies
as the weight of the 0-ring changes even though a constant precuepo-
nion is used; bmievr, it is belleved that this is insignifleant when
one considers the extremely sma changes in volume that can result if
constant density O-rings are assumed over the range of the C-ring

5. If one considers the 0-rng weight as a variable, as ba
been dons by Wr. Cuddy, it Is only an indication of same other 0-ring
factor change ,sth as a variattln in the 0-ring torus crOss-section
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and Its effect on filling density or liquid vapor ratio, as well as
the durmeter variation due to rubber density change.

In this connection, also, Mr. Cuddy mentions that norml
variations in embient temperature do not significantly affect the re-
sults, and proves this by calculating the sdiabatie ecupression tempera-
ture for moderate variations of ambient temperature. What he does not
show, howervr, is the effect on dutrmeter with temrature which would
determine the proportion of energy absorbed by the O-ring at different
temperatures. It Is believed from our work that precompression vir-
tually cancels this last effect.

6. It is unfortunate that all three organizations, Olin
Msthieson, Wyandotte, and Alreo have so far reported extensive results
on only one class of compound, the alkyl nitrates. Both the Wyandotte
and the revised Olirn Mbthleson veralons of the O-ring test.r appear to
produce reasonably good resulte. What is not known is vhether or not
either tester can be extended to use on other families of materials.
It is ganted that the Wyandotte tester has served a very useful
screening purpose as described In the paper by Tait and Cuddy entitled
"Desensitization of Liquid Monoprotl•lnts to Adiabatic Air C ression
Impact by the Addition of Ethylene Oxide."

From the limited experience with testing other materials
such as nitramethane, hydrasine, unsymmtrical dimethylhydrazlne,
isopropenyl acetylene, and diisopropenyl acetylene, we have not been
able to Initiate decomposition )f these m-ot-.-ie at the r•"za=
available drop-heights of 75 inches wben uai--k '4. vo"ý conAf-
tions that would cause n-propyl nitrate initiation at a ex PA. -iL•jgit
of 2 inches. It Is agreed that materioas such a& the %e-erazi.#. and
acetylenles are quite stable, but nitromethane Is k s

sensitivity to adiabatin comp•rsslon activation. I'va " :Y w.S9nr,
one then can questios; the univr.'al ,," of the r c' in •ing ==Ay

materials, witheut varying some -f. t•s .... •,

7. Mr. Cuddy 2ettons the vffeet of InItial te rature and
relative humidity on the adiabatlc compression sensitivity, and con-
eludes that under no•nl -rl 4ent initial conditions for a material with
a weak vapor pressure, twmpeahaire dependence ould not be significant.
When one considers such toteriAls as r--pr.-yl nitrate or nitramethane
with relatively low vwpor pressures, the fuel-air mixture ratio in the
vapor space is not too far above *e lower flabillty limit. Conse-
questly, if one wishes to Ignite these materials at their auto-
decmosition temperature, one mmat bold this temperature for at least
the induction period which, of course, is relatively long as compared
with that required for stotchiometric mixtures. In the drop--eight
tester, such a temperature cannot be held for any length of timej and
if one vishes to initiate decomposition in a dro_-wiEg- t-a+Ae÷ t1-h
adiabatic compression temperatre most be weli above the autodecompo-
sition temperature, and the time for holding the vapor above the
autodecomposition temperattLv above the liquid must be sufficiently
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long. Perhaps this explains why nitrmthane appears to be more
difficult to ignite than any n-propyl nitrate.

8. It is unfortnate that Mr. Cuddy did not include the
results from both Olin Methieson and Airco on n-propyl nitrate for
the two different testers. It in believed tbht sufficient data do
not yet exist to regard the Wyandotte tester as one that can be
recomended for use by anyone. However, his paper should be regarded
as a valuable contribution as a progress report on the development of
an ultimate tester. In this connection, as Chairman of the Committee
"on Monopropellant Test Methods, I wiuld like to caution anyone consider-
ing such a tester that the Comittee has not yet reccasended any tester
for general use at this time. It is actively reviewing all past and
current work, and hopes within the near future to came up with pre-
ferred equipent and procedures. In this connection it should be
mentioned that Dr. Tschinkel of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency has
both typ.w of testers and is running t.ho same mterials in both testers.
The results of his work should be of value to the Committee in their
selection of a preferred tester. Whether the Wyandotte unit is
selected by the Comnmittee remains to be seen.
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Discussion Prepared by
W. P. Knight

Aerojet-General Corporation
Azusa, California

on Jacob Silverman - Robert J. Thompson Paper
EFFECT OF HYDROCARBON FUEL COMPOSITION ON ROCKET PERFORMANCE

I. IfTRODUCTTION

The subject of the paper presented by Rocketdyne is one of ex-
treme interest, and has, for a considerable period of time, been the
object of concern of rocket engineers and propellant chemists involved
in the use of hydrocarbon fuels. No less interested have been t!hm
various agencies of the armed services who mast consider the logistics
problem, and the members of the petroleum "n 4 ' s'- -' s suupply .'te
material. This subject, the effect of hydrocarbon fuel .r-4. "- .n
rocket performance, is of special interest to the Aeronet-Geners.L
Corporation because of a program of similar nattL-e, alth~.L of M(c'"
lesser magnitude, in which they have been engaged for sor- -... he
Referee Grade JP-4 Fuel Program.

This program does not encompass any work wiri• '85e ,c-' ,;i-tor• , uut
from studies on other projects, bot•h experim:.-tan%, :.ý.Iw-aticl, in-
dications are that aromatic censtiAuents are undesirable in fuel rich
gas generators. Because of t!,e lowpe heating value and higher carbon-
to-hydrogen ratio of these .- ecles, tV performance will suffer and
carbon formation is enhanced. Thum would be an especially important
factor for use in long-range ball!itic nteseilcs.

As to the performance in a thrust chaidber, however. Aerojet has
not found on this program that the composition of the fuel has any
significant effect.

Time does not perrmt here a detailed discussion of the work con-
ducted at Aerojet but the salient points of this project and a few
illustrative results will be presented. Another paper on this subject.,
by J. N. Barger and H. B. Ellis of Aerojet, will be included in the
published proceedings of this symposium and may be referred to for
additional information.
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II. BRIEF SUMMARY CF PURPOSE OF REFEREE JP-4 FUEL PROGRAM

A. OJECTI1VE

The objective of this program was to establish a "referee',
grade of JP-4 fuel representing the fuel composition which would be
the most unreliable in a rocket eginer, yet remain within the speci-
fications set forth in MIL-F-5624C.

B. REVEWZ OF PrOGRAM

The program is ontlined as follwst By mntual agreement be-
tween the Wright Air Development Center and the Aerojet-General
Corporation, eight formlatims of JP-4 rocket fuels were selected,
and the Universal Oil Products Compaqy was requested to blend, ana-
lyze, and chip the fuels to Aerojet for evaluation. These formula-
tions were chosen to represent variations in the aromatic, olefinic,
naphthenic, isoparaffinic, and normal paraffinic content as wide as
might be expected during war or peace-ttms production. The formala-
tions were held within the limits of Specification MIL-F-5624C, except
for Blends No. 7 and No. 8, in which the olefin content was increased
to 15 and 20%, respectivelyp because the specification limit of 5%
would not allow sufficient variation to delineate the effects of
olefin concentration.

The Universal Oil Produ-ts Cotmanyr -,, d, with the frele, a
detailed analysis. A suimmary of tne ccpo•4'.! o.5 r •, .ht blorAs
is reproduced herein as Table I.

Each of the eight blends was to be e-z,,u-•d •. * .' laboratory
and in thrust chambers. The laboratory pl:.z'e :c ,t e,'-.luation com-
prises the measurdment of tbe prw-%r -:v, fl- 4,v 4 tna nation of the
combustion beharior which miriht be expe,.t,: ., iný''v ":;.': -ý4,in.
performance. The fuels -re to I., ur-- . Ii ,Lrusat chamLers with IRFNA
and oxygen at vario,-, thrust lemelb. .ttempts were to be made to
correlate statistically 'he che'mical properties and the composition of
the fuel with thrust-ebaymber perfwzance, operational performance,
operational stability, ad +tart:ng and shutdown characteristics.
Employing these correLqtt'-,,,, the worst roncentration of each com-
ponent that is variable wi".-hn militpry specifications was to be estab-
lished, and an especiall) :oetred "worst" blend was to be formulafed
and test-fired.

Each of the eight Ppecial JP-4 blends were to be test-fired ac-
cording to a schedule in which the fuels were to be evaluated with
IRFNA and oxygen at various thrust levels.

An Aerojet-0cnaral 50-lb-t.hrust starter motor was employed to
determine the following pr'porties:
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1. The minimam CloW-plue temperature req,.ired tc ignite eath

blend with IRMA a a function of mixture ratio in the rmre from 2.5 to

2. The minismm spark energy required to ignite each blend and
Gaseous oxygen at the optimum mixture ratio.

3. Ignition delay as a function of mixture ratio and glow-
plug temperature (with TFWA) and spark energy (with o.ygen).

4. Characteristic velocity, c*, for each test firing.

Mach lwl was to be fired with IFMA and oxygen in a 5000-lb thrust
chamber to determine the followings

1, Starting characteria tles
2. Steady-state combustion characteristics
3. Operational atability
4. Shutdown characteristics.

The thrust-ohamber chosen for this work was an LR-63 types develop-
ing 5000-lb of thrust at a chamber pressure of 385 psia. This chamber ia
stable in operation, rugged in constructionp end ham been qualified for
use on aircraft. A large back-log of information fr.om previous teat-
firings was also available. The L* of this chamber is 48 in. an'! it haa
a contraction ratio of 3:1.

In order to study the operational stability, the thrv.- chax-h:? was
equipped with a pulsing unit. This unit will initiate ;xessura :! :illa-
tions in the thrust chamber by suddenly introducing P Xu fV"4'
amounting to a 10 to 100% increase in fuel-flow rat'. f•" •r.0. 2 oi from
3 to 5 millisec. The surge in chamber I.resaau, w: , .; --Jonr: ýre
nature of which shenuld 1 indioctive of the Iv--.,r; e.Q',•Alit -,X t" prý.-
pellant combination. The time rjquiLred f.,- += r. -umption of steady-state
operation, the amplitude of t•e ;ressure surge, ane the frequency o- 'am
induced combustion-instability vw.n v-9 to e tsa.3urztl.

The "best" and "worst" b& a, as indicated by a statistical analysis
of the data, were to be spot-checke- ly test firin,.o at thrust levels
other than 50 and 5000-lb. In admit' mi a speaial blend was to be f'ru-.-
lated in which each component would ou k.csentp insofar as possible, in
the amount which was shown to be most detrimental. to stable operation.
This "doctored" blend was to be fired with IMA and LOX at the thrust
levels employed to test the eight special blende.

III. RE

A. 8'1'AR'Th NOTOR

1. Minimum Glov-Pli Teaperature Required for Ignition
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The minimum glow-plug temperature required for ignition

with IRFNA was determined as a function of mi-zt'ire ratio from 2.75 to
6.0. Because the larger thrust unit was operated at a mixture ratio
of 4.0, only the results obtained at that mixture ratio will be re-
ported here. As may be noted in Table II, the eight special blends
all ignited in the range from 1100 to 1400°F, a spread of 3000 F.

2. Ignition Delay with IRFNA

The ignition was measured as a function of glow-plug
temperature and mixture ratio. The ignition delay for each blend de-
creased with increased glow-plug temperature up to 18000 F, at which
point the ignition delay became essentially constant with increasing
glow-plug temperature. Table III shows the ignition delay at 1400 and
1800OF for each blend at KR - 4.0. At 1800OF the ignition delays for
all eight blends were within 6 millisec, from 8 to 14. In other words,
the ignition delay for all eight blends at 1800OF was 10 - 3 millisec.

3. Minimum Primary Spark Voltage for Ignition with
Gaseous Ojrgen

With oxygen as the oxidizer, an automotive spark plug
was utilized to obtain ignition. The energy of the spark was control-
led by varying the voltage input to the primary coil. Two distinct
energy levels were found, one being the minir-;m primary voltage re-
quired to obtain any ign+ition, and the sacond, higher voltagR which
gave ignition with a delay repzodac±l,±': 4-n t I ; ',.7. -.. Table IV
illustrates these energy levels for the eigh -. '. i ,n #.t M1R a 2.3
and the ignition delay at the reproducible l.evel. Batween the two
voltage levels, the ignition delays vaxid gr•-" , .nd were not repro-
ducible in any manner. At 135 volts ,. -A bI, ds ignited between
5 and 13 millicec.

B. 5000-lb WTSTCTId.

1. Sta,.,tinjw arl Shutdown Characte,-istics

TrInltion in the thrust chamber was accomplishnd by
means cf a startw mo~tor* of the type which has Just been described.
As far as ignition cha;acteristics in the main chamber were concerned,
the difference from L.;- blord to onother was no greater than differ-
ences observed in replic-Ate tests with the same blend. The siaPi
differences which did exist in the starting transients were as bable
to variations in valve opening times and transients in the recoAn
instruments. The same held true for the shutdown characteristics.

2. Operational Stability

a. The analysis of tests at steady-state operation,
385 psia chamber pre -sure at a mixture ratio of h.O, indicated no
significant chingds in chamber pressure variations. In other words,
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there was no tendency exhibited by any of the fuels toward combustion
instability.

b. When the fuel pulse was utilized in an attempt to
induce combustion instability with IRiNA, the chamber pressure in-
creased rapidly to a peak which varied with the different fuels from
391 to 517 psia. The total time required for the chamber to return to
normal steady-state operation varied from 28 to 70 millisec. These
times were reproducible on subsequent runs to ±- 3 millisec. Although
the values of these parameters vary substantially from one blend to
another, they are not considered to be significant in the operation of
the thrust chamber, because the recovery time in all cases was actual-
ly extremely short.

c. The data for the liquid oxygen tests have not been
totally reduced as yet. However, it my be stated that steady-state
combustion efficiency and stability show only minor variations between
blends.

3. Performance

The information available on performance of the fuels
at this writing does not include the experimental values for the liquid
oxygen tests. These data are currently being reduced, and it is hoped
that the figures will be available in time to report at the symposium.

a. Specific Impulse

The theoretical specific impulse was ca1 i'.'ted
for each blend under conditions of both frozen and h4r,-' ; l-
librium. The performance with IRFNA was calculat'•Y 'vvr,- - ixt.re
ratio range from 2.5 to 5.5 and with TXX ra .- , -- ° f'%!- 1.5 to
3.5. All the calculated impulses were for a cb -m',-r . -lule ra 'V
psia and an exhaust pressure of 1I.7 pWin.

Table V presents both the experimental and theoretical values of
ISP with IRFNA at the MR emplod in the ,000-lb trumst chamber. It
is to be noted that tho maxirum difference in +he calculated Isp among
the blends is 2 seconds of impuls,. ranginC from 228 to 230 lb-sec/lb.
These differences are well within t-e 1.5% error which is inherent in
the thermodynamic data used to per.,-r.= ne calculations. It may
therefore be stated that there existe, no difference in the theoretical
performance among the eight fuels. T1:e values for the experimental
specific impulse vary Orom 197 t) 208 Ab-sec/lb. At first glance this
appears as if it might be significant; nowever, the calculated standard
deviation is only 1.5%, yielding a mean experimental specific impulse
for the eight blends of 2U3.4 -±3.5 1h- _c/lb. This again is with1n
both the experimental and theoretical error.

b. Characteristi : Velocity

The c* values for the eight blends were calculated
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for shifting and frozen ecqi~librium with both oxidizers, and over the
same mixture ratio ranges as were the specific impulses. Table VI
shows the experimental and theoretical values w'ith IRFUA at a mixture
ratio of 4.0. As may be seen, the calculated c* values with IRFUA
from the highest to the lowest varied only 48 ft/sec, not enough
difference to distinguish between blends. The greatest variation in
experimental c* values was 116 ft/sec. The standard deviation cco-
puted for the experimental values of c* of the eight blends is equal
to 0.74%, or t 36 ft/sec. The mean c* is therefore 4,602 - 36 ft/sec.
Because the measurement of c* in this apparatus was reproducible to
+ 40 ft/sec, it is obvious that no differences iq the 8 blends existed.

TV. CO.ICLUSr(RS

A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The services of the Quality Assurance Division of Aerojet-
General Corporation have been utilized from the inception of the
Referee Fuel Program to set up the teslv program in such a manner as to
provide the most meaningful data insofar as possible within the scope
of the contract. As a result, the chemical, physical and combustion
properties of the eight special JP-4 fuel blends have been analyzed
statistically for correlation among the various sets of data, and this
irrormation used in forming the conclusions reached to date.

B. STARTER MOTOR

The conclusion drawn from the ignit' or, ,oiits is that any
JP-4 within the limits of MIL-F-5624C will Ignite --. isfactorily with
IRFNA at sea level pressure and room tesper't' r -.r;aCitions in an
AernoJt starter motor at a glow-plug - ].300°F or higher,
and with gqieous oxygen at a mi. -, y: ffi i"i of 1`5 volts for
the spark plug.

C. 5000-lb ThAJST CHi{P.BER

It was conela-ld from the tests conducted on this program
that a fuLly develu•d thrust chamber, such as was utilized, will
start, run, and shutdcow rsatisfactorilv using a wide variation in JP-4
fuels. There were insufr'cient differences noted in the operational
characteristics of the fuel olends in this engine to conclude thet any
particular composition was inferior to any other.

V. ADDITIONAL ilAR!'j

Because of the conclusions that no "worst blend" was evident
among the hdrevnrbnn N'Is testpd, no special compocition embodying
the undesirable constituents of JP-4 is possible. In lieu of formu-
lating and testing such a fuel, Aerojet-General Corporation will test
the eight JP-4 blenrda in a thrust chamber of 15-in. diameter, operating
at the 7,500-lb thrust level. In addition to the fuel pulse, a tan-
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gential mode of high frequency instability will be induced. Because
large rocket engines are frequently subject to such instability
characteristics it is believed that the data will be useful in apply-
ing, the performance characteristics of the varied JP- 4 compositions to
very large thrust chambers, thus reducing the amount of extrapolation
of data from smaller thrust chambers that is necessary at the present
time.
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TABLE II

MINI"UM GLOW-PLUG TDMPERATJRE TZEQUIRED FCR IGNITION
IN STARTER MOTOR WITH IRFNA

MR -

Blend No. 1 iI4O0"F

2 1200

3 1300

4 1100

S 2.1200

6 1200

7 1300

8 1300
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TABLE III

IGNITION DELAY IN STARTER MOTOR WITH IRFNA

MR - 4.0

Glow-Plug Temp. ILOOF 1800OF

Blend No. 1 19 Millisec 13 Millisec

2 16 14

3 13 IU

4 U 9

5 10 8

6

7 11 8

8 17
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S a L DIScX SION

P. ID. CaXrm (soconY Mb.l ol Campany, Inc.): I hve a
couple of points on Dr. Thompson's paper that I would like to make.
First, I would like to read one pnasse in his paper that has worried
me quite a bit. Be states: "Within the limitations of the extensive
chemical analyses of Table III (and they are quite extensive, same
five pages worth) the standard thinner fuel Is in all respects equiva-
lent to the JP-5R and like JP-5R meets the specification requiremnts
of RP-l. Yet its performAnce 1o distinctly lower."

Ther eis, however, ome significant difference in the prop-
orties of those two ftels. The ratio of CH2 to C33. in other words.,
the degree of chain branching, in t~e JP-5l, is ce that of the
standard thinner. Nov this my not seem to be a critical difference,
but if you look at fuels in other ecbustion saywstm, you realize the
effect that Molecular structure bha on the eabUstion properties of
saturated hydrocarbons. I refer to gasolire in particular. This
difference in CR2 /CN 3 ratio is a very concrete difference. I an not
at all surprised (by analogy) that it affectS sme combustion character-
istic of Jet fuels.

I would like to stress one more thing with a word of caution.
It is a great totation on the basis of experiugntal and theoretical
evidence to make specificatirns •1"t pToa..ltl --,n met jr. +,t_ of
peace, but are very tough to meet in natioo2. .'. ,.- •:* .h yr,

really need these fuels in large quantities. .;6 L-. seim vary easy
on paper to knock down the srcmitic Con=e'.e from ".5 lx, 5 percent. It
can probabl7 be done in many refineries in pe'fet ,'. But in a
national emergerLcy this might be very y.-e•. o r e.

M. TWMPSM: I will co nt tr& ef., , lr. W . '.•

points here.

Taking the s"eond point first, I -,e yw--, aware of this and
we wrestled many hours with the eoonceaes that have !o be med between
optiOum desirability end optilm' ava.ilabi.lty. We vo]3l like to have
more. We didn't try to go qu.! that far for thin particular applica-
tion. I don't think tiis is ."I place to get into logis•c discussions.
For this particular appliev.tiom, -*'Lclch is for the larger rocket engines.
for the ballistic missi!2ks, the requirements are not anything cotar-
able to those for, let's say, operational aircraft. Each one of these
* hinge just flies once and no we are not really talking about a vast
%jantity of material even in time of emergency in the sense that one
thinks of a more conventional aircraft fuel.

And the first point, I think, is very well taken. We had
given sme consideratiot to that chain branchirg effect. Perhaps it
would have been better to @a., that uhis illustrates a rather fine type
of difference that you are not going to get out of the MTN
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specification and indioates that there y be siilfircnt differences
&W to a rather ftine point of Structure that is not going to be easily
detectable by the nml specification tests.

K. J. ZtF1q•W (Purdue University): I would like to ask
Dr. Thompeon two questions. One, what is the L you assumed for the
fuels; two, vhAt do rwi think the results would be if you had investi-
gated fuels at different values of L#7

M. 1TCW:SM. On the first one, I voulA say it isn't as low
as tested ar these otors set, but the tendency is downward.
Certainly we did dellberately choose low L* trying to accentuate
differences witbin the limitations of Instruentation for the rela-
tively smll motors In the 2500 to 300,000 pound thrust range. It ts
pretty hard to find thins dch are below 1% tan 1-1/2%. Even at
"this L* the differences, for e*le, between the norml paraffins and
the arotics presented to us are pretty close to what you calculated,
so that we psind em confidene. I don't kw whet this proved
necemailyp, but it to atorting to see that they eas in the sanm
orler as one would calculate.

I think* the thin that you have to rememnber Is that in the
large engines for ballistic missiles we are strugging to get a degree
of precision and accuracy in rocketry that nobody emn worried about
before. Amittedly or present isn4iwuetaW.n -ev " !.qrl g-od
enough In all cames to detect the differenoes win' l r ¶-x '4a,
will be important, but we ought to met the vm.a. l i be.ow 1%
if we are going to nake tbh reasonably eas", lor t' , people vbo have
to worry about quidance mixture ratio controjL, ev-cr, ixd so forth.
A 1% diffezence in performosee InaOses quitW tr..O..n the rest of
the systems.

WC. 'W-P: I haew or'. questieln fI_'r s-3)ttimr The first
one for Dr. T"L6.7j-; I tb":., Is samw t .-*Uted bt Dr. Zuerow's
question. If the data were reported in ternz of tboreticoa perform-
ance, I might be lese confused. If theoretical ca•tcul.tons are me
on the performwnce of hW.ocarbone, I mld apprs.daet difference
in performance bevween pexptin Sea aromaties &,j.n._g ou tbr bests
of formation. Lacking 4aese data I am urable tc tell whether the
difference in the experiment.. per-.-a Is d to combustion
efficiency or merely due to the eerunmics of the system. Bob can
perhaps answer this question for -: Was there a decided difference
between the ccustion efficiencies of the various hydrocarbon systems?

The second question is for Mr. Knight, and I must admit it'sl
sort of a dirty question. I think most of you here are aware of my
prcvlous work. We found considerable ditfference in the performance
characteristics, in this case ecubustion stability, depending on the
aromatic content of the various fractions in JP fuel systems. As I
interpret Bill's statements, in their engine there was no appreciable
difference vith combustion stability characteristics of any of the JP
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fuels they tested - and this Is the dirty pert of my question -- if
this is true, how does one interpret the difficulty encoumtered !n the
acid-3P-4 system in an engine such as WOW particularly in rospeet
to the method used in solving the problem?

Me. TMOK: On your first question, I did not take time
to explain just hoy these data wt arrived at. I think it Is explained
in the text. Iverything vas reduced to the basis of con presesu and
expansion ratio. They are all ecared at 500 peip and the expansion
ratio, that I don't rmeber,, but It Is consistent throughout. We were
more interested in the real differences than in the pereentag, of the
theoretical differences. Bowever, at the 5-inch L* I think it is
obvious that these things did not line up W rmody-ically - the
olefins in samc -.- ses Lad a high eaustFot efficoeney, pr-t9y near
infinity. down to the materials like the bheay alkylate which ws per-
haps on the order of 85%.

Nov the 20-inch L* - thes things end out rewrkably vell.
I think lamost LU the oedwustion efficiencies could be charactrized
as 96 * 3. They were srxprisingly conslitent in the oemstion
efficiency compared to theoretical calculations for ll the fuels
tested.

Me. KMWI: I hays not been perticularly close to the
problem of cmbustion stability in the BOKARM. Nowever, I do know they
have found mebcaneal problem in the syst4m vhich vw leading to Irt

or this instability. I w~ermte zhere Akvv. -~1~A. roeently
of having som low frequency instability, but "v.t )AJ -,7'= *xtia of
this, nor ay infomation as to what might bo t ,Atk e.

We are also plaznng to try som ' :, OrcjAency instability
on these ,P-l blonds. You will hear a y.j.-- 'Ator 'hy )b. Ellis of
Aerojet vbc will describe sow of his w o ..c 16i:-:
study will £.ueour eight blends io * n w i.U ba-a zc h~tg4
frequency irLab~ility data inl t1=4. =:-e io a reIlitively low fre-
quenay instab41; '-:a-1 ty the pulse vw2h I just described end ve
hope to find sme differences usong the blends vlit. o high frequency
toechnique.
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IN~ A )#YI'0 AT VARflMf TDWT LKVM8

by N. J. 8ippel, D. H. Couch, Stan•ly Singer
(Presented by Dr. Singer)
l rial OyAuence Test Station

(See paesa 192 te 207, Volme 1, PWL 212/13)

PR3ARED DISCU8S!O

by Robertson Toungquist
Reaction Motors, Inc

(see fofloving Pag, 78)
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Difaension Prepared t7
Robertson Yowgqquist
Reaction Motors, Inc.
Denville, New Jersey

ou N. J. Sippel, D. . C, uch, Stanley Singer Paper
THE P • mv(ws UlNay_ M MPZ -RED NTUC ACID

33 A NO"O AT VAFTM• TFMMS LEVELS

The contributions made by the MOTS, in the course of the
TAR program, to the high pressure, high prfr.',Aanoe, high loading den-
sity rocket motor with nitric acid propellants are well known. In the
present paper, the authors have made a further useful contribution by
exploring, initially at least, the subject of variable thrust with
fixed injection in this type of rocket wtor operating on RFNA/UDMH.

The results of the work raise so.w interesting questipt"t.
First, why does c drop ofi so siiarp'- t..: .a lt th- ýO PSI. chambir
pressure level? Is it a result of sores *rtff. ao''. .- a•7ict
in injection? Or is it a result of some abar- p.assure dependency of
burning rate of the propellant combinatJon? ;' It, feasible to design
high fiequency combustion instability Jnt'. t ' •.-chsaber-pressure
regi'-, so as to raise combustion eff11 - th;rein while avoiding the
more deotri•ctlve combustion instabiU. 'a , "' -i& ?.,mber amistre
regime? *'7,' answers to such quest..onz -.n -'".n - %A44it•vi&J fmlza lox
achieving h\•h c* at low pressure.

Second, what is the sourne of Lh- scatter in some of the
c*•s in the higher chamber pressure range? If due to the use of pres-
sure averages, can It be properly roluced by a more refined weighting
of the data? Or Moor the de ermining of tmre effective chamber pres-
sure reouire a different m aring tec-hnique? Is the scatter instead
due to actual differences in irjection and combustion conditions be-
tween runs ma-1,! u"der nominally identical design and operating condi-
tions? If so, what actually accounts for these differences and what
ramedy can be applied to yield the reproducibility of c' desired for a
missile application?

We can be sure that these questions ;uay b'mn asked by the
authort of themselves and w ,-n expect that further investistions
into them may be reported iturse meetings.
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(M9 DISCUSSIONI

M. SI! •:•y 3 additional thrust level tests have been
me with t PW since the results reported in the preprints of
this Syocium. Several new factors which markedly safect performane
have boen noted: (1) Oxidizer-fuel ratios of 2.A or less can lead to
combustion instability, (2) At mass flow rates greater than 12.4 lb/sec
C* decreases,, (3) At higher propellant flow rates (greater than ea 12
lb/sec) oxidLzer-f.el ratios above 2.6 decrees. C* markedly altomugh a
relatively mall change in loasing density rate may occur. High C* 9a
reported in a few of the tests in the paper requires careful adjusbtent
of these factors. It appears that at the higher flow rates C*'s of
5,000 fps cannot be obtained reliably, but that lower values of
ca, 45,00 fps are obtainable without execssive precision in con+rol of
the factors mentioned. It may be noted that performance differences
pointed out by Mr. Youngquist in "neminally duplicate" tests of Table
2 my be correlated in part with the aid of these factors.

W. L. RqnZ (1fesearch Institut, of Temle University): I
have Just one question. I was looking at the deflector rings. Just
how much trouble do you have in cooling or melting problems, say,
particularly in high-taeperature regions?

M. SIR=: We don't cool the deflector ring. This motor
Is cooled or]y around the nozzle. Iýi :e-- ' '--s uf caom,,for in-
stability the deflector ring is eroded or l ,i -.n . .
the inner surface of the deflector ring in r i, aW ata'ed at a.1, but t-he
outer face is eaten avay; and if the test iv. cct.ia',, long enough this
erosion gradually works its way into the d flr+t,.-z "-nLch is in contact
with the liquid.

Mr. 1rvungquist's suggestions ',ere o'ry .j. b.'
hleve that the k.ta we have norni ahow v,4 e'. . , Ugh rmrequency
ombustion' inrteb' Ity wher "^ want 14o at It* loer chamber presAures

and lower flow rates, :,nd Imw--baps increksee V by this method. I men-
tioned some of the ractors by v'eh this vight be done by the change
in the ratio, a3.though we are not sure how Celiza-e this adjustment
has to be right now.

M. DOW: I thirk you is.understood my question just a
little bit. didn't "-i the deflector ring cooled. You see, the
question was the cooling of the :.ing would be by the impingement of the
propellant ring. I did not me& that the ring itself cooled. That
might be possible, though.

DR. STW1KR: Yen, the observations on erosion just mentioned
indicate tZ ?Ier surface (- -be ring is cooled by the prolroiiant
flow. On the deflector ring be. -, the strems of ol..dizer and fuel
ther, are occasionally observed w.Jil lines.
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MD. WoE af .: I think a muber of Dr. Youngquist's ques-
tions can easily be ansvered by exminin the paper.

Having been closely associated with the original development
of this injector, I can say that this Injector vas designed for differ-
ent design conditions than the ones under vhich It is used now. This
injector was designed to give good combustion efficiency with a sm
pressure drop if a core of bot gases generated by a separate solid
propellant vas added. This c •entraly located hot flame Is use to
ignite and evenly distribute the propellants over the comastion abom-
her. In the tests presented in this paper, however, the core of hot
gas vas emitted and the Injector had to work like any other Injector.
That means that it must rely on stomiation of the liquid in order to
obtain a good canbustion efficiency and a high C* walue. This, howeverp
required a very high pressure drop• because, as I said before, the in-
jector vas not designed for this condition.

If y•I look at the results presented in this paper in Table
I you vill see that one obtains high eorbustion efficiency only with
high pressure drops. Th• way this injector vas originally designed,
one cannot get a h1&h C* vitout a central igniter flaw at low
pressure drops. I think ve have explained the results presented in
this paper.

MR. aKR: Dr. Noeggerath 'rought up sew cMplex questions
on whlch v feel we have, mll, .' -Yi .Ri=ssion 41 not aztul-s
answers. Our recent studies have I.-,.', te0 L,-.. .'.,,.'!. • .et in
the IAR as it is now used if appli,, - in tAhe -- ll dia .e PIMLAR cham-
ber may acbially cause a slight det.-rea c' .n ;erforiance because the
volu'-n t4 tle chamber is limited.

We are going to study t. ct. " v-z ý-". y nd e1so
stidy tkih liquid flow phenc ena a i' m •n it-, !- p.• -, t.e-
that the L* drops at the l4wr f' r .- t, t., D.. 11oaggerath mentioned,
I be•le-e, 'a correct*. I bel!e". 11,0o to due to a lose in the velocity
of thew liq'iio %treems VWh1: resfats lu poorer ing.

W. Tu1MT: The next± psoer &.-'irts slightly from the
general theme of proielitas, but il it probably of utmost i..ortance
to the entire rocket flelt.,
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by R. S. PFckord & f. B. Mlts
(Presente4 by Dr. E.ll.s)

AeroJet-Goneral Corporation

(See pages 208 to 259, v.,'Aum l, PL 212/13)

PYWARFD DIBS SION

by Jerry Orey
Princeton Unversity

(See folloving pas, &Ta l ,
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ulscussion Prepared by
Jerry Grey

Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

on R. S. Pickford and H. B. Ellis Paper
THE TANGENTIAL MODE OF C(*4[USTION INSTABILITY

The authors have described an in-,st!gation of a crucial
problem which has faced the designer of large liquid-propellant
rocket engines for years, and they are to be commended on the
excellence and significance of their study. The paper presents
quite comprehensive experimental results on the subject of
tangential-mode instability, and clearly describes, for the first
time, its detailed characteristics. Pickford and Ellis' analysis
of their observations Is dir,,ct W0' w.I -tl'!c, and !o.vn a

complete phenomenological description cf tn ig .L.; .

The use of ý,iotogijphic nethod. In this study provided an
excellent descriptio-i of the ,,ave mo÷ion ozcttrring in the chamber;
however, there appea-s to be s-e '. *c,,!dPncc +hat the observed
phenomenon is not ne:essarily s p' o . r a steona
shock wave. Although there is no doubi that c,,-.•.ticon mcours,
the wave frcnt as it rorate. crounu 1if. "..., lHie appears to
be no positive indicatic. of ei tliscot nulty. The pressure data
of figure 9, %Ithough indica'ing a larg:, rate of pressure rise due
to the high frequency w;+t, nIcch the wave passes the gauge diaphragm,
does not demonstrate the nearlv vertical chjracter*ts+'s which would
occur with the passige rr a d'cc.;;tinuity, particularly if it is
noted that the time b'tween oe is of tne trace shown in Figure 9
represents a full 3600 o4 wave travel around the chamber. This Is
further borne out bv the maD of instantaneous chamber wall pressures
shown in Figure 13, indicating the smooth pressure variation which
would be observed during lidinary combustion following the wave.

The most sigrfifcant Indiation that the observed pattern
Is that of a relatlvly q'rw..+h combustion wave Is, however, the
measured wave velocity of approximately 6,800 ft/sec which, for a
sound velocity of approximately 3,800 ft/sec In the high-temperature
combustion gases, represents almost exactly the tangential acoustic
velocity of 1.841 times the speed of sound (I). For comparison, if
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the wave were a full Chapman-Jouget detonation, 't would propagate
at a Mach numbpr of the order of 3, or about 10,000 to 12,000 ft/sec,
and experience b stagnation pressure ratio across the wave of over
100 to 1 (2).

Further Indications that the observed luminosity pattern
Is that of an ordinary "slow combustion" wave Is provided by the
velocity map of Figure 13, whose gas velocities upstream and down-
stream of the wave fall clearly within the domain of "slow
combustion" as defined In (2). In view of this evidence, it appears
that the rapidity of combustion, although definitely accelerated
by the pressure wave and Its associated temperature rise, does not
approach the speed required for even a "partial detonation."

With respect to the experimental cataloguing of the
characteristics of the tangential mode, one of the most Interesting
facets explorea by the authors Is the effect of ircreasing chamber
diameter. in addition to the basic JustlfIcatinn of t"elr analysis
provided by these data, the fundamental sywmetry of the wave pattern
is demonstrated by the counter-rotating fronts observed In the
larger motors. The chief point of interest, however, carries beyond
the scope of the research described by Pickford and Ellis Into the
general probem of scaling, particularly with respect to the high-
frequency transverse modes of instability. A logical and extremely
useful consequence of this research w'uld be to cpbserve the of f-ct
of various parameter variations on the iype an,' c- v-,f
resulting moden of instablilly. Tho authors have Inoicated sou
work along this line by their changes In !niector spud alignment and
chamber pressure, as well as rha'.,Ler dliaeter. A systematic program
of this type would be of considerab!o siu-;'fIcance In outl!nlno
some of :he parameter variations wh;ch 'iv' "een -umaseted in
various scaling rules (P.g., 3). Some c. -th inforý--•',on w;1 Cb -crIi
be supplied by suci a prnara, In addit!on t- t- afr'e-I eIfwds -in
transverse-mode instabliity of parame-eir, sucn as chamber pressure,
chamber diameter, mixture ratio. orif'ce spacing, propellant velocity,
Impingement characteristics, thrust level, amplitude of "trigger"
burst, etc., would be "rhe general sensitivity of this form of
Instability to changes in +hc basir dImenslonloss groups,
sensitivity to so-called "linear" aid "non-linear" initiations of
instability, and, perhaps, ;he fundamw-!Tal question of relating
heat transfer rates to stability behavior.

One final point shoulJ be made with regard to the overall
philosophy of one subject paper. Its purpose is clearly to
catalogue and describe as accurately as possible what happens in a
rocket chamber during the existence of a tananntll mode of
instaoillty. It Is the cpinion of this author that Pickford and
Ellis have succeeded admirably in performing this function. However,
It is also the opinion of this au'hor that the fundamental question
which must be answered before this form of Instability can be
totally eliminated is not "What is happening?", but rather "Why is
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It happening?". Specifically, the overall answer to combustion
instability problems lies In a complete 3escription of the
mechanism by which natural modes of chamber gas oscillation are
coupled to the combustion process so as to provide reinforcement of
these modes, and, further, the manner in which this coupling Is
affected by parameters which can be manipulated by the thrust
chamber designer. Considered In this light, the research described
by Pickford and Ellis has provided considerable enlightenment
concerning the nature of the phenomenon, and has apprc:lably
shortened the road to eventual elimination of a crucial problem in
rocket motor technology.
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W. ZUCRM*: I didn't co here p-zepa_-ed to discuss what ve
were doing in this field at Purdue University. I an of the opinion
that ye should study these phen na quite fundamentally, and at
Purdue we hava been studying vhat happens with preamixed gases. We
have eoapiled a list of variables vhich sy influence omcbustion
pressure oscillations. To study the influence of each oe of them
separately is going to take a long, long time.

It is true that 4 lot of time and money b"e been spent study-
Ing ccubustizca yh...ure oecill.ations, and that meh of the effort is
not too fundamental, I will agree. One mast realize, however, that
institutions vhich have no responsibility for the delivery of hardvmre
can be very fundsmental. The poor chap vio hbe the rtsponsibility of
delivering hardware to the Army, Navy,, or the Air Fortze on a time
schedule mat have pretty qaick fixes if he is i.- troubi, arA expects
to stay in business. I Walk Dr. Ellis did an extreardiza-y job in
giving us in=ight into what one can do to get himself out of difficulty.
I think he deserves great congratulations from us all in the rocket
motor in&1stry.

MR. ."4E: The next paper involves the subject of regenera-
tive eoollii.-Vihve had papers on propellants, propellant perform-
ance, instability, combustion instability, throttline ae'fon÷ , &v"4 heat
transfer. This Is the first paper 1hich Geals VIth 4." - Aoý-

pellants •* rege-crative cYlants.

PAPER

irA47T4jf WM!CE IMM"TE T SLv1:'r (Ir
U.,' !;CO:_. q3• M F.•o s AS PCQ-. KD)f cc ' ".AMS

by D. 'I. Bartz
Je•t Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tpehnology

(See pages 2,-O to 283, *Zoluwa 1, Wi. 212/13)

PRMARKD DISCUSSION

by W. T. Olson
(Presented by I. C. Barnett)

National Advisory Coaultt... #fe Aeronautics

(See following pages, 86 to 90)
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Discussion Prepared by
Dr. Walter T. Olson

Chief, Propulsion Chemistry Division
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohlo

on D. R. Bartz Paper
FACTORS WHICH INFWFMCE M SUITABILITY OF LIQUID
PRMLANTS AS RC3KET MOTOR RPG MERAT COOLANTS

Mr. Bartz in his very excellent paper has stated that his ob-
jective is to present and to discuss the factors which determine the
suitability of a given propellant as tile coolant for a completely re-
generatively cooled motor. As he has pointed out, it is prccInally
impossible to calculate a phyb-,ali.- ..... tl .ht wi ^t%: '?'lcerize the
potentialities of a particular propellant as n , . - to

other propellants. Consequently, he has very wisely chosen to illus-
trate the margin that may exist between tle upper liu.lt of nucleate
boiling and the heat transfer rate that might occur at the throat of
a rocket engine. Any review or erit 4 ciqm of Mr. Bartz' work is more
liable to be embellishment than correcto.uu.

As an embellishment, then, a'nnat .r-•swier at supercritical coudi-
tions might be discussed in a bit more detail tlha the author hac
done. Skipe.rcritical heat transfcr of coitrse occurs when the coolant
it: above its critical prebsure. Heat transfer under these conditions
iq r-st liable to be encountered with the high energy propellants that
lie beyond the current jet fuel liquid oxygen combination in terms of
performance. And here we aw concerned with only a limited number of
propellants. My subsequent remarks will bear largely on high energy
propellants.

Jet fuel - liquid oxygen with a combustion temperature of 55000
to 60000 F has been demonstrated to cool adequately in thrust chambers
up to as large as 150,000 pcomds. Beyond this combination in per-
£uomatice are mixtures of fluorine and liquid oxygen with Jet fuel.
Pere too, fuel cooling has been demonstrated - at least to 15 percent
fluorine addition.

The highest performing stable chemical combination is hydrogen-
fluorine. Its maximum specific impulse is at about 18 percent
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hydrogen in the combination. Attendant combustion temperature is
about W000° F. The bulk density of this propellant combination can
be more than doubled by running the mixture at about b percent hydro-
gen. In this case more than 85000 F is encountered in the combustion
chamber. While prospects look encouraging for cooling with 18 per-
cent hydrogen, they begin to look dubious for 5 percent hydrogen.
One would want to shift toward the lower hydrogen concentration to
improve on the tank volumes and pump sizes required for hydrogen.
The inevitable engineering compromise will occur among missile volume
aznd c=;ty ..'cight, enginc opecific impulse, and engine cooling.

Another high performing combination is hydrogen - oxygen. Here
combustion temperatures for maximum specific impulse are of the order
of 45000 F, while improving the bulk density puts temperatures up to
over 5,000 P. In some early experiments with the combination, hydro-
gen was used as the coolant.

Still another combination is ammonia with fluorine, or mixtures
of ammonia and hydrazine or even just hydrazine with fluorine. Com-
bustion temperatures here are in the 70000 to 80000 range. Some ex-
periments with ammonia-fluorine have burned out experimental engines.

A big question of course is: Can these combinations regener-
atively cool? Figure 1 showA the heat flux per unit area obtairt.hle
as a function of wall temperature for seveC 'f.L of tn': .' ''•' "',

that I just mentioned, with the calculationb having beei, ,,one f-.
fluid velocities that give reasonable pressure drops. As Bartz has
already shownfaimonia cools quite well up to the uucleate billng
range, at which point the expected dramatic drop in heat trF.nsfer co-
efficient reduces the heat flux by a factor -f -". l'ouid oxygen and
like it, liquid fluorine, as well as methane ahuw I:. t co .
Hydrogen, although operating as a gas or P.s P .r I'. Ii 4i, t.-t 6,

supercr-itially, shows cooling capabilit'.Ve ab good as or in excess
of those obtainable with nucleate boiling. As long as the combustion
temperatures with hydrogen combinetions are not grossly in excess of
those that are now being cooled with jet fuel the prospects for cool-
ing look quite good. With tbh 'ombination of limited cooling capa-
bility and high combustion temperatures for ammonia or hydrazine or
their mixtures with fluorine, cooling looks exceedingly difficult.

This much discu.,eion brings up a point that Bartz has raised in
his paper. He has pointed out the need for values of transport
properties, particularly viscosity and thermal conductivity. Ad-
mittedly measurement of these properties, particularly thermal con-
ductivity, is difficult at the temperatures that we are d&i-,.ssing,
and the data in the literature are skimpy. However, there are data
for the reasonably finite number of propellants that are of interest.
Further, although these data do nct specifi:a ly cover the range of
operating conditions of interest they can be used for engineering de-
sign purposes with extrapolation. After all, local aberrations in
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wall smoothness or in wall thickness, or errant streams from rocket
injectors can produc- far more drastic effects on cooling than 25 to
50 pprc-nt variations in a computed heat transfer rate. What is more
important, as long as there are such severe limitations on our knowl-
edge of how tu achieve the upper limit of heat flux with nucleate
boiling it would be better to design as close to the lower limit of
heat flux for nucleate boillng aR possible, and use our nucleate
boiling as a safo ty factor to the extent possible. I'm sure that
this is not an uncommon practice actually.

With that I would like to go out on a limb and say that data
sufficiently aderscate ftr the needs of the hour exist. Specifically,
some data on t'.ansport properties exist for amnonia, typical hydro-
carbon fuels, hydrazine (1), hydrogen, fluorine (g), and oxygen pro-
vided some extrapolation is accepted. Data virtually absent include
thermal conductivities for chlorine trifluoride, hydrazine (g),
fluorine (1), and u-dimethylhydrazine. Viscosity data are missing
for hydrazine (g) and a-dimethylhydrazine (g). But my not hydrazine
explode above 4000 F ayyway?

Also, regarding the use of transport properties, consider figure
2. Part (a) of the figure gives the Seider-Tate equation for heat
transfer coefficient. Now the viscosity and the thermal conductivity
appear in hcre as a ratio, and this ratio is relatively inFdnsitive
to temperature and pressure since temperature and pressure affect
each of these terms rather similrl*) . r h: whprr v'ra.1ty
appears alone it appears to a low pover. Had fl. m ',
used for this heat transfer relation instead of Stanton number, er-
rors in heat transfer coefficient would de,end directly on thermal
conductivity. An additional advantage of this equat'on is that
Stanton number can be evaluated from -xp'rimertal data directly with
no physical properties being involved. oot. -r -f. ' _t, s foT¶ 00-1 of
the propert'ies are evaluated at the bulk t-r. 'it,• x:,t vlbcsity.,
and a ratio of correction for vc,•t.jZ at the wall is used; however,
here it is to a low power. It should ba less difficult to find
prk.pertiecs at the lower, biulk temperatures than at the film temper-
ature.

Part (b) of the figure expresses the heat transfer coefficient
with fluid properties includ.-J !it their values at the effective fil".
temperature. This expression is a better representation of experi.ment
wh-n large differences between wall temperatures and fluid bulk tezv.
perature exist than is the equation in figure 2(a). Unfortunately,
this large temperature difference is encountered in rocket cooling-
As a result, both bulk and film density must be used. and the otnur
properties must be evaluated at higher-than-bulk temperatures. TThs
expression (fig. 4(b)) was used for the curves of figure 1. Otl'dr
methods of evaluating heat transfer coefficients for high temperature
gradients and high flux ra+es are under study.
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I hope that I am not construed as having came out against the
measurement of more physical properties for fluids. Indeed we need
these. A particular time when the engineering becomes difficult is
when pressure drop changes or surges with nucleate boiling or with
cavitation. However, my point is that we can do much of our engineer-
ing with what is already at hand.

Same further coments may be made on the paper. The first of
these is that the criterion of using the combustion side wail temper-
ature for no failures as Bartz has done requires a calculation of
this wall temperature. Now that is quite often far the more diffi-
cult part of the heat transfer problem. Cumplications such as trans-
port of enthalpy through the boundary layer by dissociated sp,.c¢ es
are added. Now, too, the lack of tranaporL properties is more serious.

Bartz has mentioned that perhaps more than one method of cooling
could be used at the same time. Where that cen be done it is cer-
tainly to be recommended. For example, why should we not always try
to have a coating on the inside wall of a rocket? Continuously formed
coatings, for example, the carbon coatings that revult from rich com-
bustion of Jet fuel have been shown to reduce Leat transfer rates.
Perhaps sunh coatings, or permanently bonded ceramic coatings, co, ld
always be used. Still another thought is that turbulence could be
introduced in a particular way at c-i+i-al points inside the colant
passages to increase local heat flux rates.

In the written version that I revi.eved Uhe second pPrXPgraph of
the conclusions is a bit confusing in its %mAiO.. Xt id presumed
here that the author means to state that su'fe.clent coolant flow
should be provided so that local heat f or . -- t"'llition Mases
to the wall, and therefore from the orall to the C_'. r u: •_' •
the upper limit of nucleate boiliug at any -'.: rfli.t.
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CONSTANT PRESSURE HEAT ABSORPTION
RATES FOR SEVERAL COOLANTS
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MR. BATZ.: I vould like to reply to a couple of points in
Dr. Olson's extensive cmment.

Flirst, I do not believe that lUmiting the design of regenera-
tively cooled systmis to the lower limit of mucleatA boiling Is at all
neeeaury. For many coolants, operating at pressures up to about 70%
of critical pressure, the ratio of the beat f2ux at the upper limit of
nucleate boiling to the heat flux at the Inception of nucleate boiling
is between about three and ten. To suggest that safety factors this
large should be used in the-design ot regeneratively cooled - *a
would indioate little or no faith In analytical methods .a.jable
for predicting heat flux to the motor .LI&A from the' .flon gases.
In my opinion these analytical methods, togther " . totype develop-
ment testing, should permit design with conmi&,-'-,..y lowr safety
factorse, such that nucleate boiling beat traw, ,r can and. should be
used. We have found that qul data, measure. with coolants having well-
controlled cposition, have been reproduc.&ble to within 10%, so that
for such systems perhaps a reasonable design limit would be 70% or 80%
of reported %1 values.

Dr. Olson - nts that calculation of vail temperattare is
difficult and uncertain and thus a bad criterion for determining
vhether or not the coding Is adequate. If the conditions in the cooling
passage are such t+h*t heat is being reamterrz "- '.!e-'- ! '•i11ne, It
is pointed out in the paper that the vall t reraun*o on ;& *jA nt
side is easily predicted to within 5*OF knowing only the su&tu-ation
temperature of the coolant. Thus, the difficulty comes in calslating
the drop through the wlU. For a thick vall, I would tend to ag:e
with Dr. Olson that prediction of gas-m'- i.U• t-t-wweratlre is diff ,7-i3.;
and uncertain, since the accuracy of the vredic -- " ,t
upon the prediction of local values of hept ^,'*.A te, the ".i.. v.u . r,
for +he extremely thin wells current..j u•ed In most fli7•t -vel ,t
motorm, the tperature drop through the wall is im.Ll, tod tl ., its
accurate prediction Is not inrtant In predicting gas-s'da v'iA tem-
peratures. For such motors, 1i the raturation teaperatUre ,' tbhe
coolant Is belov ab1ut 7000'P, cool.ug Is adequate If n,,.Lr..e., blLJ.ing is
msaintained. HoEever, in ttxs fInKL artalyis, irrespective of t1.w'
difficulty of prediction, the u9uess or failure of the c3oling design
depends on the resulting combination of local vall temperature and
stress.

I certainly agree with Dr. Olson that refr,-:tory coatings
should be utilized to the limit of their capabilitie, as barriers to
heat transfer in rocket motors. I might point out '.bat such cm•."rigs,
which a•e currently good to about jOO0F, can redrue heat fluxes by over
50% for system operating at flamw terattu-es In the region of 5000*F.
Novever, for a high-energy sys+em operating near 80007 flam tempera-
ture, the reduction in beat flux effected by sur.0 Yr coating would be
less than 30%. Vence, while the use of refractory coatings will help,
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revratie eooling will also hava to be Used to the limit of Its
capability to successfully cool the hi&-.nerg system of the future.

Finally, I would like to allay Dr. Olson's fears that cooling
vith b~drasine is z t possible or feasible. We have initiated heated
tube meawuruents with bhdrasin since the writing of this paper, and
we are finding hydrasins a better coolant than any of those rop llants
listed in Table 1 of the paper, second only to vater. Theme mavare-
ments ar being reported in the Cambined Bimonthly Sawrie of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory starting with 900or 57 for the period of
Deeber 1956 to Febroary 1957. mw anticipated difficulty with the
use of hydrasine as a coolant, thermal d8sopoition, can be avoided
by using ceoatible materials of constauction (e.g., 18-8 5.8. or
0alimiam alloys) ar-d by designing the cc,'-' . -vte to be. free of stag-
nant regions vbera the hydrasine .iF" .-. se. A serivis of 63 tests
in which a motor vas o•euoss*.Iy with bydrazine as a regenera-
tive coolat vas report*d by,# ,xo In Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Proress Report No. 20-156, ;. Decmber ,v 1951.

PAME

Wf= IWIDW3PD M3 3fKE10MIMZAV

by Lloyd 2. Line, Jr.
xperlment Incorporated

(See pages 284. to 298, Volowe l, M'F 212i'-3)

by Boa NMAldr•i
Asro3*-fleneOral CorpoNNIon

(See following pacess, 93 to ~i
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Discu•s•o.O Prepared ty

S. E dridge
&,srojet-Oineral Corp,-- etion

,susa, Cak±fornia

on Lloyd 3. Line,, Jr. Pw "-
FACTORS flMMT~CDO TR 30171"'6-PCITC

IMPUL99 OF ACET'YLDIC - AI3

Discrepancies between the C'.eoretical sol experinmntal peox%.
formanee of acetylenic monofuels hab.e been widely observed* Certainly
a better understanding of the nature of thes differences is require-
if maximm use is to be sado of thu interesting group of monofuols.
Wer Line has made a s.gnificent extension of Dr. Mlasmmn's earlier
work in this mare

A review of Mr* Line's paper Pokes it eloo ttr alltos;e
certain possibilities have been eliminated, a comploe%; ý
of the nature of the decomposition and subsequent flow pr•,r.oei is
not yet at hand for the seetylenios. Both Mr. Lim's pope- w.?.• s
expio-rimental work performed at Aerojr t have suggested .tu-. •vnes
for investigation of this problam.

Extensive tests conducted with iso-propc:• ,e_ .P
over quite a range of operation conditions hav -- • *t~d thatt

"1. Me experimental value ef the '•hv-m,,•rist5"
velocitye e*0 Is app.ciably lower tbAnth e
theoretical value; andp

2. The masured flam tamp-ratue is on037 slightly
lower than the theoretical vla=.,

The combination of these two factors provides en aid to the examina-
tion of various rassible explenatiors for obeerrcd lto performance*
First of all, It should be pointed out that the paramter c is
really the Inverse of the gas voltme production '.y a given reactor*
This parameter is, of course, directly ralated t3 the specific impu•s
by the rvlatiorship I e - Cf c*,, where I is tUs sqopcifio Impulse and
Cf the nossle thrust coefficient. The M;; 'e&ffilient is not zig-
nificantly influenced by the reaction process; therefore, the parameter
e* can be r- "erred to for an indjieaton of what happens rpstream of
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thow nnwsle* The two experimental facts cited above lead uss therefore#
to seek a mechanism for observed *low* performince which will result
in r"latively low gas production rates but normal flame temperatures*

The consideration just cited lead. one to reject some of the
mechanis suggested by Wr. Line. As he has pointed otp, t,.he fm-
tion of methan would lead to higher flms temperatures as w-ll as
reduced performance and these higher flam temperatures have not been
observed in the decompositioa zf IPA. Similarly# the presence of most
of the hydrocarbons in the gas phase reduces gas volume per unit weight
flow and hence performance; but such compounds increase flame tempera-
turee This is not true of a few of the ring , .-. •"nds such " benzene
The presence of bensene would reduce both - flme temperature.
The simultaneous presence of, say, mtV , -d bensene might then
yield values of performance and flw- .aerature agreeing with the
experimental results. This nschar. aa been suggested by Messrs*
Greens and Gordon of our organiv ,;.n; we we hopeful that experiments
plannad for the near futu-.- wiY allow us to confirm this hypothesiss

As MUre Line has renommended, experimental studies of the
kinetic mochanims occurring in the decomposition of acetylenic com-
pounds are very much needed. It can be expected that such studies
will allow us to tailor gas reactors to more nearly obtain the per-
formanee d&sired* Certainly all available evidence points to the f-wt
that chemical rather than mechanical processes govern these re.:rions;
he",ce, it should be possible to ortrcl- t"- -- ,ctwi(ý by to ',etives
applied upstrem of the nossle*

i
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S. LIM: Mr. Nldridge has referred to the fact that th
measured fitewperature Is very near the theoretical tewperature
although the concentration of the methane seems to be quite htgh.

As an alternative to his explanation of bentene or benLene-
type coounds as heat sinks, I would offer another explantion. In
my presentation, I shoved that the enthalpy content of the carbon is
considerably higber than that of graphite so that cirbon my be respon-
sible for absorbing heat and maintaining the to- 1-ze at about the
theoretical level. I have no calculations ow - however.

1. MA N (Princeton Uver- . I vish to coement on
Mr. Line's paper, as I warned him e .

First of all, I m glad - see that three or four organiza-
tions -- Aerojet, Experiment lancr.porated, and trinceton -- are
gradually obtaining an understarding of the problem of low performance
in acetylenlio copouwds. I would like to offer one ocment that per-
haps the reasons for the low performance sy not be tied up to many
errors but to one large error ve have been overlooking.

I have two suggestions to make. In regard to the megnt.o
about methane, as mentioned In the LtMae I-r", ho "tt-Ae aeb
methane. In srme work we had done previously w - .
Wevertheless, I don't think this will answer the prob2.'s Pkhe differ-
ence., in sailing In rocket motors amr enormius ru•d I "A. t.t 'Aaster any
of the values are really exact or really will answer =,;. -•,'tic1-]ar prob-
lem. Prior to hearing Mr. Eldridge's comments I =-:znzl t. -ffei a
new idea which I hope vill assist in &.iav-.o. :;, ,.:2 " 'low *zerforu-
ance problems with acetylenic monopropellants. " a, e.vet +c
Eldridge made, I feel, supports the n•e ld^d- " 7 -voce.

Mr. •idridge pointed out that the =meerature vW.ch Aerojet
measured with isopropenyl acetyleew was neor tb.-jre+1tlt !Wut the C*
measurmant vas not. This result could or".- ! eslained on the basis
that the emenoct ratio of specifte heat* was not used. Then it appears
that the performance problem ariser- not from a chemical factor, but
from a pitysieal factor which affects tye average ratio of the specific
heats. That this possibility can artire I vwmh to explain as follows:

I think we have overlcokell the fact that these solid carbon
particles which are present in the eha•ust of an acetylenic decouposi-
tino process can absorb pases ph~pAr~ally or chemimal!V. It is not
beyond cmprehenalon to think thrit n moncmolecular adsorption of
hydrogen could take place in tba chamber and as the carbon particles
are exhausted from the rocket "4he hyrogaen In retained on the particles.
These particles vould stay pbyoiealy adsorbed. I thlk the ealcula-
tion to verify this poetulation vou7d be ipixply as follows. One can
determine the collision disseter of the hye'rogen "t the proper
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tiperabre. Knowing the su.-e area of the pertici& fro the perti-

cle size determinations carried out by Experiment Incorporated and
1rincetor,, one can tell how much hydrogen wc-JA be adsorbed in L mono-
layer; We have ca mich carbon present that It is feasible that a
large volume could be adsorbed in this particular case. I think It is
one factor no one has looked into as yet. I think it is something
that is worthwhile considering and calcruz. luing.

I also wish to point out that in the work done in 'bisand
with the acetylenic ecmpounds performances closer to 10-04 were ob-
tained. While I -ealize that there were, I believe, Just a few re-
sults, it would be inter~sting to pursue this point further with the
British.

One other fact I would Y- - point out $n dealing with
rocket motors in these hybrid pr .nt•u, even though you do lose per-
formance in the actutl rocket all the performance disappears.
It would be nice to have it a A in the therst of the rocket and in
the afterburning, but some the results of our ran rocket work show
that you do pick up this Articular loss of energy later in the after-
burning process.

)M. LIME: I vish to thank Dr. Gl0nssn for iarning me about
his comments because in the meantime I have had a chance to make the
calculation which he proposes.

Of course, these partinles are of the order . 1o05 centi-
meters or 1000 Angstrom in diameter. Jf ytu iri - - .Z triy iOQO
Angstrn particle a monolayer of hydrogen (as p -. i, std), it tua'us out
that, unless my calculation is wrong, the pcrc;,.. 'gea *f the hydrogen
Is of the order of .02. (The ratio of the hby eoen Lo corbon is about
.02.) This is much less than that found es;%_ "-.n .iYw 1., is tbere-
fore d:±ficult for me to see how ,"onolr'r= OA.c-,ti *. ca be a serious
factor.

With regard to the reeovei7 c,. te loss in the monopropellant
decomposi.•on part of a ram rocket, & c--wose, It is true that you will
thermodynamically recover this in te,iss of 'nthalpy. On the other hard,
we know from thermodynamics That yQ. can qet 2a higher cycle effie1p.ry
when you operate at higher pressure.s, sw that in the rem rocket stage
you are better off by having so hgh a specific Impulse as possible.
Furthermore, for sOrn applicattorns it is important to have as high a
monopropellant efficiency as porsible.
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Comments Subaitted After the Bysposiim
by John Happel

New York University

I vould like to add a little supplementary information re-
garding the kinetics of decomposition af "tylenic materala . We
had a program at New York University for the generation of hydrogen,
vhich vas under contract with the Ar= Signal Corps for several years.
In this couneetion we sttied the adiabatic seJf-sustained deeomposi-
tion of a maber of the acetvl.-Ite enpounds listed in Table II of
Mr. Line's paper. We confr.ir . the presenee of substantial portions
of methane, as indicated by Mr. Line. We also found that some cf these
compounds decomposed much more rapidly then others, thus methylvinyl-
acetylene decomposes faster than methylacetylene. We also fourw Uat
the rate of deccoposition could be accelerated. by the adiWition of small
amounts of additives, such as ethylene oxide. It v--- P tkat the pr.-

mary rate of decomposition, rather than lauer r... ',Irtticn tj d'cm-
'nose methane formed, may have a bearing on tht *'r per-.or-=2 e
observed with some of the acetylenic materiW"i VuhicnL hav been tested
in bctual rockets.

For informational purposes it 4 Ae-. *Lieo -w "-tioned that
the ccmpounds which ve tested were essentlei jr tVie 4., n e +n;- t

in Table II. Sirce these compounds were t' ', iA Exporiaaeut
Incorpornted by the New York University; a:&:ý-w torles there should be
no esaentil differences due to slig-t -ra-es of undetermined comon-
ents. Th:z informtion might 41'o be of inte7.:dt to those desiring to
do further v-r1r on the synthesis :r pr,•.-rties of dwao materials.
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IFFE OF 07 MLcf KPRO C FT MM P1~PMMAMS
olN mm iQOmIno (u r. Tza )asfZ ROCKET

by R. F. Z!'%'.ren
(Presenter by t'-. Natbwulel Van do Verg)

AMro.i,i•-tG.eneral Corporation
(see pagei 4 ";9 to 304~, volume 1, r- 212/13)

IWPAYMD DIBMUSION

by Stanley Greenfield
Rocketdye

(See folloving pages, 99 to 101)
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7 =Bussion Prepared by
Stanley Oreenfleld

R~ocketdyne
Canog Park, Calfm4nila

on R. 1. 'ngren PaWr

OR THE OPERATT'10 Or A IAIK3 3JU5IT RMCE

Apparently the main reason for changing the BUMAWO fuel from
J3 to JPX was to avoid the destructive low frequency vibration caused
by the ecafbimntion of the combustion la of the propellant Ocmbination
and the thrust chamber geometry, the resonat frequency of the feed
system, and the hydraulic and/or macbenidal couplng between the thrust
chamber combustion and the propelAnt fied '*v 4o.

Essentially, this low frequency rib~i'ti• ha' 1ve tq *. -

dueed or eliminated by making the propeflart foeed system le dependent
on the ambustion processes, that is y "4 na"Ye de^,opling. This de-
coupling In turn could have been *A!- k-311),p by 'che -4ang the natural
frequency of the supply systAm, u;-,J., L.he 3" °4_oded transfer func-
tion (that is, the fidelity with vhich 6 tz. fU! 'a• is rel!4-
Onneed in the chabsot- pressure# and t,;m i-P r.b1*t1'wr.-.ip bi.e'~n thea
tvo) so as to make the "combustion tIL - :•:i•'.tly .1fferent
from half the natural period of tbe aapl- *ytaem, or by increasing the
dymudc dmaaing.

In the EMM Cystw), the res~man1 .*aqwuncies of the system
could have been a&tar'd by changing the ,,eeboar.al stiffness or by
modifying the hydraulic length of V'e feed system or the bead differ-
ential between the tank and the chamber. Havevier, these metho"s would
all have required hardware modifleations, and still might not have
altered the resonant frequencies sufficiently.

The feed system Isedance could have been ebar~ed by raising
the injector presnure drop or increasing the frictional losses in the
system, or e'•eu by addina an orworgy ace.Jztor. Again, hardware
modificatiovs wculd have been necessary.

The introduction Into tae injector manifolds of a vibration
of opposite phese from the induced vibration would have been theore*tl-
cal•y possible, but practically very difficult.
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7he best P4lution would appear to Love teen 4 significant
cbnge in the cbs:*cter of the "combustion time lag,•" for in this case
any later so l11%cations to the feed system woulA not have been lJYely
to bring abO.t close coupling again, •e' to slight changes in the feed
system reo,ýxant freqencles. An injection pattern with imroved mixing
and atVmuation would have decreased the cadmstion time delay, and
th!d• might have reduced the aeltude of the vibration by allowing less
propellant accumulatlon per cycle but possibly 'ould have led to sme
Pwf the high frequency vibrational troubles previously encountered vith
! gh performnee Injectors. Operation at off-optimm vture ratio
would also have altered the combustion characteristics, but only at a
severe loss in performance.

The solution that Aerojet chose, the use of a hypergolic
propellant cesbination to reduce "cdbustion lag," also had the advan-
tage of Improving the low tumpetaure starting characteristics, and so
certainly seem to haw. been the best Oi ce under the circumstances.

Nowever, byprgolicity by itself is Zwt the •nly factor de-
terining "combustion time lag" even with a pfitraular Injection system
and chamber configuration, and so ws nmt nxcessarily the reason for
the succes of JPX. Such characteristics an fl speed, volatility,
and comustion limits can mo2 then off'set advmantages due, to hypergolia-
lty. As an extrem e aimle, a non-bypergolic ocbi•tion such as oxen
and hydrogen would probably cause considerably lses trouble from low
frequency instability Initiated throuh a "calbustion time lag" macbhn-
Ins than would a ccmbizm~tion of TMA fad Tr -412 J4,.t enough T1JM to
is It byperu'olic under stanrd :tc:.er .• 1e.i •,, as&e

of the substitution of m element of i ifon-#~• • .lJ ith -
hkpergol (with , smilar liquid rang), 16% remuLting hbyperolicity
probably gives a Cood qualitativ- . - dieta+Am of the eambustion tim lag.

With liquid oxygen 'A +.N omd._;:e" •.•, in the case of all
the large engine, at Rocketdyne)), :Lc,. fiu -;.2y dt.iit i due to cam-
bastion time lsoý Is much less of a ;:cE.,* '"Ian vla **4 zs the c-=,.
diser. Low fre4ueney instability &'t" +/ .zitu"lu lag, while not
encountered &vlng normal operat••. otontf.ous at rated pressure, has
on-curred in larg engir~s aurizng sta.tze "ie throttling., at which tims
the atcalzation of the propel.nxts • s ver, ",,or arA the system pressure
drops are low.

Due to other then prw~-isIon requirumnuts, throttling during
the last few smconds of operation in the 150,000 pound thrust WX-mi
JUPI •engine has been n esary,, and vibration has occurred at about
150 aps and * 75 psi when the engi me throttled froa its rated 50
psi chaber pr. sure to about 2/3 to 3/4 of rated conditions.

Pocketdyne has about the seam set of possible solutions to
this problem as bad Aerojmt, with the os underlying criteria of mini-
smiing the changes in engine configuration witbout decreasing the
overall performnace. These conditions eliminate many of the choices.
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For exaecle, changing the flow system to any eayeciable extent to
alter the isedanee is not allowable. The only standard fuel vhich
might rede the "c ustion t lag" without refteing the performance
with t existing tank volumes is UM,, and then mjor piny rework
might be regaired.

The methoft of solution to this problm wheh appear most
feasible are:

(1) lmim t the throttling requirminnt. Improvemnts in
giddance equipnt amd iontrols may increase the allow-
able acceleration.

(2) Tolerate the vlbretion, which is not ezxtrly severe
and last& only a short t•se. Tides, of course, would be
a last ditch stand.

(3) Run at fuel rich mixture ratio conditions &=ring these
few seconds and accept chs slight performne loss, if
the present requfgrwrt on propellant flow control can
be chnged. Experience bas shown that the fuel rather
than the oxidi•er atculation is critical in order to
avoid low frequency vibration in a UZ.-RPM system, and
this low mixture ratio runming will keep the fuel injec-
tion pressure drop high ard tz.o + !wove ataoination.

(1•) Several different. Injector eci . rhuuia ba
tested, one of which may cbargo the low frequency In-
stability cheracte-,.'A z a&M at the rpue time not intro-
due. high freTqAcy Lnzoa- *-.itv 6Ar'g ain stage. Use
of an injectoe.o shtn has . b-4- Pxugh pressure drap to
produce fair atcoirat:1.3 at L.-; . v tw4" tr'ds to
intwc4,sce high freque~ty ixuab.'3ity '!'r.i111 mela stso~
due to the extremly goL rf;L aa 4i&Lization under
these conditions. !i freq•;','y vibration has already
booon eneounterzA &%ring the cteady state with some in-
jection patterns. Uofort.^at*:,: the•e is no prcoven
theoretceal basis on whieh t SssLsa injectors to
acc=zp11sh these results, !-_=d still produce good perform-
ance, so that it wy '3e necessary to test many different
patterns. This approach, bowever, is the only one over
which Rocketdyne has full control, and It Is the approach
which is being followed at the present time.
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JORN MARSH (Air Force Flight Test Center): The destruct-
Ie malfunctinen of the free flight DMA as described by Mr. Tsanrren,
was not noted in the pre-flight test stand tests. It can be deduced
that the vibrational energy coming from the combustion chamber distri-
butes f.tself throughout the elastic msses of the free flight missile
In one way, and in another way on the captive missile. The test stand
absorption of the captive flight zissile vibrational energy is thus
definitely not negligihle, as ehxwn by the BOMAFC malfunction.

Do you think that the eonrentional test stands, like those
that were used for testing the BOKARC, ou*ht to be modified so as not
to distort the lw frequency vibration dist; Ibution over the atisstle
during captive flight tests? What has Aerojet done to change the de-
sign of conventional test stands?

MR. VAN I VEG: We agree vith your comments concerning the
important effect of the mounting on the combustion stability of the
rocket engine. Other Cielopyment proFrms a4 . Aerojet have included
firing tests in vhich the propulsion system •me held by very soft mounts
in an endeavor to assure that successful fL'gsts would follow. The
B0AMC progrm did include a great deal ol dymic testing in vhich t•,•
structure was vibrated under a variety of different conditions. I do
not have detalls ooncerr 4ng these toots here. The ront concerning the
iimportance of dynomic r; .Antiig of 4%o rocket eng1A-i tIs'e.l taken and
pertinent tests should oe included as A Is" .-,Z -" .y Osvelolment pro-
gran.
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28 MARCE 1957

CRA17OA: OM4MASZR R. C. T•1RU

DO¶ALD B. BN0CM (OASD - NMt): O~ur chairman has been de-
tained for a few minutes. Until he arrives, I will substitute for him.
To begin tlae session, MW. Iorntn. wlln review the papers Vhich have
been sub•bitted for publication only.

SEK¶ARD NRMWOTM (Office of Naval Research): I think Mr.
Brooks nny have expected some rather astute c en':e. If this is the
case, you will be highly disappolnted.

In a situation like this, we r.!- i.w.. r.ore papers than
we have time to present and, since men. r :be ; sp.-r do eontain in-
formation of value and interest, t+; .- ',w pblished nonetheless.
I would like to indicate the titles bd ,iz. ' : -ý2-flv '

they ere about.

The first Is "LlIQJD PFlASK I•CF..t1. 110 "3r..R:'.1 ZrC (DNO-
P)KLJITAN BY ELE~CTRICAL DISCEAR(U," ty Eve-a n1 ve:r, and stiLler of

Stanford Research Institute. This is an *'Aa" * --- + _- k_• +hO

detailed structure am; process occurring ,n a-, 4Jec,7r.' '' ,:
submerged in the hydrauine nitrate-byvbawr1pe-@_._L. ~.' i~r~r
system and describes very nicely thU m *e of -he discharge and pre-
sents hypotheses about the process of e:ergy transfer to the monopro-
pellant and ignition.

Another paper Is "A SURY OF I0J10ID haELTAMS FOR kMW,"
by relgan of Frankford Arsenal. This paper describes the status of the
develojmenst of three liquid propellant gun systems. an airert,
rapid-fire gun, using pre-loaded hydrazine, hydrasine nitrate water
mouopropellan' and similar ones umin5_g liquid injector bipropellant
systems; It .overs a shoulder weapon, .30 caliber, using propyl
nitrate mono2 ropellant system; and larger caliber tank guxa, usirg
both bipropellAnt and monopropellant systems.

Another paper, "'7EMT OF CHEICAL COMPOSITION OF JP-JI FUEL
ON LI =ID ROCKET THUt CHAWOH!0 COMUWSTION CHARACTERITICS:" W re-
viewed In effect by Mr. Ellis of Ae: ojet, thi: morning. i ..vat part
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of vhat was in this paper formed Vh su 'stance of Wr. Elliscoments
earl ar.

Boll Aircraft# Yqesers. Potter and 'W&7=n,, s'fmitted a paperon the "MMM C IMM(Me CIP Llq=1 0XIM/lNIH 10Aý OCE

1,231." The successful compounds were amlImn alkyls: trie*hyl
sklumiamn, diethyW. tluinam IonOhydride, and triisobutyl alumion.

Mother paper, submitted by appel and M-rsel, ftv York
University, entitled ".4CTYLMNC COMOWU1N FOR RiOCKHT PUMBS," arrired
after the prrprints wre Issued ad 1I not included in Volu 2 oe th!
preprizitz. ThIs paper prosento the pqpeiiiGia, oba~bilities, and~ cal-
culated performance values for several acetylenic compounds and blends
thereof as fuels for rII rocket and •trborooket systeo.

"SM ASPE S CW OIXY FUKM AS A ROC OMXEM" Is the
title of a paper by Waca of uet 1x'opulsion Laboratory. This Lists
the properties of o4yn fluor•de, di•s•sses its suitability as a
rockzt oxldiser, and makes cv.-arisons with oxy n fl.rins mixtures.

A paper entitled "NOFWL PIL NIRM: C0WWMITOW Or To
COI4ERIMUAL MAMCIIL AM S(OU PH!IA FflOP33T8 C M PURS CGM fWM,"
vas submitted by Beatty of the lt1yl ICoa~ration Research Laboratories.
This Is a comilation of smdata primaril~y on the very pare material
and is a refinment of prev'a,-" alues determi•nd by the Ithyl Labor-
stories and others. It -Ili #t of f . r .t to those concerned with
the use of norma propy. ,. at,.

Cuddy of Wyann.'. •v.al r orit .-•aA.n has ritter. a paper
on "AN AMA C An COP TOYI8T XXCI' MW T I FOR LIqCID MMVO-

POLLAM." This papeor dt.crmes inM itiily the high degree of
refinement necessary both in Oe* r and 1*hnIqpe needed to get rep,,-
&zci. .ignition results by a dr,,s visig-.. tester. The pope.- also
includes r ative sensitivity wJl.- L :z a of monopiope3lants.

Another papor on s)L ta ,.tL% 1y San of sfios laborator-
Lee is entitled "X~ZANDM TW71M r13i ? HICEMICAL @AO?.' Mhiso dostribes
rather briefly an apparLtuo t.- .'stermining the impact sensitivity for
materials at controlled empitrat ~, including temeratures at which
the semple exhibits a high vapor pr~zFý,xe.

A paper I was " to see vs the "ThAISMThM AND SMAY STNM
HWATR!IARMW PROELDS ASSOCIATE V= ROCKETS VfMflIfl LIDV (WrC,."
This is by LIeberman of Mwrds Air Force Bae. This Is a detailed
analysis of the sources of boll-off, In an iwtallation for the ,andling
utilization, transfer, and storage of liquid. oxygen and includes analy-
sis of losses in several eccponente of the system, indicating the
nature of the losses and the approaches possible to minimize them. It
co-italns rather alarming figures on the proportion of LUX purcha~sed to
that vhich is setuwl•ly used in a test ran.
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W-. Ponles,, VrIght Air Development Center, bas a brief paper

an the "S'T'OPA03 AIM LIQJ OF LI FLUMBM." ]e describes the
developme•4nt and fie testnlg of a prototype no-loss system for the
storage, transportation, and transfer of liquid fluorine.

Also o Wrigft Air Development Cnter,, by Dr. Harris, is
a paper entitled, "A IWX PM 3J1MMATI TM M MFTS I'SEMAL
W=U ACID hIN ROCUT NMI= AM M 3J&Din ." This describes
a cleaning system vhieh briefly involves uaterimash treatment vit1h an-
hydrous sonlp and treatnt vith phosphoria-e-hro• acid solutions.
An engine so treated can be stored apparently indefinitely withcut
corrosion or other debilitating effects.

There are two pepers on field tests of propellants, one en-
titled, "Fl=ED TMST KITS FOE CR •OAL MO AND 01331 ," in vbich liraca
Vango, and TPylor of Jet Propulsion Laboratory describe the an'lytical
procedures for the determination of nitrogen diox~ae, vate-, and hyd•o-
fluoric acid conLent of MM, and the hydr*sine and water in the fuel,,
which Is an aniline furfuryl alcohol and bydrasine mixture. The series
of tests indicated are rather precise and rather rapid in execution.

Also reported is, "A FEI WIT FOR OR C'
NEMOM FLUME I N FUX 3 NIMhIC ACID," by Toibes of Wright Air
Development Center. Tedeterv3--_t~f~ ,- BF to based on the current
generated by the spontam.ou ' P -• At... if' "'ei lute hydrofluoric acid
solutions in a cell by platt" j ,z '.uir.um electrodes.

apologies r" ' . oX &!.3+s late.

The next Itau on the • s - '+t.Lon picture on the
development of a LAR rocket. This -L. - iresented by W. W. R. Fish
of the Naval Ordnance Test Stati:-•.

MN. ISE: This film on'tbe iquid Propellant
Aircraft f Ae ) us mde vas-a - a xore general audience than this.
It us not made particularly to,- MMi4 propellant meetings of this
kind. However, it describe, the I-% and places particular eaphasis
on those aspects that are imortant to +h field hanlng off liquid
prop ellants and liquid propellant rc~ket systems. In the LA program,
although we did not take thiu approaah in the beginning, in recent years
we have taken the approach that it is Impractical to handlo lield
propellants on shiplxard. Of course, this approach Is being +Aken else-
where in relation to the hndling of liquid propellai1ts ashore. lo in
our design vork ve have p3%.eed a requirement on ourselves to design a
rocket that can be loaded at the assembly plant and stored for long
periods of time. This IMosoes certain requiremen7s upon the propell-
ants which I -m sure are &SIte obvoi•s to you. Theee re,-Arments will
be brought out in the fitlm. This film Is not eoulete in that there
are some retakes that have to be inserted and sa other corrections to
be msde. I sm shoving yw tay what is known as an ansver print.
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It is not fin=, ready for release. I thought that it vould be Im-
portant to shov It to you today, so I am taking liberties to show you
an unfinished prodact.

The flim "!IWfCECAL F LM ON LAR, A L19=ID PROPE A
AERCRAFT R0C1!T," vis shown.

PAPER

SOWe PRWPWKLIAW? PRO1'r MW I3UMAT •HE
DMIGN CP W0LIMT W- I SM

by Fr. N. Watts
Pocketdyne, A DMvesion of Worth Amerimm Aviation, Inc.

(see pa•es 305 to 314o4, Vo'm lo FFL 212/13)

Wo,..?LlI8•-• '.:.•
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PAPER

A NM-COPCMW RTThNnM RKACTOR

by Loren C. Balth
Wyandtte Chmdcals Corporation

(See M~es 335 to 3h8,, Volumen 1, PPL 212/13)

by Hciner B. Velimn and John W. Bjerkilje
(Pmesented by Dr. Weliman)

Amer:loin Mhchiem and powidry 00ý4pany

(Se. fo11owing p~ges., 108 to 122)
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Dic,.,stor Prepared by
Homer B. Wellmean and John V. DJerklie
AMRICAN MACUfINE AND FOUNDRY COMPANY

Turbo Division
Pacoima, California

on Loren C. Snith Paper
A NOK-CCKING •FTLFNE OXIDE REACTOR

I Introduction:

Mr. Smith must be commanded for the excellent work he has
done on his ethylene oxide gas generating chamber. Specifically,
his chamber is exceptional for its low rate of catalytic carbon
deposition due to the cold v'1.l principle of operation. Also, his
chamber starting techniquc. e, commendaij.e because of the efficiency
achieved and because of ti., m.A.. surface area of the glow rod start-
er. The mechanical degy lt .-.*- -+t or-I siliple considertng tl"ý
complication of operatic.. ;'he chamber IxP; . IL ccz'tý&r 4tujn',- of
versatility in allowing c-'iation a'. vuiry low L*, and because the
stage starting principle is j-.a'iilv •l, cable to the design of
efficiently starting chambe- ._ aw.y flew rate. The Smith chamber
is among the best types availLole for ul*'ýw'tely achieving very long
duration runs.

As a scientific tool •o• invv-'_ .a&tL; a principle of cham-
ber design, the Smith chamber it "a-.ond reproach., and has been the
source cf extremely signific-..: k.towledge. As a chamber for practi-
cal application, another Thok mus'. be taken. As a chamber illustra-
ting a practical method for use u :+--h;lene oxide monofuel, certain
reservations are in order. As a chamber for anti-coking, some con-
structive suggestions may br made.

II Evaluation of the S-ith Chamber:

It in clear that the Smith cold vall chamber is one of ingen-
ious design vhich is easily assembled through use of fitted threads
and common gasket materials. The reactor offers the folloving advan-
tages:

(1) Rapid and efficient ignition with minimum heated surface.
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(2) Staging of reactors which allows atto'inment of high

flow rates.

(3) Operetion at low L* 4ue to enforced recirculation or
mixing of hot product go-es with preheated incoming
fuel by reverse flow.

(i) Elimination of all catalytic carbon formation by use nf
cold vulls.

(5) Posstbility of adaptation for thermal decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide.

Rovever this type of reactor hAe certain inherent disadvan-
tages:

For starting:

(1) High vattage requirement in order to shorten arz timq.

(2) Elaboration of fuel flow control and glow rod power con-
trol for starting.

(3) Lona delay before fulL ,'low is obtained.

For operatinw tcutrci:

Since the Smith reactor can-...t be ct.:4.rolted by interrupted
flow because of danger of flameout -nA/lo -om'hnstia, intntability,
control inust be by other means. How. er, tiac~e rystems have definite
deficiencies as follows:

(1) Suitability of fuel thk.•.0tling I.c ^',.t*• at l'v re-actor
prassure by carbon forratil,.%, A-Crease in reaction rate,
and impaired recirculattc-..

(2) Suitability of exhaust thrott.Ung is .limited at high LV
settings both by carbon formation and Impaired recir-
culation.

(3) Use of exhaust dumping for control is not efficient.

For reliability:

(1) Accidental interruption of flow can cause flameoit.

(2) A new problem appears to be introduced by the use of
regenerative cooling, namely polymerization and the
blco.kage of fuel pa-.iages.
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These disadvantages are explained below.

1I. Basis of Evaluation:

Any solution to the coking problem associated with ethylene
oxide gas generators must be viewed together with other chamber p;-ob-
leas. Generally speaking, the most severe problems are starting, con-
trol, and coking - the order of importance depending upon the mission
to be accomplished.

Utility in starting has been demanded in most practit.;al uppii-
cations. For this, use should be made of readily available sources of
power. Elaborate timing devicesor sequencing devices should be
avoided, and full chamber pressure should be available as rapidly as
possible after turning on thi fel. For electric glow-coil-started
chambers, a timed arm period Is prouably the least complicated start-
ing system since only one operation is required before the actual
chamber starting operation. T e fastest method for such starting is
to use very high wattage; and the most efficient method is program-
ming, and the most utilitarian is to use low arming power. Actual
syst-mr requirements will ultimately determine the best initiation
metnod for a given application.

Minimum surface are;. of the glow rod must be a consideration
for any chamber in which c•.cron deposition is a major factor.

The widest range cf rnamrer po€ri ,te , for a F. ver volume
chamber can be achieved with the b'n6-bang syutew, the hot -4j ;ump
valve, or the variable area exhaust nozzle. However, the high L*'s
associated with some phases of operation with the latter system can
magnify the coking problem. The output range (chamber pressure
range) for a given chamber with the -4-gh frequency bang-bang (dither)
system arid fuel flow throttling ccI "ol ih,cr-v,,,,s .!i" i*, b".t thcre
is evidence that at low pre.,•;u:-es t.ie -.. n n::oLe aggravated.

Complete freedom o' :it;1ce of usable control systems for an
ethylene oxide chamber can best be achieved by includirý ý.arge a-
mounts of hot material witkin the comb us tion zone. This preventr
the usual instability or flameout of chambers associated with bang-
oang control when the walls cool slightly at part load operation.
Needless to say, such a gas generator prom tes coke formation and
chemical means of carbon prevention are requiired. Also, chemical
means can be used to extend the usable range ci chamber pressure
for a given L* chamber.

An important consideration for the coiting pinblem with any
ethylene oxide decomposition chamber is the use of clemical additives
itt the fuel and special metallic surfaces in th, combustion 7one.
Also, for chambers having special control systems thr principles of
fluid dynamics for minimiztng carbon deposition is an important con-
sideration. These considerations are in addition to that found by
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Smith, namely, the use of cooled walls for gas generators to prevent
cibalytic carbon. It might be noted here that the Smith chamber
probably depends in part upon its internal fluid dynamics for some
of its good anti-coking teidencies.

In the body of his paper Mr. Smith describes a problem with
rapid polymerization of ethylene oxide within the regenerative cool-
ing section and around the igniter rod of the gas generator.
Polymerization in the fuel passages was shown to be detrimental to
long duration operation. His hope for contraversion of polymeriza-
tion are based on observations of a shift in the regions where
polymerization occurs. However, this also raises questions as to
the fate of dissolved polymers normally contained in ethylene oxide
fuel. There is little doubt that the best soli:tion to both problems
in the cold wall reactor would be the discovery of a satisfactory
inhibitor which would not only maintain low polymer content during
fuel storage, but also retard polymerization in the regions whae : it
is encountered. However, with hot wall reactors, no polymerization
problem is encountered because substantial concentrations of high
molecular weight polymer are gasified without coke formation. In
fact, in our work, we have added substantial amounts of polymer
(9000 MW) without seriously impairing reactor operation.

IV. Reliable Operatic.. ,.ith !lot Wall Chambers

Because of the gret general versatility " Tth hn
wall reactors, we feel that Gome recent gains or, the coke piuolei
associated with such reactors should b,: mentioned. We would like to
discuss the chemical approach and the fluid dynamic approach to pre-
vention of carbon deposition.

Under Air Force Cortracl AF 33(616)-317(•' wit W'.,li Ail
Development Center, the Research De'artment of t:. -_.,er1loan Mclhihut
and Foundry Company haF undertaken ti"' stuj or' anti-coking in hot
gps generators. This work begun November 8, 1955 and four quarterly
reports have been submitted, the latest covering the period ending
November 1, 1956. This work is ýtill continuing through 1957, but
largcly directed toward improved starting charactcristics of ethylene
oxide.

Our investigations to r4ate have given information which i4
summarized in Figure 3 showing nine rules leading toward coke-free
operation of hot wall generators.

ANTI-COKING SURFACES

With the 1954 model gap generator shown in Figure 1, scores
of five hour tests have hc'en completed at coking levels below 10 ppm.
As long ago as the becond monopropell .nt conference in November, 1955,
Mr. Richard Yirkup of Walter Kidde and Company reported twenty-four
hours of consecutive tests of the Navaho reactor in which only ten
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grams of coke was deposited from two and one-half tons of ethylfne
oxide fuel containing additive. This corresponds to 6 ppm (s.x parts
by weight of coke per million parts of ethylene oxide feed). We
have always considered the necessary goal for coke formation to be
zero. In accordance with Walter Kidde's findings, dluminized stain-
less steel surfaces require very little pre-treatment with sulfur
compounds for complete passivation. Likewise our use of a silver
liner merely protects the gases from contact with untren, rd ttain-
less steel surfaces of the reactor walls. More important in the 199,4
model reactor, the silver liner serves to conduct heat from the ex-
haust end toward the fuel inlet end of this "straight through"
reactor, and in no way catalyzes the reactionsP as was first supposed.
Furthermore, we have found it possible to completely passivate the
stainless steel to attain the same low cuking levels reacned with
aluminized stainless steel and silver liner. Purely for convenience
we have been passivating the 1954 model reactors by azttQ inning
after cleaning and reassembly. Thirteen of these reactors were used
in our tests, and many of the reactors cleaned and reused for several
series of coking tests. Upon reuse, the reactor is very much easier
to passivate but a newly constructed reactor requires about two
hours of running with 1% sulfur additive and 4% dioxane, and 0.094
inch nozzle instead of the normal .032" nozzle to minimize total
carbon accumulated. Any carbon accumulated has ±iu effect whatsoever
on further accumulations ir. contvadlcLion to the suggestion given as
one of the possible mechan:.'ms of coke :,ormation. The best passiva-
tion treatment is one or t:n hours of heating in an electric furnace
at 15000 to 2O00OF while pa-.iing cillutrd rv.,ro-n milftd: kas through
the reactor. The exact tech:ique ib now beiug e.l.ab1P'h'., L

USE OF ANI-COKING ADITIVE

Of all the sulfur additives -hown in Figure 2, disulfide and
dimeth'yl su foxide have been proven to c:;.i f it- Mr- than 10 rým
coke formation in the gas phn-e, how'-.', , vith esth ý,f the ctlier
sulfur additiver tVed, !t har '_eo pussible at times to obtain one
or several one-h .f hxour tests in succession with no measurable coke
formation whatsoever. These null results are not due either to in-
accuracies in weighi,,g the gas generator nor to fortuitou, loss (,f
carbon deposit out Vie ex.aust nozzle. Until recently when expedition
of work required multiplicity of tes3ts with the same chamber, no
losses in weight were ever (oserved in any of the tests. Such losses
are observed in reactors only when about five grams of carbon has
accumulated. It is very important to know that for clean up opera-
tion there i a lower limit of approximately 0.1% ava'lable sulfur
required to maintain passivation of the stainless steel surfaces
within the generator. We have also found that a maximum of approxi-
mately 1% of available sul'li' I., all that can bo tolerated without
both transforming the chemistry of decomposit. i of ethylene oxide
and actually causing coke formation in the gai phase. At 60OF inlet
fuel temperature 3% of th 4 oxane In ethylene o>cme gives clean opera-
tion of the ga6 generator, whereas 6% will not only cause "chugging",
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but also severe coking. Moreover, 6% of thioxane will allow severe
coking and slightly excessive flame temperature at 160°F inlet fuel
temperature.

USE OF C0OLANT ADDITIVE

It was early found that the flame temperature in the gas
generator must not exceed 17920 F or coke formation in the gas phase
ensues with consequent gradual blockage of the exhaust nozzle. It
was found that the use of l,4-dioxane in accord with the calculated
amount shown in Figure 3 enables coke-free (below lOppm) operation
up to the highest fuel temperature tested, namely 250'F5. A deficien-
cy of dioxane addition,as little as 1.5%,waa also proven to cause
coke formation in the gas phase.

USE OF IGNITION IRIMER

It is apparent that addition 2 dioxane necessarily inter-
feres with cold starting of gas 'enerators in a tanner which is
clearly shown in Figure 4. Our iresent problem is to suitably lower
the ignition temperature of ethylene oxide by the use of another
compatible additive, possibly nitromethane which serves as an oxid-
izer since the sulfur compounds re'iired for anti-ccking are
easily ignitable. The problem is perhaps confired to determining
the optimum concentrations and the ri4 %ht combination of there two
types of a3ditives. The illust-at'o;A ,- +h- crferti-vness of one
combination is given in Figure 5 which shows the r.at.,e ,-f
the igritor with time and secondq. P drop 1,f 3OO°F in minimum temp-
erature required ior igtntion was obtained with total additive con-
tent of 10%. This mixture was unsatisfactory from the standpoint of
coking. However, since we have found coke-free operation with as
much as 3% l-thio-h-oxane or thioxane, it iz gz" r-!y Thnb'.c that we
shall obtain the desired results witb furth'r additiv., A ri •:znane
and 1,4-dioxane in proper pr'ýporxionr..

EFECT OF L* AND REACTOR ±RES.3URE

Our 1954 model gas grne.ator was used for all the anti-coking
tests only because this provwe to be the most economical method of
determining the critical factoce in -oke formation and depUbiLiu".
It was admitted earlier that in numerous one-half hour tests actually
no carbon was depositel but this result was neither predictable nor
reproducible at will, We believe that this is due to the critical
and variable nature o: the internal fluid dynamics in any ("straight-
through") gas generatox. However, the use of this type of reactor
showed the highly critical limitations of L* and reactor pressure
ordinarily maintained at 2050 inches and 500 pslg respectively. Re-
duction of L* to 1600 Termitted use of 3% less dioxane coolant in the
ethylene oxide monofuel. Increase in L* to 2600 caused severe coking
throughout the gas phase with consequent plugging of the exhaust
nozzle. With hot will reactors we have been using on-off fuel control.
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In our reports it was also shown that three cycles per second
interrupted flow or daidling' with 50% fuel on time allowed clean
operation at higher fuel temperatures where coolant additive would
otherwise have been required. The use of 'dithe ing', high frequency
cycling (10-30 cps) interrupted flow, for varying the fuel flow
lowers the average reactive pressure ,blch tends to aggravate forma-
tion. The additive requirements to neutralize this affect have not
yet been evaluated. However, the data accumulated to date are suffi-
cient to lend reasonable hope that completely coke-free operation for
inuefinite periods is obtainable at all ambient temperatures up to
250 or more, and with satisfactory ignitability at all temperatures
down to mi-u3 700 F. At this stage of the investigation it appears
most important that we develop a reactor of the vortex type so that
coke free operation can be achieved by combining the fiuld dynamic
effect with the .hemical metliodq of coke suppr j:,on.

VORTTX CHAM3BER

The vortex type chamber is a typicAl chamber having controlled
fluid dynamics. A schematic of this chamber Is shown in Figure 6.
Tne fuel enter.;A tangentially, flows along the wall in the liquid or
vapor phase and decomposes as it flows spirally toward the exhaust
port. Sustained operation is achieved by virtue of the entraining
effect of the fuel spray. The relatively high local velocities at
the walls, the probable high "oral turbulnce levels, and the lack
of any obstructions which cou., induce stagnation regions should
drastically reduce carbon dep.sitlon. it , ,- worthy cf ntoe that
such a chamber is virtualLy r two d!i-nsional an%iL,'u-e of tnw i',tir of
the Smith chamber, defined by a dividing line running axially through
the injector and glow rod.

Proper design should assure re-sonably fast and reasonably
efficient electrical starts. Pyrotechnitc o" .re.' rt '-tA.tý.n

;.ýould also 1,U" reaonably efficient. Ccnt. 1.I ofUc a chrrmtcr is
probably initially linited to tt.- .st oi fuel throttling, exhaust
trnrottling, or hot gas dump valve. However, the bang-bang type of
icntrol may be pusz;ible if large mass liners of high heat conductivi-
ty metal are used throu6, 4ut. Carbon depoqiition in such a chamber
cvcn wit ti.) fuel additive jr special surfaces should be of accept-
ably low va-uez for a !Rrge variety of applications. Exceptional
anti-cokinp performnarnce shoula be demonstrable with such aids ab
special alditives and surfaces.

V Coll,,luziol:_-

In conclusion it would appear that the general solution to
the ethylene oxide gas generator crtrbon deposition problem requirs',
ts uicai appicoacfn in addition to others. The fact that such a
oolution is noarly at hand is fortunate. Coke prevention by such a
means allows the use of hot "vall chamb.-rs which have high adaptabi-
lity to various starting and control systems. For special chambers,
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control of the i'luli dynamics of the chamber cau be extremely bene-
ficial for prevention of carbon deposition. The Smitb chamber pre-
bents another very good specific solution to the cata ytic coking
problem with its principle of wall cooling. The three methods are
not mutually exclusive, and if, wherever possible, they are all used
together, the carbon deprsition problem for ethylene oxide gas gen-
erator chaniber- should be virtually eliminated. The use of chemical
Ftdditiýes can, and has, greatly relieved the startLng problem with
ethylene oxide and extended the low pressure limits of operation with
a given chamber. The Swith chamber has been a superb research tool
for experimental evaluation of starting tvchnilues arid prevention of
catalytic carbon.
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P1OPEKIES OF ANTI-CoKI•,G UDITIVES

Sulfur content Density Freezing Boiling
Wt. % g/ml at Point Point

66OF OF OF

*Carbon dirulfide 84 1.263 -163 115

*Methyl sulfoxide 41 1.100 + 65 372

Metnyl sulfide 52 0.846 -118 99

Methyl disulfide 68 1.055 - 243

Ethyl zulfile 35 0.837 -148 200

Thiophene 38 1.068 22 183

l-Thio 4-oxane 31 1.1.,6 - 8 300

**i, 4-Dithian 53 Solid +233 391

1,4-Dioxane (coolant) 0 J.•3 + %.;

*Carbon diLulfirxe as:d mt hyl sulfoxide at concentrations below 1%
cause coke form.at on in gas phase. On occasion all other sulfu,
alditives tested have eliminated all coking*

**Compound not yet tested.

Figure 2R
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W.. Of ARNES (Conviw.r): I'd like to ask a qnsetion relative
to the eamot of water opeelfied, 300 jms per dlllon do you know
vwether any attempt Is being wd. to inenrporate that or a lower figure
In the specification, which I understand is forthooulag for ethylene
oxide?

m. Pimazh? Yes.
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(See Pages 31.9 to 356, Volmo 1, Pn W1/13)
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by W. T. Olson
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Discussion Prepared by
Dr. Walter T. Wlson

Chief, Propuision Chemistry Division
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

on Dr. B. A. DP-Azbay and Dr. S. M. King Paper
HIGH ENERGY FULELS I•f AIR-BRFATHING ENCINFE

Drs. DeZubay and King have outlined for us the heats of combus-
tion of substances that might conceivably serve as high energy fuels,
and, further, they have discussed some of the problems that might be
expected to be encountered. I shall use most of my comment time to
enlarge on some of the problems attendant on the use of boron fuels
in engines.

Befor maiking these specific commerts on boron fuels, however, I
wish to point out one factor invoAved "m t,•. x-- of h:,!tro. ntrbon fuels
that is an important one to consider for any fueli i-het i!, t4c
ability of the fuel to serve as a coolant. Fuel cooling is already
used for engine lubricant. Increasing cooling loads may include
cabin, electronics, and even engine turbine and other engine parts
as flight is pushed to higher )bkh nix'ers. FJgure 1 shows some
fuels typical of those that the autha:'- havav "'. .ith. heetlng
values on a weight basis and the volume -t ud1r#dto cout1J n a given
h'%ating value are listed for J.-3, selected light hydrocarbons (BIB),
met-ane, ethyldecaborane, and hydrogen. The last column lit'i cooling
capability which is simply the sensible and latent heat that the fuel
could absorb between a 1efrigerated sate near its freezing point and
a temperature where thermal degradation of one kind or another is
encountered, or a reasonable lipper limit of 10000 F; the value is
expressed as percent of the heat of combustion. Ordinary jet fuels
are limited by freezing point at one end and excessive gumming at the
other end of the temperature scale. The temperature at which guimming
becomes er-essive depends on the batch of fuel, but some poor quality
batches have already caused trouble in modern engines where the main
heat being dumped into the fuel comes from the oil-fuel beat exchanger.
Low molecular weight hydrocarbons, with methane as an outstanding
example, can be refrigerated to much lower temperatures than jet
fuels, can be heated to higher temperatures without thermal degrada-
tion, and have a slightly Ligher specific heat; thus they afford two
to three tines the cooljug cape'Iity of current jet fuels (ref. 1).
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The boron hydrlde fuels have more tendency to deccupose at
elevated temperatures than the hydrocarbon fuels. Thiq poses a
particular problem in their use. They will not be good refrigerants
or heat sinks, and they may even have to be protected from exces-
sive temperatures in fuel lines, nozzles, and so on. Indeed, we
have found this to be the case in some of our experimental work with
them.

To proceed with the discussion of boron fuels, however, the
ultimate fuel that the authors have mentioned, ethyldecaborane or
methyldepcborane, is not yet available in more than 99--plc quatitleb.
The experimental research pertinent to the use of boron fuels in
engines thus can be contidered to have been done with interim fuels.
This research has beeo 1jx:!ly done by the NACA, and dates back to
around 1949 or 1950 when not only diborane was being used in small-
scale expirtments, but attemapts were being made to burn pure metals
including boron metal as wires, powders or slurries of powder in
hydrocarbons. Since 1952 the XACA, in cooperation with the Air Force
and thc ,,avy Department, Bureau of Aeronautics, has been able to
continue with research on boron compounds, with pentaborane as the
principal interim high-energy fuel. Some engine experiments have
been conducted with borate esters which are low-energy fuels, but
which do have boron in them. Some 30 reports on this boron fuels
research are Ineluded in a sumwary (ref. 2). More than 20 addi-
tional reports have been published since reference 2. The latest
review of the research tn this area bý NACA was presented the week
before last at the Institute of , -_"04-a Sc'nces Pro ,l sign
meeting in Cleveland (ref. 3).

To review here quickly the highlighta from research on boron
fuels., consider first, expe-iments pertinent to their use in turbine
engines.

In early experiments, boron-contaiing fuei r were ',L-zed in
different jet-ev,'gne combustors with on!. "a.O modifications to
them, and the deposit problem as revealed in this work is typified
in figure 2. A series of experimental studies has resulted in
several design principles thet greatly alleviate this deposit prob-
lem. These principles, tilustrated in one kind of combustor in
figure 3, include extensive air filming, both in the upstream end
and on the walls of the combusn •r to prevent deposition. Also, the
fuel is air-atomized finely and fed air rapidly from all sides to
avoid prolonged existence of rich mixtures; wall-wetting is avoided
by controlled penetration. Jets of dilution air from long slots
penetrate we'l and interweave and cross-diffuse to produce an
acceptable outlet temperature distribution. It is considered now
that high efficiency combustors for bcron fuels with adequate pres-
sure drop and temperature profile, and with relative freedom from
deposits can be achieved. A picture of one such combustor that was
evolved and tried on an engine is shown in figure 3. True, the com-
bustion principles have been worked out on a volatile boron fuel, mnd
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a few preliminary tests indicate that a low volatility ýuel such as
ethyldecaborane with its very different properties i 1 1 require some
modification of these design principles. That is not surprising;
the analogy would be to try to burn a ]ight. iachine cil !i. a system
designed to burn gasoline. We feel qiite optimistic about the com-
bustion part of the prcblem, however.

Another highlight of the research is that a particular kind of
problem in the turbine Dart of th, ong4nob. !a 4n ,%r^A. The ex-
perience in running current gas turbine engines on boron fuels at
simulated altitude is that the ei gines can be operated for a short
period of time on boron fuel, and during this timr practically all
of the thermodynamic pramise of the fuel Is realized as improved
specific fuel consumption. After only a few minutes, howpver, the
performance of the engines noticeably deteriorates. Thrust begins
to drop, and either the tailpipe of the engine must be opened, or
the engine must be overtemperatured if rotational speed is to be
maintained. This phenomenon has been encountered at simulated alti-
tude both in engines with single-stage turbines and in an engine with
a two-stage turbine. The thrust loss for each engine is shown in
figures 5 and 6. In each case part of the loss Is due to the thermo-
dynamic properties of the exhaust gas. Continuing and increasing
loss is noted throughout the run as turbine efficiency decreases.
This efficiency loss is associated with -he traveling waves of the
viscous boron oxide that the ol.31t -'1'd to, and with it7 general
fouling of the stator and turbine. Some fu1' r l)ri i- in r, s

a tailpipe pressure loss; it results from too large a turbine-outlet
Mach number and is a consequence of poor turbine efficiency.

The effect of these losses on specific fuel consumption is shown
in figure 7. The engine was run La W cl-i.c or jet fuel, and then
the fuel was switched to pentaborane. The lhirtLi derr<sc in z.•-
cific fuel eon"umption is almost thAt t., oL e"pected un the basis of
heats of combustion. Reasons for the increase in fuel consumption
with time were just discussed. With the nature of the problem known
there are some things that rqn be done to alleviate it; the extent to
which the problem can be alleviated cannot be predicted with cer-
tainty. It will requi;'e further experimental research when additional
fuel for this work becomes av- 1lable.

Daring the course of the progrem a single run in a full-scale
afterburner was made with pentaborane fuel. There is no indication
that this r-esents a severc, combustion or deposit problem. Detailed
engineering attention required will include keeping the fuel cool as
it c-aes into the injector system in this hot end of the engine, and
attending to design details around the variable area nozzles so that
boron deposits do not freeze up Lhe mechanism.

As in the case of the afterburner, experiments with ramjet cam-
bustion systems indicate that boron fuels will be relatively easy to
Apply to this kind of system. After a number of experiments in ducts
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to devise a 9-.Inch diameter combustion system, several ramjet powered

flights were made with boron fuels. In three of the flights, the
engine was started and then dropped from a carrier airplane. The
fourth flight was rocket boosted. Mach numbers obtained on these

flights ranged up to 1 (fig. 8). Altitudes were of the order of
34-

30,000 to 40,000 feet. Eight channels of telemetering reported back
the performance of the engiue, and perfectly satisfactory combustion
apparently wam obtained. Also, a few short runs of pentaborane have
been made in a 48-inch diameter ramjet engine for one of the- country's
guided missiles; this was purely an experimental or exploratory study.

The problems attendant on the reactivity of boron ±,,els with air
and with water, on their toxicity, on the disposal of the r--rn oxide
exhaust, and on the therml decou•position of the fuel have been
properly mentioned by the autho4.

In sumry, the boron fuels are stiU. very mueh in the research
stage. The degree of success with which all of the problems associ-
ated with their use can be met is not known. Although there is a
large degree of optimism over a number of these problems, consider-
able additional experimental research is required. The military
services are continuing with proper vigor to have pilot plant and
experimental quantities of fuels prepared so that this research can
go forward.

As a final comment I should like tU pj',p4 r)t 4tIA.., ýhil! the
use of free radicals as fuels, and even ions as fuels, ib very
appealing when one looks at tables of their energy content, the real
point here is that we do not know scientifically whether such ma-
terials can be made to exist in concentrations of interest and with
a minimum or kind of equipment tl-t d an not, thrnunh its weight or
complexity, throw away the thermodynaeac advL,..'.ge "Pt- In tl"3s
fuels. Here the engineer would do well t walt until the scientist
has produced those breakthrough ideas which will indicate what should
be done. I am not at all to be construed as being against research
on Vhese blue sky ideas. But I do recognize a tendency to gallop
ahead prematurely into engineering dovelopments on ideas where re-
search has not indicated the solution to certain barrier problems,
or even if solutions are possible. The authors have done well to
stimulate our imaginatior, uowever.

1. Hibbard, Robert R.: Evaluation of Liquefied Hydrocarbon Gases
or Turbojet Fuels. NACA M 156121, Dec. 28, 1956.
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2. Olson, Walter T., Breltwieser, Roland, and GIbbons, Louis C.:
A Review of NACA Research through 1954 on Boron Compounds as
Fuels for Jet Aircraft (Project ZIP). RACA RM E55BOI, 1955.

3. Barnett, Henry C., and Breit•ieser, Roland: Boron Compounds as
Jet Fuels. ASTIA Document No. AD119634, March 1957.
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(Presented. by Dr. Teebinkel)
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by 3. 7P. NzIholter
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Discussion Prepared by
H. F. Dunhbolter

Convair-sktromuties
A Division of Oeneral Dynamics Corpý..ation

San Diego, California

on F. 1. Koefle, J. G. Tachinkel Paper
COMPARMOW~ CP LOM/KEOMNKp wx/nYwAZ~s ANIDcuF /YmAemAsz0 mm LOX/nZ Yo.La -am,

Mr. Koelle end Dr. Toehinkel have prseowned a very go

mWe A of coaring propellant performance. The use of "Capacity fac-
tor" for weight, and vertical ascent for range results in a simlified
Seffective ccarlson method. The re rigorous range caluation
appears to be based upon a constant thrust for the different propellants
rather than a constant Initia t•hrust to eighbt ratio, and therefore In
dl ficult to ocare with the ascent range Cats.

Teauthors' apparent eatthouiau for V-r ~ i n I
more controversial. The performance potential of the prypelLant 1z very
great because of its high bu density and i gh specific Implse, but
it is not obvious that this rrforanoe can be realised in practice.
The oellant has a very hipl gas teerature (700047) at optimu mix-
tare ratio and hyeuazine as a coolanct It. iWted by its disassociation
characteristics. Nydrazine also has a high freez." •, (F). I
AMitives used to lover its freezing point &LA. *,r irre-ez ita a÷tbil-
ity as a coolant may have an appreclaLe effect on Its performance
potential. These questions can only be answered by research and it is
hoped that the evperimental data will be available soon.

The present study has been limited to single stage vehicles.
If the study were extended to upper stage ve1~eles, other propellents
would show to advantage pearticulary those with good cooling character-
istics which permit the use of large area ratic nossles.

There are, of course, mawrous other factors to be considered
in the a l=tion of a propllant. for a weapon system other then that of
the effeet on the gross weight end size of the rocket. For eitale,
both the development time and e(t of the weaon system can be appro-
clably affected by the choice of :propellant. Such primry factors can
not, however, be generalized but cen only be •-snidered In the light of
the state of the art and aveyflblr facilitles at a given time period.
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M. TSCUIM.: I so glad to stll have this chance to fire
back. First of all, 1 will gladly accept te charge to be enthusiastic
for this fluorbydrazine propellant. I believe we would not have any
propellant if some people had not been enthusiastic for it.

Then, to the various points I would say this -- it may be
more adequate in general terms to compare missiles at constatt accelera-
tion instead of constant thrust, but practically, what you are faced
with mostly is that you have a rocket engine on the sarket of a given
thrust and you look out for what ymu can do with this engine. This Is
the very thing we did here.

Secondly, as to the use of hydrazine as a coolant, you have
heard this morning supporting evidence from Jet Propulsion Laboratory
that hydrazine is one of the best coolants that you can have. Just to
give one figure that I remember from what Mr. Parts told us, you saw
on his table most conson propellants had burned-out fluxes around
10 Btu/in. 2 sec whereas Jet Prolpsion Laboratory could reach 20 with
hydrazine in some simulation tests. And there is no appreciable break-
down of the hydrazine expected during the short exposure it goes
through when passing through the cooling jacket.

There have been m=].l scale regenerative cooling tests years
ago, and programs are under way to demonstrate now this cooling cap-
ability in more act~m a ,! r ,

As to the freezing roint of hydrazine a&ound 0C, we do not
worry about this at all. We are concerned with long-range rockets
where you handle bulks of tons of the propellants, and any calculation
of heat transfer can show you that it takes days to freeze a container
with same insulation around .t c- onicý L xgr_ quantities. Besides, any
op.ration of this size aiwayh hos h@tý.ng eTCf'ýk4u1t o, tvAd with soe
vw-& air blowers or other ,t.-.j 1op the l.Lquid from freezing.

Regarding the other non-tehbnlcal viewpoints that my critic
mentioned for the selection of a rocket propellant, of courseo those
are acknowledged asd are present, and it is certainly always a matter
of copromise with the application in mind. As we see It, the merits
of this system woul.- be mainly in vwe long-range rockets and in second-
stage rockets because light weight is of grat imqportance tl,-re, since
it greatly reduces the mass of the booster.

As tc 'r-'e use of the capacity factor, I w ,nted to give credit

to Jet Propulsion Laboratory as they also use this and I a not sure
where the priority is. It goes back over several years.

3M. SMART: I would like to congratulate Dr. Tuchinkel
for not givng up the fight. He has, us Dr. Dumholter wntioriv4, a
good oa•arlson ethod. Howver, let's take some of the points that
were brought up by Dr. Tachinkel and evaluate them. CNIETA
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First, Dr. Techinkel a.ntioned that the comparison on thrust
level appeared to be valid becuse "we have an ergine and we Just go
out arA use this." Unfo tunately, the engine has to be built. It wam
built, inr.tially, because of a jptlm1nary design study which investi-
gated engine thrust requirements (for various propellants) for a
specific application. These engines and missiles are tailored to
system requirements. The days when you design a structure, shove an
engine into It, and then wait to see what you get are pretty much over.

Let's take the regenerative cooling characteristics of hydra-
zine. It admittedly has an excellent potential, as Mr. Bartz points out.
It compares favorably with water. However, when you look over this
cooling potential, you discover the cooling charaeterietics of hydrazDne
ere such that your wall temperature will have to be maintained around
500 to 600*F. You have combined this ftzel with an oxidizer which
yields temperatures of the order of 70OC" to 8000*7, depending upon the
mixture ratio you have selected. This gives a very healthy heat trans-
fer proble. This can be overcome in an engine which is large enough
that the regenerative cooling capacity or the eeolants are capable of
soaking up this heat. For some applications, however, this means that
you are going to have to chase these coolants through the cooling coils
at such high velocities that the pressure drops are terrific. This,
for exemple, imposes a design and weight problem upon the turbopw*p.

To look at another aspect of hydrazine, the freezing character-
istics; if you have to provide a nuz-rv for each of the missiles you
design, it is going to increase the weapon syate. ,&'1.. 7o-,x c:i rx.
additives in the hydrazine in order to reduce the freezing puixd --
two of the best I can think of will bring the freezing point down to
about -50" to -&9C. One of tb-ýes I.s ==oroia. The other is hydrogen
cyanide. With hydrogen cynile you aggravate tha toxicity i-oblem;
also, the specific impulse is degraded. I' dentally. fbi'rine-ammonia,
compared with fluorine hydrazine at the saw; presnme, ,i2. r16.!-1 L-96
seconds specific impul se, whereas hydrazine ;A .14. @_e Abuut 300 seconds
under the same conditions. If it is Loecessary to add, for instance,
ePmonia to the hydraeine, in order to control the freezing point, you
hive nov degraded the specific Imoulse to the point where you should
have started with mmonia initially. T am nrA rropeoing a•--onl as a
panacea. hmmonia is not the world's greatest coolant, but You can cool
with it, and you do avoid the freer 4mg problem of hydrazine, while
sacrificing only about 1.3% speci•lic impulse.

MR. BARTZ: It is extremely difficult for me to follow
w. Stewart's reasoning relstive to the selection of amonia rather
than 14drazine as a hinh-enee-y-system fuel. No starts by conceding
tat our experimental evidence shows hydrazine to be a very good coolant
but quickly arrives at the point Vhere he fears that extreme coolant
velocities will be needed because of e*peeted extram heat fluxes.
This conclusion cvmiot be reached, hovever, without specifying the
operating chamber pressure. For 3hember pressures near 300 psi, our
data indicate that normal velocities should be adequate, whereas only
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for considerably higher chamber presstre operat4.on will excessive

cooling velocities be needed.

W. Stewart coplains of the need for an expensive "nursery"
for each missile because of the high freezing point of hydrazine and
suggests ammonia as an alternative fuel. It 600-- to me that it Is
inconsistent to be overly concerned with the -issible necessity of keep-

ing the fuel no more than 1000 above bient •hile utilizing liqefied
gas oxidizers having boiling points several hundred degrees below

ambient tperature which necessitate extensive Insulation or even re-
frigeration In order to maintain boiloff rates acceptably low. If he
has apprehensions about the cooling capabilities of hyarazine, he
should multiply these apprebensions by about a factor of three for
ammonia, since, in addition to mueb lover values of •t•, for amonia
under similar flow condltions, the permisslble bulk temperatwe rise
for ammonia is also much lover, thus restricting the rarface area that
can be cooled. Furthermore, it is difficult to see vhere freezing
point is going to be an important factor in the applications for which j
the high-energy systems might be used.

Our experimental meeasurements have shown that even up to wall
temperatures approaching 1000 the hydrazine does not decompose In our
tubes in which coolant velocities are varied between about 30 and 90
ft/sec. Even a very slight amount of deccapousition would show up in
our tests as a sizable error in the heat balt.nee because of the large
beat of deccposition of hydrasir.-. I% - Ph .-. t ýrlance error" 'fve
been observed.

MR. BRMN: I •uuld like to compliment Dr. Tschinkel on his
paper. There are several things I would like to bring up concerning it.
R4 054 wvt mention nrtrr t7:Vluorid_ and should have. This material
does have properties so far superior L ý i.crtle in a.x!Ir thnt the
mll sacrifice in the specific Imulse cculd be to ,jratee . Iv-& &..t

be able to cool with nitrogen trifluorido.

Another thing eoncening the eomnent of &r. Stewart that the
freezing point of hydrazine yould have to be lowered, there a^e very
light-weight insulator* them* days. I wonder if we are not giving
overemphasis to the freezing point as a requirnt. This weapon could
be loaded very rapidly before use and fired with little delay. Nor-
nally, they are not stored loaded. I doubt if you would require a
freezing point low"r than that of hydrazine.

IM. TSC•HINM: Just another quick point about the freezing
point, we do not consider putting In any additives because they all
vould subtract from performance. We really do not consider this a
serious problem and I would nnt considar heating equip••nt in th* field
as a "nursery." Besides, you have soldiers all around vho do not want
to freeze in the Arctic veather !± yv ha-re b-ating equipeent arcund.
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As to the nitrogen tritfuo•ide, I eChInt say anythi•g a&bort
that. w ve ba not considere it. One of the points we mde VMs tbht
the prO1eJiant molot be currently in production. Nitrogen trifluoride

is rat as yet.

PAP=R

STUD31UI VIII TWO-92AG ROCKET ZWGEE:

by Antlony ri.glio, JTr.
,Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Inmt1tte of Technology

(see pages 358 to 377, Volume 1, PFL 212/13)

P•PA!•DISCUSSIOW

by Edard B. Greenberg
Reaction Motors, Inc.

(re fonowing eie 140 to 1i3)

None
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Discussion Prpae by
Edward B. Greenberg
Reaction Motors, Inc.
Denville, New Jersey

on Anthony Brigito, Jr. Paper
S73ThIES WITH TWO-STAGE ROC' MIES

The investigation of two-stage rocket engines carried c•t
at JPL bas prodiced soew valuable and highly promising results. The
===•-c n that both smooth omubuatlon and %i0h •er.•-nee can be oab-
tained with several propellant comtinations in a rocket engine utilis-
ing the jet mixing scheme of injection is In agroeont with the re-
sults of a similar investigation carriel out at rHI (Ref. 1). This
study also established the design paruaeters affecting the jet min
processes and the effect of tose* naromoters on thrust chamber per-
for•mace. The following ocemezos are k& -1ý- the. uight -.- imovlodqo
gained from this invetigationi.

G&4 of the features of a Jet mi3in injection system is the
possibility of simplified injector design compared to more conventional
injectors. The preparation of -ro'• 1ants prior to cembustion (mixing,
atomisation, etc.) is usually dependent In a istttio'nal 5.'e'tor
(e.g. impinging stream or spray type) :--.n t4'w inpinaetmer of liquid
propellant streams. The design and manufacture of injectors is often
ecmplex PM. costly. Also, a neow injector mast be designed for each
new rocket configuration or propellant combination. In contrast to
the corventional injector, the proeesse of atomization, mvporlzetion,
mixing ard heRting in the Jet mixing injector are accomplished by the
mixing of the liquid propellants (second stage) by the hot gas jet
(first stage). Liquid propellant injection can therefore be greatly
simplified.

It seems that the designs of the JPL t-wo-eta-e engines h"-e
not taken fall advantage of the technique of jet m•xing injection. By
employing triplet sets of orifices to inject both the first and second
s'tAi. preopall~nts son" of thin !~Riyof a convwntionsl injso.tor
has been retained. High performance has been obtained with RMI two-
stage engines utiliuing a considerably simpler injection scheme. The
second stag. injector cousists of * cylindrical. section through which
the high velocity hot gas jet (firmt-stag. combustion products) is
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passed. This section conaiste of two spools, one for fuel injection
and one for oxidiser injection. The second-stage propellants are in-
jected radially immrd into the gas stream through equally spaced
.. les located on the circumference of the spools. The plane of in-
jection of the fuel was upstream of the oxidiser injection. High
performance (95 to 100% of theor. CO) has been achieved evn when fey
large diastater inectinn orifices (2 fuel and 4 oxldiser holes with
die. a 0.316 in.) were used at a 5000 lb. thrust level.

The investigation carried out at W has rocognised that
the perf~ormance of a two-stage rocket engine is a highly complex
function of a multitude of variables. Since the design parameters
affecting thrust chamber performance are interdependent, the result
of varying any one cannot be simply detelrmined. In order to de+,,r-
mine the effect of any one parameter cognizance nust be taken of this
multiple variation and interrelation of parameters. This yas accom-
plished by utilising the methods of dimensional analysis and multiple
regression analysis (Ref. 2) to formulate and "altmte an empirical
ecuation which describes thrust chamber performance in terms of seven
dimonsionless parameters.

"The parameters which were varied in the JPL investigation
are the fraction of propellant burned in the first stage, gas velocity
in the mixing jet, the engine L and the orifice pressure drop. Since,
as mentioned above, these paramet-rr -- '• n be I"niyidally varied
their effect on thrust chamber performance can,, !'.. ,tcr!i:vcd &C
readily as has been attempted during the MT!L study.

The low performance of one 1000 lb. thrust engine has been
attributed to the fact that the gas stream velocity was reduced from
600 ft/sec to about 200 ft/sec or leot. 7 .9tuoal -euat ry not Ihe
this simple, since several. configurational and opera lonrml cl,.nger
were made in ordtr to effect a decrease in t, • let velocity. Virst,
as a result of eiXLinating the inter-stage nozzle the condition of
sudden enlargement between nozzle thront and main-chamber diameter
was eliminated. This probably roduced radical-ly the intensity of re-
circulation within the main ehamber - a factor which could be more
significant than a change in nominal axial velocity. In addition,
the percentage of propellant injeeoed into the first stage was in-
creased to several higher values. Therefore, since there has been a
multiple variatlor of parameters affacting performance, a decrease in
performance cannot clearly be attributed to only one of these changes
(decrease in gas stream velocit7).

It to reported that a reduction in main chamber L from44
in. to 24 in. resulted in a negligible lovs in the performance of a
1000 lb. thrust engine operating on SFNA-DETA. Although it might
have been expected that a decrease in LV would cause a loss in per-
formance it should be noted that the reduction in L wes achieved by
two configurational changes. Me chamber to throat area ratio was de-
creesed from 4:1 to 21l and the chamber aspect ratio (Loh/Dch) wea
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doubled. Each of these changes could cause an increase in performance
(Ref. 1, ?) fl-u nullifying the effetM on performance of decraasing LV
as such.

The result of attempting to seals up from 1000 lb. thrust to
20,000 lb. thrust was lover performance at the higher thrust level. A
similar investigation was carried out at RX4 (Ref. 1) whereby a 35,000
lb. thrust engine was modelled after a 5000 lb. thrust engine. Us-ng
an empirical equation established for the small scale (5000 lb. thrust)
engine, the performsanne level of the large scale powerplant was pre-
dicted. Here, too, the performance of the large scale unit was lover
than expeoted. Further awalyuis diesloeed that the homologue was so-
tually distorted from the model in that some of the denign parameters
had been varied. Had proper distortion faetoers been taken into con-
sideration the low performance of the large scale unit could have been
prodicted. Perhaps the low performance of the JPL 20,000 lb. thrust
engine was also caused by distortion from the model. Although it is
difficult to perceive the basis for sealirg because of the limited
description of the configurations and operating conditions, it appears
that even though the general layout of the model and homologue is iden-
tical several distortions between the two do exist. In aftition to the
diffarenoes already noted, the following changes were made in scaling
up.

1. The aspect ratio of the namn chamber was almost halved.

2. The was velocity in the :, it r4-efmr cb jber
was doubled.

3. Although the propellant flow rate was increased by a
factor of twenty, the flow rate per triplet was in-
creased by a faectr m" U"en since, the rumber of triplets
was doubied.

It appeirs, then, that the low performance of the large seal.
engine may not have been caused by any inherent characteristics of the
powerplant, but rather was a result of scaling distortions.

Our comments should be taken basically as efforts to supple-
ment the insights obtained I- the authors into the subjects of injec-
tion and scaling - two subjects in which we all know much more insig.,
is needed.
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COMMAND TRUAX: I would like to expreso our thanks to all
the participants -- particularly to the authors and revievers. I
would also like to say that a proLram such Es this does not fall to-
gether by itself. It takes a lot of hard work to do it, and I would
like to extend the thanks of the participants to Don Brooks and to
Ruth Adams for the great deal of work that they have done in getting
this seesion oremnlzed.

M. BRO(: Thank you. I would like to express the deep
appreciation of the staff to all of ymu for your excellent cooperation.
We've enjoyed having you.
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The following papers were presented at the symposgiu but

were not received in time to be included Vith the preprints (Volume 1,
ML 212/13):

E~e

AN EVALUATIOW OFP ITDW OZONE-OXYM MUS AS

by J. P. Layton, I. Glassman, and D. Gsarvin
Princeton University

HGH T ATUR RWSEAFCK AT TE 188
by A. V. Grosse, C. S. Stokes, and W. L. Doyle

The Research Institute of Temple Urdvereity

CO4ARISON Or w om, OX/ERIAZl, AND
FIlUMOP3 /EYERAZ AS PROPEILARM FOR LC,1G-RhN•N
ROCKETS 193

by f. H. Koelle and J. G. ?Ti-M.•hi-1
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
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AN EVALUATION OF LIQUID OZONE-OXYGEN MIXTURES
AS ROCKET OXIDIZERS

J. P. Layton, I. Glassman and D. Garvin
Princeton UnIvers Jty 0)

Princeton, New Jersey

For almost three years the authors and others in the
Department of Aeronautical Engineering at the James Forrestal
Research Center, Princeton University riave been engaged in an

evaluation of liquid ozone-oxygen mixtures as rocket oxidizers from
theoretical and experimental standpoints including thermochemical
calculations of performance, handling of the mixtures In a pilot
plant scale generation system and a pressurized rocket system and
preliminary determination of actual performance In a small rocket
motor. The experimental effort has been limited to the mixtures
containing up to 25% ozone by ,;.t.

In response to a requtst by the Rocket Propellants
Section, Wright Air Development Center of the United States Air
Force the University submitted a proposal which resulted in
Confidential Cost Contract No. AF 13(616)-2411 and work was begun
on I April 1954. A reasonably detuiled ht o•y uf the wmrk since
that tim,_ can be found in the Quarterly Prcs'os• re,),Drl! of tk.e
above contract (I). Opinione anz f."cs obtdined over the period of
this work are presented in the following paragraphs.

DISCUSSION

Our efforts havv been organized and reported under a work
statement that Incorporates the headings which are used below in
presenting the discussion:

Bibliography

The major bibliographic effort on ozone has been produced
by the Armour Research Foundation (hereafter ARF) (2) while our
effort has been limited to those references thdt concern the use of
liquid ozone-oxygen mlx+ures as rocketoxIdizers. The results of
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this effort were published in unclassified and classified sections of
a preliminary selective bibliography as Appendices of i;he Fourth
Quarterly Progress Report (I).

Properties of ozone as recorded In the available
references are summarized on Table I along with corresponding oxygen
properties. Primary sources of this information which contain much
more detailed information are reports by ARF (3) and the Linde Air
Products Company (4). The important property of ozone stabilization
is treated in a United States Patent issued to C. E. Thorpe, et al (5)
based on their work over a considerable period at ARF.

Theoretical Thermochemical Performance Calculations

Since data on the theroretical performance of ozone were
sparse and conflicting, and almos+ tutmily absent for liquid ozone-
oxygen mixtures, a considerable program of thermochemical calculations
was jundertaken on an IBM-CPC digital computer using a modification of
the method developed by Huff and others at the NACA Lewis Flight
Propulsion Laboratory. Calculations for the performance of these
mixtures from 100% liquid ozone in 25% decrements to 100% liquid
oxygen were made for a number of fuels at 20, 40, and 60 atmospheres
chamber pressure for frozen equilibrium and sea level exhaust.
Graphs for ethyl alcohol (95%)-Water (5%), unsymmetrical dimethyl
hydrazine and liquid hydrogen are included herein as Figures ! r
through 27. They show plots of effectivo exhaust velocity, adiabatic
combustion temperature, average specltc h'ýtt ta+lo, nverequ tuleculer
weight and mole fraction of the combustion produit• verstus :ixtured
ratio. Further calculations of liqLld hydrogen for shifting
equilibrium have been started and several hydrocarbon fuel% will
probably be calculated later.

Handling Tests

A laboratory was constructed at Forrestal Research Center
specifically for the purpose of testing quantities of liquid ozone-
oxygen mixtures up to a few pounds. It was equipped with protective 4
walls, provisions for remote viewing, and exhaust blowers to perm:t
the conduct of four kinds of tests that were pertinent to the handling
characteristics of the mixtures. The handling experiments were
characterized as quality, detonation, pressure and venting sensitivity,
and flow tests.

Raw materials used In genernting liquid ozone-oxygen
mixtures consist primarily of gaseous and liquId wo.ygen. Freon 13
and helium also come In contact with the mixtures. The hydrocarbon
content of these substances was measured In' ters of parts per
million of CO as indicated on a Liston-Becker continuous, single
wave length, ipectrophotometer analyzer. For lack of a tested
figure of significance a liit of twenty parts per million of C 22
was placed on the hydrocarbon content of the gases.
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Properties of Ozone and Oxygen
Pertinent to their Use as Rocket Oxidizers :

Property Ozone Oxygen

Molecular Weight, lb/lb mol 48 32
Boiling Point, OF -169.4 -297.3
Melting Point, OF -314.9 -361.1
Critical Temperature, F_ +10.2 -181.8
Critical Prossure, Ib9 2 802.4 730.4
Critical Density, Ib/ft' 30.0 26.8
Critical Volume, ft 3 /lb mol 2.4 1.2
Gas Density (32 OF, 14.7 lb/in2) :i)/ft3 0.U 0.086

Liquid Density (-169.6 OF) lb/ft 3  91.1
(-297.3 OF) 98.1 71.2
(-319.6 OF) 100.8

Surface Tension (-297.3 OF) lb/in2  219x10" 6 75x10"6

Liquid Heat Capacity (-169.4 OF) Btu/lb mol 0F 17.0 13.0
Gaseous Heat Capacity (77 OF) Btu/lb mol OF 9.4
Thermal Conductivity (-297 OF) Btu/hr ft OF 0.07 0.09
Liquid Viscosity (-297 OF) lb/ft sec 23.0 2.8

(-320 OF) 62.5 .1
(30% 03 - 70% ')2 by wt.) 4.6
( 9% 03 - 91% 02 by ,• . 5.2

Heat of Vaporization (Ot B.P.) Btu/lb 15t) i1.6:
Liquid Magnetic SusceptibII;ty ft !b sec units/lb 63x0-3 109

(x 106)

Dielectric Constant (ref: vacuum = 1.00) 4.75 1.46
Heat of Formation, H(25 0 C) Btu/lb mol -61,900 0

Phas6 Poundarles Ozone-Oxygen

at -297.36F ?.3 anru 72.4% 03 by wt.
at -319.6 0 F 9 and 90.8% 03 by wt.
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The "quality" of the gaseous ozone produced was measured

by a method developed at ARF. After a considerable numiber of

operational difficulties, the equipment which was purchased frcom
them was used to ascertain that the quality of the gaseous ozone
generated at Princeton was equivalent to that used at ARF.

Detonation tests were conducted to show the character of
such reactions involving ozone and to test our safety provisions.
The detonations were Initiated most ý,atb!,factorily by fusing a
wire immersed in a concentrated liquid ozone sample. They confirmed
the highly brisant character of such ozore reactions.

Pressure dnd venting sensitvivIy tests were run using
specially desiqned stainless steel vessels. The liquid ozone (25%)-
oxygen (75%) mixtures were demonstrated to be insensitive to
pressurization with helium up to ICU()~ lbs. per square inch nnd to
rapid venting, although this latte.- conclusion has been modified
somewhat as described later. A method of measuring liquid level and
concentration In the closed vessels based on the specific gravity
difference between ozone and oxygen using lifferential pressure
manometers was tested In this operation and accepted for use In
the pilot plant scale generation system somewhat prematurely as
indicated by subsequent experience.

Flow tests were conducted with sufficient success to
indicate that the 25% ozone mixtures cou'd be used with more or
l ess convent ionalI rocket des; Qn (. .in.:qs: . 11-c -lqaI in more c;. r"I u
and thorough testing in the laboratory woulu-* p'vui ,,;v-
time in operating the larger pilot plant type systems.

Overall Stability Tests

Reports of the major wor xer ! ~ir Hdiq! ''.yric, I nd Icaie, and
our experierý-e confirms that It Is possible to ':'vr.cnniqk.',cý
for the safe generation, storage. an'A + anfsur of liiutd ozone-
oxygen mixtures in the laboratory. The primary factors in this
success are the careful purification of the oxygen raw material,
employment of compatible materials and substances, and the use.of a
thorough surface preparation pro,_dure. A certain amount of
cryogenic technique Is also required. Experienced workers are

*therefore now able to deal wk-h ozone In the laboratory without
unexpected detonations. Purification of the oxygen Is still
receiving considerable attention from research workers from process,
testiag, and instrumentation standpoints. Table 11 gives a list of
the compatib!c substances as tested and approved by ApR. Efforts
are being made to increase the number of substances on this list,
especially sealants. The surface preparation procedure currently
employed at Princeton is shown in Table 1ll. Continued development
of this procedure is nocansnry to make it:more effective andu to
reduce unnecessary operations. The procedure as shown was
devploped particularly for cleaning metal. A laboratory procedure
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List of Materials and Substances Compatible *

with High Concentration Liquid and Gaseous Ozone

Aluminum Alloys . 2S, 3S, 24S, 52S, 61S
Stainless Steels - Types 302, 304, 316, 410, 416
Pyrex
Kovar
Teflon (purified)
Kel-F
Lubricants and Sealants. The utmost care is to be observed

in using clean applicators, replacing caps, etc.,
to prevent contamination of these iubstances:

(I) duPont FCO-44'1
(2) Halocarb.n stopcock grease
(3) Flurolube and Halocarbon Oils
(4) Glibreth #18 thread sealing compound
(5) Hoke "Slic Seal"

Although not approved by ARF powdered purified teflon .
dispersed In deionized distilled water can be used as
a pipe thread sealant where necessary especially for
high pressure service, but the Joint must be carefully
cleaned and passivated by the regular surface preparation
procedure.

Handy Andy Brazing Flux

Use of these substancee is based on tests and recommwendations of
the Armour Research Foundation.

When joining met. s use Inert gas shielded arc welding where
possible; alternatively, siliver brazing, both high and low
temperature, using Handy-Andy flux Is acceptable but the joints
must be cleaned before and after by the approvedl Drocedure.
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TABLE III

Surface Preparal ion Procedure for Liquid Ozone-Oxygen Mixture Servl._e

I. Disassemble all parts not permanently fastened together.
2. Remove any major accumulations of oil, grease, or other

contamination by using a plastic scraper end/or wiping with
a cloth or paper towel.

3. Soak in 25% nitric acid for 15 minutes. Easily attacked
aluminum alloy parts need not soak for full time.

4. Rinse thoroughly with tap water, then scrub with a stiff
brush until all visible foreign material It removed.

5. Wash by suhmerging In warm (90 - IO0°F) 5% %olution of
Lakeseal detergent In distilled water.

6. Rinse thoroughly with distilled water.
7. Dry with clean, hot (2000F) oxygen gas.

S8. Soak In unused reagent grade carbon tetrachloride for
15 minutes

•TEj: Subsequent steps must be accompl Isl.ed without touching
ozone exposed surfaces except with stainless steel tongs
that have been cleaned by this procedure.

9. Drain carefully and dry thoroughly with clean, hot (2000F)
oxygen gas.

10. Reassemble component and seal all opaning with aluminum caps
and plugs which have been - ,v thiR prorpdure and kept
in clean air-tight polyethylene bags *;-:+ t il?.. ... +r
each opening.

II. After assembly of parts into system:
(a) Dry system by circulating clean, hot (2000F)

oxygen gas for 30 minutes,
then (b) Passivate by:

(I) Circulating low concentr ,t(.,i c,,c,,:
ozone-oxyqen mix+,,,.• from "ha ozonaior
at 2 to 4 percent ozone through the
system for 8 to 10 hours,

(2) Seal system with the mixture inside for
12-16 hours.

(3) Purge with clean, hot (2000F) oxygen gas
for Y" minutes and then seal all external
open I ngs.

NOTE: Steps I through 7 do not need to bc repeated fo, ;;,,ms.
removed briefly from the system for Inspection or adjust-
ment unless the possibility of contamination with oil,
grease, or other non-compatible subj.l onces exi.ts
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primarily for glassware may differ especially in the preliminary
cleaning substances. Until the teflon dispersion described In
Table II was found for use as a high pressure sealant severe galling
of both alluminum and sta;nleýs steel threaded components and
fittings resulted from use of the surface preparation procedure.

It is necessary to develop much more satisfactory tests of
overall stability of ozone and its mixtures. V!'fert: in this
direction have been made by the Air Reduction Company (hereafter
AIRCO) in which they subjected liquid ozone mixtures to controlled
spark discharges. Their early efforts under Princeton subcontract
are described in Appendix A to the Seventh Quarterly Progress
Report (I). Subsequent work has been carried out under direct Air
Force sponsorship. The development of instrumentation techniques
for measuring the order of one part per million of foreign
substances in ozone-oxygen mixtures is critically needed. Some
extension of the spectrophotomel-ic technique adapted to measure
with more sensitivity and other contamination than equivalent
hydrocarbon content may be indicated.

Reaction Initiation Tests

One of the attractive possibilities of using liquid ozone-
oxygen mixtures is the hypergolic initiation of reaction with
certain fuels. Evaluation of this possibility may be necessary if
we are vver to initiate combustion directly on the ozone mixtures.
Current practice at Princeton irivw5 •,; slin a rorknt run on
liquid oxygen using a solid propellant ignite. .t,. switch:rj '!u the
ozone mixtures during the run and back dgain to the liquid oxygen
prior to shut-down. This technique has been quite successful.
Tests of various other methods of reaction initiation hmve been
deferred.

Crmhustion !nvolvlng Ozone

Chemical kinetic studies of qaseous ozone with various
fuels and reaction intermediates have been undertaken by one of the
authors (Garvin) in the la~oratories of the Chemistry Department.
This work was previously supported by the Air Force on Contract A
AF 3"(038)-23976, but has recently acquired Air Force Office of
Scient;fic Research sponsors;,ip. Details of the reaction of gaseous
ozone with ethyl alcohol and ethylene oxide have been studied and
work on the ozone-hydrogen reaction is currently underway. It is
hoped trial the fetuliib of this work can be correlated with rocket
motor tests especially thu combustion efficiency and stabllity
limits.

Componont and System Evaluation

It was decided that the experimental operations involving
approximately 20 pounds of the 25% ozone-oxygen mixture required n
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specially designed test cell. Figure 28 is a photograph of the
Ozone Evaluation Facility at Princeton. The mixture tank is
located directly behind the open rocket cell which Is seen in the
photograph. Slanted walls of reinforced concrete having minimum
12" thickness were used in the design of this building. Direct
viewing of neither the mixture tank nor the rocket motor is
provided from the control room on the far side of the facility
because of safety considerations. Mirrors are currently used but
not with complete satisfaction.

Revision No. 2 of the liquid ozone-oxygen mixture
generation and rocket systems is shown on the flow diagram of
Figure 29 and as is readily seen there are too many components to
point them out Individually In this paper. The liquid oxygen supply
and vaporizer are located on the left side of the diagram.
Following across to the right, the ozonator can be seen in the
upper part of the next section. The sampling system and quality
test box have been subsequently removed as described below. The
.'quid oxygen and fuel tankage are conventional rocketr iest
installations.

It is the l iq.id ozone-oxygen mixture tank and its
accompanying complex of components and piping that is the heart of
the generation and rocket systems. The liquid ozone-oxygen mixture
generation system was designed by AIRCO and furnished on subcontract
to Princeton. It is described In some detail in ! • ý f +n;.-'
Princeton Fourth Quarterly Progress Report (I). The 14ixiure c•hk -
seen to be a triple tank, the inner one contains the liquid ozone-
oxygen mixtures, the surrounding tank is the refrigerant jacket, and
the outer one is the vacuum jacket. The gaseous, low concentration,
ozone-oxygen mixtures from the ozonator (2 tc 4% o5) are vvssed
through a heat exchanger and bubbled through I t lt, o0,. ,
in the inner tank. The ozone goes info .oluflt,- Jd ttcp omygtor
carrier gas passes through the heat exchiryer to cool the incoming
gaseous mixture before being vented to the atmosphere. Continuation
of this process permits concentration of the ozore to any desire-
value. The liquid level in the mixture tank is maintained by
bleeding liquid oxygen from the refrigerant jacket. After
unsucce~sfully trying for several months' to make the differential
manometer method work, the liquid level in the mnixture tank and the
concentration of the mixture are both monitored cu-rently by using
an ARF capacitancp method based on !he widp difference in the
dielectric constants of ozone and oxygen. Liquid level in the
refrigerant jacket is controlled by a thermister device which has
had operational difficullieb. Temperatures of the mixture and
refrigerant are monitored to keep from ina'lvertent fnrm4+ionr of thic
two phase solutions at the h:gher concentrotions dbovo 25% ozorn.
The refrigerant is kept somewhat above the liquid oxygen atmospheric
boiling temperature by pressurizinc. it to about eight pounds per
square inch using a back pressure regulator. Freon will also be
used to prevent the two phase formation and ad' an aid in stabilizing
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the ozone. Experience in operating the system has shown the necessity

for heating the out-gas from the mixture tank so the ozone Is not

recondensed by expansion through valve constrictions or by contact

with gaseous oxygen below the ozone boiling temperature. Successful
operation of the system depends on the proper temperature control to
prevent concentration of the mixtures by oxyen boil-off.

The low pressure generation system Is isolated from the
rocket system for the test runs of the rocket motor and the mixture
tank is pressurized to approximately 50 pounds above the pressure in

the liquid oxygen tank. After the start has been negotiated on liquid
oxygen the mixture trnk main valve Is opened, the additional pressure
acts on an upstream check valve to cut off flow from the liquid oxygen
tank. At the conclusion of the ozone mixture portlon of the run the
mixture main is closed and the liquid oxygen flow takes over again
until shutdown. A

Successfully dumping the remaining ozone mixture can be
quite a problem. The need for detailed design, careful installation,
and proper procedures is only too reaJlily evidenced here by the number
of detonations we have experienced. C-ur art, if any, lies in never
having blown up the mixture tank.

One of the main component problems Involves small static

leaks and leakage past moving seals. Use of the teflon dispersion
and careful testing has larqely eliminated the problem of pipe I
thread leakaqe which was quite trouble!'i Lnakac p;nt moving
seals In valves and elsewhere in which the ozore osczpc.; from Inside
the system and reliquifles on contact with gaseous oxygen or
surfaces below its boiling point can be troublesome

The necessity for koepi-g the system sufficiently cold so
the oxygen will not boil-off and concertrat, t'- .. xt'ire- I's u0ra-
mount. This can be accomplished by +hc u%* Cf refined cryogenic
techniques and procedures invoiving heavily Insulated, vacuum-
jacketed or refrigerated components, experienced Installation methods
and closely patterned procedures. The removal of the liquid sampling
system resulted from ouo inability to handle these prohlams with the
bybtem as installed.

Although It has been possible to use or modify some exiqtir.g
valves, e.g.; Annin 1520 and the Wrotta FY20F, the need for a
specialized valve for ozone service became evident. Figura 30 shows

the fluid actuated version of such a valve which is in firal stages
of development in both fluid actuated and mtnual versions.. the
Marotta PV32 and PV32A respectively. Thig valve has no L;dy cavities
or metal-to-metal contact... Provisions are ,"eing made for refriger- 4
ating the body and a servo control Is under develop:.unt. ,

Toxicity of c'one presents a serious problem that Is not

yet completely defined. Efforts to solve the problem by care in
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installation and operation Involving careful leak:ge tests, placing
catalyst chamtsers on all vents, etc. do not allow sufficiently for
the accidental eventuality which is always present in such research
efforts. With Increased concentration or length of exposure the
&3Iost pleasant contact vith ozone frca natural causes or occasional
electric arcing is replaced by a strong ammonia-lika %mell and
constriction of the nasal and throat passages sometimes accompanied
by temporarily uncontrollable coughing. Gas masks with utility
cannisters have been used successfully for short times.

Summarization of the results of operating the generation
system show a considerable number of runs up to the 15% ozone
mixtures. Generation of 5 to 10% mixtures is now routine while
trouble continues to be experienced in dumping.the 15% mixtures.
It is felt that the final difficulties with these mixtures are
being solved and that Ve will soon be able to proceed to the 25%
mixtures wlt:, some confidence of being able to show a completely
acceptable system sometime thereafter.

Operation of the rocket system includes about 20 tests
with up to 10% ozone mixtures most of which are sufficiently
successful to be called routine. The two tests In the 10 to 15%
concentration range were successful from rocket operation stand-
points. No major difficulties with the 25% ozone mixtures from a
rocket operation standpoint are anticipated. Some time may need
to be spent In developing procedures for hPW :::. ,n1 reoclally

dumping, the 25% concentration mixtures.

Since the improvement in performnce over liquid oxygen
for i00% ozone Is about 6 to 7-1/2 percent the evaua•tion of a rocket
using 25% ozone depends on measurements at about the present limit
of precision for the rocket field. It will be ne.eL;•ry to mlke
steady state measuremen4 s of fuel and oxidizer fVow, thrust and
chamber pressure to better than 1/2 of I percen't. W'vh pfopur
corrections and considerable calibration these are obtainable at
our laboratory for fuel flow and thrust. The problem of measuring
liquid oxygen and ozone mixture flow ir being undertaken by
attemptlng the precision calibration of a Potter turbine type flow-.
meter using the measurement of flow rate from a completely self-
contained system mounted on a scale.

Combustion chamber pressure is being measured by a further
development of the LI-Liu high frequency response, water cooled,
bonded strain column sensing element oeveloped for our combustion
Instability research. Aver:'qe steady state chamber pressure is
measured by matching the imped..nce of a L & N Speedomax recording
potentiometer and depending on Its amplif;w, .to average the
fluctuations. The high frequency output of the pickup will be
recorded on an Ampex tape recorder and used to evaluate effects of
the ozone mixtures on combustion efficiency, level of fluctuations
and stability limits.
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CONCLUS IONS

While the above presentatioth is primarily a vulmary of our
experience vith liquid ozone-oxygen mixtures, sow attempt to make
at least a preliminary evmluatlaa 'Is probably expected. In matter
of fact, no such evaluation on our part can yet be recorded. We, at
present, have a "conditioned optimism" vith respect to the possibility
of using the 25% ozone mixtures in rocket systems.

More work Is needed on the fundamental character of the 1
unstable behavior of ozone including the effect of sensitizing agents
and thei. •efrilification in kind and degree. A considerable part of
such effort would seem to be instrumentation development. J

Criteria need to be established for generation system
design and components and installation methods developed. Cryogenic
technique will probably always be a major factor in the generation,
storage, transfer and di sposal of liquid ozone and its mixtures.

More work Is needed on the special requirements for the
d-.sijn of rocket systems and especially ,omponents. The primary I
problc.ms surround the selection of suitable materials and their
preparation for ozone service, the utilization of refined cryogenic
techniques, the application of automatic controls and development of I
re! _b!o instruments. A major problem which needs early attention is
the pumping of the ozone mixtures.

it Is expected that !'r4.. ÷;na !nl instructive r•;uits
will emerge from the kinetic studies ot 0;,.s O:C;Wi-. t"
effc.rt to correlate them with results relating to performance and
comoustion from the rocket motor tests.

Further efforts to assess tte toxicity problem and to
develop monitors and protective nvi.- • re net~ded.

in the final analysis all of ý,:" ftcJotu must be applied
in an objective manner against the payoff. The factors are so many
and, as yet, largely untested lhat it soems premature to attempt any
but the most preliminary evaluation of liquid ozone-oxygen mixtures
as rocket oxidizers. llcwever, the general possibilities seem
sufficiently attractive to warrant continued active efforts.

V
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NIG MWEA¶U RESEARCH AT EM~Z

A. V. Gross@, C. S. Stokes, and W. L. Thoy1v
The Research Institute of Tewple University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

I wou~ld like to present mome of the results that we have ob-
tained at Tple in the general field of high temyerature research.
We have been in this field for the last nite years and, obviously, at
this meeting we cannot go into details and discuss all the various
phases of the work but, at least, I would like to give you a brief out-
line of our research.

Our work was supported originally by the Office of Naval
Research and later by Army Ordnance, and particularly by Redstone
Arsenal. We have also been sponsored bya 1J'• . ?. A.r FeYr,:- t•ieice of
Scientific Research.

Pririly we were interested in producing high temperatures
by chemical means. We were then interested in studying various
chemical-physical phenomena at tk se high taperatures. The field is
wide open and from the various topics thaz I vi•L Jl rt",s with ,,
thInk w"2t v1l 11, *rp. th!.+ tha. spirface, of tkr,. vllil fitla of highi
temperature research bas only been ;6ztxacd.

In order to produe high temperatures by chemical means, one
mest havpb a M&-1-y exotUh im chcnical reaction and the products of
combustion should be stable. This requirement Is met by the simple
metals - magnesium, altmimnm, and zirconium -- which have became
more readily available in receut years.

Our Institute used a very simple setup that originally de-
veloped from some experiments that were carried out with the unforget-
table Enrico Fermi at Columbia University in the early days of the
Manhattan Project.

The apparatus consists, essentially, of a hollow sphere mae
out of the oxide of the metal that is being cm.austed and the metal and
oxygen are fed through side urts. The top is water-cooled so we can
see what is going on.

ýUNCLASSIFIED
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I would like to emhasize that there is a tremendous differ-
ence in the behavior of the combustion of these three simple retals;
magnesium, almnum, and zirconium. They all produce high tmmperatures:
magnesium, atmospheric pressure, adiabatic temperature equals 300*K;
aluminum, 3800WK; and zirconiu, ie900*K.

The physical properties of both the metal and particularly
the oxides, are different and that characterizes the phenomenon one
observes. Magnesium boils at llO00C and If It Is fed into a furnace
of a suils type, most of the aesi bolls out and burns in a big
flash outside.

In the ease of aluizu we have an interesting phenomenon
that I would like to describe. As an aakinmm rod or wire is fed into
the pot, ve get the so-called "skating sun." Te oxygoan stream ecmes
from the top an" the alumium bci :.,s mA burns in the atmosphere of
oxygen. A similar situation vecurs when a drop of water hits a red-bot
plate where the drop or puddle of water boils on the surface of the
solid material. In this case, it actually skates over the surface of
the liquid a&bnirn oxide as a boiling poucake of metallic aluminum.
The boiling vapors then meet the stream of oxyen about 1 m above the
surface of the liquid and there produce a very brilliant, radiant
dise-like object whlch looks Like the sun. So the whole thing Is
described as the "skating sun" because the liquid aluminum can move
back and forth over the surface of the liquid. If it is adjusted to
bur in the middle, It will keep reasonatly constant.

1)ne interesting possibility of proudacig bgh +*.; riLiures in
substantial vo1ume very easily, is to rotate this "skating sun" over the-
surface of a cylinder. To illustrate: if you have a fork on one side
and a stuffing box on the other in which to feed the metal either in the
form of rod, pipe, or wire with *he oxygen, and rotate the whole
apparatus, you will have a chemical reacht-. We .'aiA it a cee f,;gal
reactor where the whole inner surface of ti. cylind-" Ie the "skating
sun." Here you attain an overall t- -.a.vure of about 380OK at 1 ata
and the aluminum oxide boils out at a rate corresponding to the feeding
Stf.f. -. !r , n- ","r one-half or one lb/mmn.

In a similar operation with a msgnesium feed the color of
the flame is different. It Is more brilliant, but we also have here
annther phe wme n vhich is w' o normal. Sem of the liquid magnesium
oxide, melting at about 3I001K, is spilled out in a "squirt." If you
really want to have a hot shover, this is It!

Bcause zirconium metal has practically no vapor pressure at
3000'K and also because the product of combustion, zirconium dioxide,
has no vapor pressure, a ecompletely different se'. of phencenam occurs
when this metal is uos., When the metal is burned it becomes highly
radiant at 2000" or 3000•K but burns in the liquid state. That is
something that will have to 1'e ==1-:10ed mch more fully. Diffusion
of oxygen occurs through the li4"I which at these temeratures of the
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order of 30000K is very rapid, and the whole mass seems to burn right
through the liquid. I should like to emphasize that with a metal like
magnesium you have one set of phenomena, which essentially burns like
a vwnor. Aluminum, on the other hand, is a sort of intermediate stage
which shows a "skating Sun," whereas zirconium burns as a liquid.

Another method for producing high temperatures is the use of
a poIwdered metal oxygen torch. Because the products of combustion are
highly refractory and at a high temperature and therefore condense cia
any surface, releasing their heats of vnporization, the flame of the
torch will have a very effective heat transfer mechanism an4 will melt
through any material; e.g., reinforced concrete, granite, etc.

The so-called "dog" of the steel industry cannot be out by
any other means. A "dog" is composed of bricke, concrete, iron, etc.,
so it cannot be touched by oxy-..c: t52÷ne or by a pneumatic homer, but
it can be cut by an oxy-eaumii m torch.

If we look at the molecules that are present in the sun --
and there are only about ten -- we will fir4 the moct thermally stable
molecules are carbon monoxide and nitrogen, so any reaction that will
produce these as products of combustion, will produce a very high
temperature providing the reaction is highly endothermic. We have
been ccmbusting cyanogen, a very nice material to handle although
poisonous. It is not reccended that it be inhaled. We have been
living with it for the last seven years or so and have been using it.
In combusting cyanogen and oxyge.i, -.:-- f got '% tmrperature ',4'tM00K.
I will Just mention briefly that we measure 'se trae L-t!r tý-
comparing these flames directly with the sue, using the well-known
line-reversal method.

In addition to cyanogen we have discovered recently that
there are some other compounds vhiAh will ;r'-wce evrr higher tempera-
tures. These are the so-called carbon subLr..1rM- whivth !-u eAr-c•.ially
the dicyano-polyacetylenes. The flrst+. rwz±r, aicyano-acetylene, has
properties similar to benzene, melts at about +200C, and has a negative
heat of formation of +140 Kcal/mol. It is quite a potent compound
when combusted with oxygen. We found that we could Nibble oxygen
through the compound and burn it in a premixed flame. This flame pro-
duces a temperature of 5150"K at 1 ala pressure and at higher pressures
as would be used in rocket mot-re, 5750*K.

Instead of using endothermic fuels, it is obvious, of course,
that one could use endothermic o.ddizers. The best thing to use, in-
o1ead of oxygen is the molenule 03 (ozone). I will describe a few of
our experiments with ozone, for there is much interest in that meterial
by researchers in the liquid propellant field.

Ozone has the advantage in that it has a negative heat of
formation of 33 Kcal/mol. it bas a high density and a higher boiling
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point than oxygen, but one has to learn how to handle It in order to
avoid detonations.

The first thing we were Interested in doing wee to burn purem
ozone. The decomposition flame of 03 to 02 has a flame temperature of
about 2700*K and one would expect that it would produee a visible flame.
We have been able to burn 100% ozone, starting first with dilute mix-
turee. The pure ozone flam is not very impressive because the oxygen
molecule radiates very little light in the visible. It is just a pale
blue flame with a characteristic pink cast. It can be seen above the
range of about 70% ozone in oxygen. Below that range, it is not
visible to the naked eye unless one Is experienced, but can be de-
tected on a schlieren apparatus.

Temple does not have +he -•putation that Princeton has to
uphold in the field of research because we are newcomers. Our appara-
tus, for that reason, is extremely simple! The whole apparatus is
just a glass gas-holder with one stopcock and the ozone mixture is
pressed out with water. The point is, we cannot get into much trouble!
We uPed water for our gas-holder, gas-expelling mixture. We had r,-
ice trep that too:t out the water vapors. When referring to pure ozone,
I mean pure ozone and not diluted.

By the techniques of the scbliersan method one can measure
burning velocities which are not high at ral. Pure 100% ozone at
atmospheric pressure and room +-ne•ratu'-e burns at a velocity of 4T5
cm/sec. Mixtures of 50% or 25% burn witLh L-rm6 lclt'z rn the 1--v
ignition limit is at 17 Mol % 03, the burning velocity being about
10-15 cm.

The ozone flwae is also of particular interest because it is
the simplest flame imaginable. .vu ri"Ove hd"e 0 lo~ecules as the
fuel oxidizer mixture, and only 02 moleculer ap th; p-_;-Lit et c• výus-
tion, the only possible intermediates b-ir o egeu a ntoa. In recent
years, J. 0. Rirschfelr of Wisconsin, T. von Karman of California,
and R. Sandri of Westinghouse, have developed a theory of laminar
flame propagation. The sminlest decomposition flames are those of
vuzve aid hydrazine. The above mentioned scientists checked the
theoretical calculations against the results of Levis and von Elbe who
exploded ozone and oxygen 15 "ears earlier, but only vent up to the
range of 50% ozone. We asked these gentlemen to calculate and apply
their theories to the 100% range. I was very mtch surprised and
.lattered when Dr. von Karman called me from California and said he
would be glad to do it. 9 presented the theoretical calculations at
the F"'gh Temper--ture Symposium held at Berkeley, California, June
25-27, 1956. These were in agreement with the experimental values.

Carbon monoxide ignites spontaneously with ozone, vhereas
cyanogen does not. Recently. vo lave been able to mix 100% pure ozone
with hydrogen, cyanogen, &0x .- t•:e. We allowed the eyano",n-oxygen
mixttre to stand at room tomperAture for substantial perIlod of timp
with no noticeable reaetion occurring. L 7 1
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We have just recently finished determtining the burning
velocities of the ozone-hydrogin system. YTu have read in tex+books
that if you take two volumes of hydrogen and one volume of oxygen, you
get water. That is no longer true if you take the oxygen in the form
of ozone, for then you will have to take three volumes of hy'drogen and
one of -zone. You then get the water formed in the samw amounts. That
is a complicated way to produce water. This can be accomplished with-
out detonations.

We have operated these flames at dry ice temperatures at
-77"C at the stoichiometric point. The burning velocities are 620
cm/sec for the oxygen and 1680 cm/sec for the ozone. Thus it can be
seen that the hydrogen-ozone mixture burns two and one half times
faster than the oxygen system, both leading, to water as products of
combustion. The kinetics of the whole reaction rate of combustion are
very markedly increased by ozonr capared with oxygen.

We have also combusted hydrogen and fluorine premixed flames
which are still faster than the ozone flaw and give interesting
possibilities for a study of very fast fkles running at a rate of
about 20 t: 25 meters per second.

We found that liquid ozone and liquid fluorine can be mixed
in any proportion which gives the possibility of studying ozone-
fluorine mixtures. We also know +.hat there are compounds of oxygen
and fluorine. A well known one is OF2, vhich Is a stable gaa.
Another is 092 which we have been st.3.r :-*csntly. Th!r is an
orange-red liquid with a boiling point of 5 .

An interesting point is that there Is a Japanese paper, dated
about twenty years back, on the compoind 0372 which we have been handl-
ing recently and prefer to call 'mone-fluoride. For some reason this
Japanese work which was published before -rl Trl,)r was cornidered
unreliable. None of our reliable textbr'' ),v cbe-hti.w make =S
reference to these two Japanese piU-r2. The reason for that may be that
the Japanese workers, Aoyama and Sakuraba, did not determine the composi-
tion of this compound by s+.Pndard chemical analysis but just determined
the ratio of oxygen to flurorine and found !t varies between one and
one and one half. In those cases where it vu one and one half, they
explaineA- they had the pure 0372 compound. In the other case, they
had 02F2. I do not have timt to go into details except to tell you we
have distilled and isolated pture OIF2. It is a blood red liquid, wat.n
darker in color than the 02F2 and is stable at liquid oxygen tempera-
tures. We have determined the formula. It is OF2 and we are just
beginning to determine Its heat of formation whp'h is !i-not importtnt.
We have recently determined the heat of formatlon of 02F2 as -50 Kcal
and 03F2 is likely to be -15 Kcal.

We have set up the hotteit rocket motor which we believe
exists in this country by .- ting cyanogen and oxygen. This has
been accomplished by Mr. Wllrm L. Doyle, director of our high tem-
perature establishment.
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CC4PARISC~f a' La/Mofflom', AM,!IAZN,.N
FWWVIE/fffUM.ZX AS PROLANTS 7CR LONG-1WGE ROCKETS

H. R. Koelse, J. G. Tgchinicel
Armyr Ballistic 1f saile Agency

Huntsvifls, A? ebma

ZXTRODTICtI

Daring a theoretical study of future propulsion syatem of
rocket@ above 1000 N. ad~le range, the choice was nrraxowed to very few
propellants. The followi~ng criteria were ap~plied in this selecticm:

1) & si2able production of the propellant wmst wsidt, suffi-
cient for immediate starts of derelopmental testing,

2) performance must appreciabl.y amceed that of the pxeseixt
propellant, LCK-Jet fuel. The more daifficualt appears to
be development and handling of the now propellan~t, the
greater mist be the gain in performance.

3) there mast be acme experimental prc,) of th- oft'~~
the, propellant.

PRKzhIaw! C014ARISCtH BASED ON *CAPWIT M ACTOR"

Ji~ging rocket propellants by their speciflo ispilse has
been shown to be totally inadequate. Tt- only decisive parameter is
the range obtained for a given payload with renspect to miass of pro-
pellant and of structure expended and with respect to the volume of
the rocket.

Three parameters are readily apparent to chiefly deteridne
the range. They appear in this form of the ideal cut-off velocity

Uid I lo go log nat (1/ýDO9) El]

maos ratio
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where: Uid . . . velocity of rocket at out-off orrMfght .n
vaouum, free of gravity

I . . . specific iropuJse

gc . . . standard acceleration of gravity as mass-force
conversion factor

D . . . propellant density

e . . . "capacity factor", tank volume per unit
cut-off mass (specific tank volume)

While D is a propellant property like I , the parameter
0 (speak: Lheta) is a design parameter of the rockM, opress3mg the
achievement of light-weight design: P larger 0 means more tank
volume obtained for a given cut-or moass. Note that the payload is
also contained in this parameter &s cut-off mass, and so is residual
propellant.

For a given payload the parmeter S has a tendency to grow
with longer ranges. From actual rocket designs or from some design
studies, one will be able, at a given state of art, to assign some
value of 0 characteristic of a certain payload-range uission.

Equation (1] is easily upanded to account for deceleration
by gravity and to yield the vert.-t1 "-ent ranve. Simplication in
obtained by the following assumptionst

(a) constant thrust during propelled period,

(b) thrust to starting weight ratio " 2 ( ' initial
acceleration a 'g

(c) nc z.r * ,rzg,

(d) % ' (as a4 burfaze of earth).

The range uZ vertical ascent fuolvz

gc 2H I [ T) .n2 (1 .1De9)-In (1 D 0)] [2]

Moqt conveniently, propellants are compared at constant
capacity factor. Choosing 0 - 7 littkg an typical for a rocket
of about 1500 N. Mile range, the relative range of a number of pro-
pallantq arm o"rmnrs' in Tiblee 1.
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TABIZ

Relative Ascent Altitude H from Equ. (2]
for S 7 Ut/g

F2-"'21 92

2-73 1.61

F2-o2.. 1.58

Cl7 3-. 2R L41

02-V'2%` 122

H202-N2 4  122

9 0.02-N2% 0o96

From this group, I4 propellants were selected for closer

scruti••y

1) 02-J'P as reference standard.

2) 02-N2  an a propellant of sow iaqroretmeit,, t rorat.

developmental difficulties, since the oxidiser is being
retained.

3) o202-N2R4 an a propellant .•f "o ,"-t , "-.@" to be
liquid at normal teaqrature. 91 ,-ý tr-tr,.tio. we= u ar-er-
red to the anbydroua IL,,O, tea'a, of the ank of motor tests

th.eO latter. -

14) F2-2H 14  as top psrfo,ýr. The intermediate fluorine combi-

nations were disregarded with the reasoning that the
dovelorpmatal and handl•.•g difficulties with fluorine (and
its co:mpounds) coaid .onl.y be ju-tified by top perforance.

CCHPAPISCH BASED CIIK138118 DIGN (1P VARMIhS IZM1

The b.,8ft of copamrison was a 3500 K. Nile rocket equipped
with a 200 K ervtne with UAX/Jet fuel as propellant.,
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TMABL 2

Description of Rferec e Rocket
1300 N. Mile, LCK/JP

Out-off Uaas (pids)

Nose Sectic.n (payload, structure, instr., eta) 46O0

Center Section (propellant tanks) 2000 (variable)

Tail Section (engine, structure,, a•xiliary) 4300

Residual Propellant at Out-off 1300

Cut-off Mass 12,o00 (variable)

.overall Lenith (feet) 55~ (variable)

Caliber (cylindrical body) (inch) 104

Thrust (ib?), sea level 200,000

Of the design parameters listed in Table 2, the ones desig-
nated Ovariable were allowed to vaMyp the others were bold constant.

The sise of the rocket was , !) A •_-W a• eri•ng tho
2er~h of its center section.

The inorernt of cut-off mass was assumed to be 50 IbH per
foot length, composed of 43 IbM metal and 7 IbM pressurizing gax.

There could be some doubt on the '-vliAditj rf t aas•suu-,-t
of a constcn1, engine mass. It was Justtfi'.e' • an ertj.'j_±iou that
the design ch-irges imposed by o jg Vants would amount to
changes of engine mass of on •y glup. since %ie engne mass consti-
tutes about 20% of the tota3 cut-off mass of the standard rocket, the
propellant ohange may iqpose only L12% change of cut-off maws; rzi, in
turn, would cause a variation of range by about 1,2% which is well
within the accuracy of the entire estAmation.

WROS CAT.JUATI0

The length was varied in stepe of 5 feet, the consequent
changes of mass ratio, burning time, cut-off velocity, etc., and
finally range calculated. A closed equation haa been derived ren-
dering the radimm range with consideration for gravity and air dran
at constant mass flow rate.
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Thrurt variation vith altitude is acoounted for by use of
an average thiist, as followst

",wv. 3?seaevel/o -8 (U c. T ea level)

A set of typical intermediate data ia given in the following
table:

TABLE 3
Rr•wxp of Calculated Data

Propellant,, LC,/jP

Missile h ft -g- 60 65 70

Cut-off Mass um 22!2400 J2650 32900 3310

Increment IbM 250 250 250

Propellant Mass 14 86705 1o56?0 124555 3J1348o

Incre t 3bM 18925 13925 18925
Take-off Mass UM 99220 118295 237470 156645

Increment IbM L9175 19175 39175

Initial Acceleration so 1.0176 0.657 0.•550 0.2768
Decrment go O.J2 1 r;, 2O,.S

Mass Ra&Io - 7.984 9.340 10.644 iLi98
Inoremnt -- 1356 L304 1.254

Burt- rte 1e r-, 211. 135 159 183

Mass Flow Rate lbH/se 7914 a 2

bchaust Velocity /sece 2765 a

Ideal Oat-off Veloc. u/see 57144 6178 6539 68147

Veloc. Decrease
dua to Gravity a/sec 888 1080 1272 IL14

Veloc. Decrease
due to Drag a/see 26, 200 167 153

Out-off Velocity a/se l ..96 .818 5100 5230

Range N.f. 1508 1800 2020 2180

PROPELLANT PZVMMCR COIPAUSQI

The result of these calculations for the ohoien four propel-
lants is shown in Figure I.
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Thsýp!tion of this gph lead, to the following cnclusions:

(a) 91 H202A(2 4 does not Improve the rwig perfortwae. Tt
only erits vs. UX would lie in the Rstoraility74 of the •cidise-A,
meaning that it is a liquid at normal temperature.

(b) kcepting a takep-off acceleration of 0.2 g as limit of
feasibLlity, it can be seen that the limits of feasible range are,
for a single -tage rocket of the given design:

TABTX 4

Feasible Range (0.2 g take-off acceleration) of

Single Stage socketo'W. H1. .. . .

I- 22)0 1.0

got% P-202 *'2H14  2050 0.91.

LC- 42750 1.22

I2M 2OO 187

2 2AWdld allow to build a missile of near IM range
(5000 N.. a single stage# and tbus at a missile length onl.y
10 feet longer than a L(I-JP IMu r~.mxh11A ( 350 X~.M.).

(c) CompAaine v'issil- "enstth at given range leads to the follow-
ing reeult,

TAB'AR
Missile Length vs. &, Ve, ft. (relative)

Range Lr-r9C H2o2/'V41  TIP!A4 A 2"A

3500 55 (1OO) 55 (1.00) 52 (o.95) 45 (0.82)

2000 01., (1.00) 66 (1:0) 58 (0.90) 4,8 (o.75)

2500 out out 66 (.00) 1 .5.S (0.,7ýg

In Figure 2, the take-off mass is presented as a funotion of
range 'or the four propellants, with lines of constant missile
length.

It can be sen that the pereaide-hydrai1ne rocket would be
heavier than the LC1-JP rockwt at a govan range,, ,h.rea., tha otear
two propellants yield sign.ficantly lighter rockets. At the limit
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of the LK-JP rocket (2250 N.Mio), the take-off easssa oopare as
follows,

TABLZ 6

Take-off Mass at 2250 N. Mile Range

3bM Relative
up/P 165,ooo 1.00

0c H202/k2R4 (not feasible)

LCI/* 2Hji 122,000 o0.l7

"21V2 H 4 85,000 051

In the foregoing calculatior-, propellant pe.-ferm.nce
parameters were assumed as followa:

TABLE 7
Propellant Performace Paru ters

800 psi Chamber Pressure
O/r, mass Nominal I l Prop. bulk

Ratio sea (ao) .Ave s

LaK-jP 2.25 252 289 282 LOW

90 H2 02-N2H4 1.70 242 277 •7u . , 214
LK-N2 H4 0A8-5 271 311 303 1.u60

'72-N2H4 2.0 308 353 344 1.300

C4MPARISQ4 O CAIMLAhTD RAW AITS Vr,,31AL A0ENT Y)3&
(Mqu. 2)

Under the amusmption of this study, missile length (L) can
be directly converted into @-values.

By taking the out-off mass of the 55 ft LCK-JP missile (see
Table 2) as base value (12,400 IbM), the moo inorement (50 JbM per
ft), the base propellant volume (39,050 lit), and the vo•.me ircrment
(2694 lit per ft), the conversion of missile length into capacity fao-
tor in found to be nearly linear:

0 2 6.93 V 0.259 (L-55) (4]

0 and L.-scales are sperim•ose on Figure L Figure 3 show relative
ascent values and relative •-w e valuem on some graph an funetion of
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both 0 and I. It ean be seen that the relative rating of the asoent
values for the various propellants ceres urm.x the rating of the more
accurate range e2,u1 *.j.n. The two our-"' seem to ooe neazer wiih
larger dissiles,

Curve fIA for 10( H902/0 2A 4 umw, inserted to 3hvw that Ite
performance coaees very near to the one of LCKX/NHj.

On the whole, one ma zay th.4. 4.ha ascent method spaces p:o-
pellants adequately if they are much different, but may not be
representative for propellants of little different performance.
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RANGE va. MISSIL IUGT

for Four Propeflants., with LIInes of -

Constant Take-off Accoleration
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Take-off mane
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R=,ATrI VE RAMSE vs. mSSLwE IWfl (soid _____ To. L
line), RELATMV ASCK!T ALTITUM vs. Clw.
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Acetylenic Compounds as Ram- and Tunbo-Rocket Fuels

The jet propulsion devices known ap ram- and turbo-rockets
have been the objects of considerable research. -n tVe rpn rn-,t
a fuel is first decomposed as a manopropellint in a rockAt n-ocý:.,
and the exhaust products from this decomposition are burned in an
air breathing device such as a ram jet. The principal advantage of
this combination is that it has substantially higher thrusts than a
simple ram jet motor at the low Mach umbers which correspond to
launching velocities; a simple ram jet motor does not •,r,•e np a

positive thrust bŽelow a Mach number of 0.,.

In addition to fuel characteristics, the perfoynwnce of a
ram rocket is dependent upon a rnwuber of other factors; these include:
a) altitude of oparatlon; b) speed of lauchine ; r.) maximum desired
flight speed; d) desired range of opFration; e) geometrical configur-
ation of the ram rocket motor. Calculations which were made in these
laboratories, indicate that different fuel characteristics will be
important dependinp upon which of these parapwters ie being consid-
Pe-d. For instance, a high monopropellant specific impulse will be
conducive to a hirh thrust on launching. For a fixed size of ram
jet air inlet, high launching velocities are favored by operation on
the fuel rich side, but at the expense of lower performance at high-
er speeds. When the device is cperating at speeds approachinp a Hnnh
nueser equal to one (1), the fuel specific impLse (specific thrust
per pound of fuLel in an air breathirni; device) asstws major import-
ance (2, 3).
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A stdy by Marquardt Aircraft Co. (4) illustrates some of
the additional advantages of the rocket ramjet engine. Methylacetyl-
ene was considered as the fuel in this study, but it is believed
that similar considerationm wold apply to this type of equipment
using other acetylenic compounds as fuels. It was pointed out that
under cruising conditions a ram jet initially brought up to speed by
a rocket booster cannot develop as high a thrust for short periods
of time as can be obtained in a ram rocket by simply increaeing fuel
flow. Another advantage is the ability of a ram rocket engine to re-
main ignited even under conditions of high angles of att, k because
of the pilot action of the rockets.

In a report on the air-turborocket cycle Eldridge (5)
states t "This shows clearly the advawAfi o o i' ...... .` Y

v .h hJ-h heatinp values. Thus, development of practically useable
fuels of the acetylenic type w41!- provide the basis for a signifi-
cant performance improvement."

The properties of a number df aeetylenic compounds which
may be of interest as ram and turborockrt fuels are described below.

It is apparent that in these systems it is desirable to
employ fuels which have relatively high monopropellant specific im-
pilse values dnd which give rise to exhaust products possessing high
heats of combustion with air. Kethylaeetylene (propyne) offers con-
siderable merit as a fuel for this application. However, it has the
disadvantage of having a hi&!' w.'"r pressuro and a low density, and
thus the weight of the storage vessel reqtr'. d per urlt. iright of
propellant detracts from the advantage of its high specilic impulse.
In addition, there is some indication that there may be diffictilty in
obtaining high efficiency as compared to theoretical performance, and
part of this difficulty may arise from the decomposition and combus-
tion characteristics of methyl-,etylgno, Othor a.-tylenic compounds
have lower vapor pressures and, in some cames, do •re Z-eAd-
ly. These acetylenic compoumds might '1e cnoridered for use either
alone or in blends containing methylacetylene.

Since acetylenix compoundR are of considerable merit as W

ram- and turbo-rocket fuels, and since ethylene oxide is also of use
in such applications, it appeared that it might be advantageous to
utilize the energies of the triple bond and the strained three-
membered cpoxide ring by incorporating the two groups within a sinele
molecule. Some of the more recent work at the N.Y.U. Laboratories
has involved a detailed study of the preparations of acetylenic
epoxides. As a rerlt, a convenient synthesis of 2-methyl-l,2-epoxy-
3-butyne hAs been developed. This compound is a liquid of relative-
ly high density and is quite stable.

The structures and densities of a number of compounds which
may be of interest as raim- "r turbo-rocket fuels are listed in Table
I. The theoretical per:,'miancee as monopropellanLs have ben calcu-
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lated for thCCC cCMPOUnda, arid ••abe ua &re aunanarized in Table I1.
The adiabatic flame temperatures of the monopropellants have been
calculated and are included in Table II. In any missile application,
it is important to know the energy (thriwt) that can be derived from
a given volume of fuel. A reasonable estimate of the effect of
density car be obtained from the product of the density and the mono-
propellant specific impulse value. These valves have been calcula-
ted and --c listed in Table II.

Included in Table II for purposes of comparison, are simi-
lar data for ethylene oxide, a conventional monopropellant. From
the data listed in Table I1, it can be seen that many of the acetyl-
Pnic compounds have monopropellant specific impulse values that are
higher than that of ethylene oxide.

If those values which correspond to the products of the
monopropellant specific impulses and densities (density impulses)
are examined, some appreciation may be ga:ned of the relatively high
thrusts that can be obtained from given v)ltymis of the listed com-
pounds. It must also be remembered that the value of 129.3 for
methylacetylene is somewhat high because it was calculated upIre h
density of methylaceptylene at -26.20 C. Of the compounds listed, only
methylvinylacetylene and methyldivinylac!stylene are not as favorable
as methylacetylene, but even in these cases this could be outweighed
by the fact that methylacetylene boils at -9.40F at atmospheric pres-
sure, and the other compounds boil at ^'.* asd "25.9 0 F re"p.;.ctiveiy.
In any consideration of this type, it I& desirabla that a tu,! hav-&
a hiFh munopropellant spec fic impulse and a relatively high density.
It is interesting thnt dipropargyl ether has a high monopropellant
specific impulse, and also one of the highest densities of tý.e com-
pounds listed. The value of 17^.8 is indeed one of the highest den-
sity irmpulses listed and is 33% greater UjaJ the cnripondirn vi lue
for methyl*:'etylene. It Is evident thpt tbr- :•.Ativ-!:,1 hi.ph c•tA.i-
ties of the acetylenic compoundb tht ;)iiain either oxygen or nitro-
gen cause these compounds to be of interest in the current program.

The value of any rum-rocket or turbo-rocket fuel is do-
termined not only by its thrust derived as a monopropellant, but
also by the thrust derived by the combustion of the monopropellant
decomposition products with .1r. An accurate evaluation of any futl
therefore requires the additional consideration of the material as a
fuel with air, and necessitates taking a number of other variables
into cor sideration.

An estimate can be made of the relative performances of
various fuels from a nalceulated value called tVe fuel specific
LmPtL.-C (31 .

Fuel specific im--1,I!e values of a nmber of acetylenic
compounds have been calculatc., and are listed in Table III along with
the values of the air to fuel ratios at stoichiometric combustion.
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Table II

Theoretical Performances as Monopropellants of Various Compounds
Which Are of Interest as Ram- or Turbo-Rocket Fuels.

Monopropellant Monopropellant Product of
Adiabatic Flame Specific Density and
Temperature Impulses Monopropellant

(OF) Specific
Impulse

(g.sec±. lb.sec.)

acetylene 5103 ŽAi..3 145.3 9,070

methylacetylene 2646 192.7 129.3 8,074

I,5-her-adiyne 3230 188.6 151.1 9,430

1,6-heptadlyne 2600 179.14 M.4L P,017

I, 7-octadiyne 2100 167.0 136.4 8,519
methylvinylacetylene 2040 162.3 110.1! 6,890

methyldivinylacetylene 1740 141.9 o10.8 6,919
cyclopropylacetylene 2440 177.3 137.1 8,557
cyclopropylvinyl-

acetylene 2132 156.8 2] .•2 8
ethylene oxide 1728 169.0 1i7.2 9,190
epoxybutyne 3072 191.6 181.1 11,300

1, 2-epoxyhexen-5-yne-3 2433 170.8 - -

2-mathyl-1, 2-epoxyhi-en-
5-yne-3 1983 159.8 Ih?.0 -

methylepoxybutyne 2168 170.8 152.l 9,532
dipropargyl amine 3140 19L.2 175.0 10,920

dipropargyl pther 29r!8 187.0 172.8 10,790
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Table III

Fuel Specific Impulse Values for Selected Compuunds.

ProducL of
Air to Fuel Specific Density and

Compound Fuel Ratio * Impnl.A (9v) P1,01 Snecific
,P,-A of Air ) (see)
Pound of Fuel (lbosec )(y gs±)

acetylene - 2331 90,350 1447

methylacetylene 13.73 2h06 100,300 1615

1,5-hexadlyne 13.20 2320 116,000 1858

],6-heptadiyne 13.43 2348 118,o'yo 1890

1,7-octadlyne 13.57 2362 120,500 1930

methylvinylacetylene 13.51 2350 99,760 1598

methyldivinylacetylene 13.51 2330 113,600 1820

cyclopropjlacetylene 13.149 2351 113,400 1817
scyc'lpropybrvinyl -

acetylene 13.1a 2326 119,650 1917

ethylene cride 7.80 1429 77,710 1245

epoybbutyne 9.08 1616 95,340 1527

I,2-epoxYyhsxen-5-yne-3 10.2' s1-? -

2-methyl-I. 9-•nnvyhexrn
5-yne-3 10.79 1906 109,500 1754

methylepoxybutyne 10.03 1795 100,100 1605

diproparoyli amine 11.02 2032 114,300 1831

dipropargyl ether 10.21 2120 1 n%, 460 16P9

JP-4 (taken as
dcdecane, C1 2 H26 ) 14.92 108,950 1745

* Stoichiometric reqtir-mort of air for complete
combustion of fuel employed.

SF is based on liqw'1 Luel at 250".

Pchamber " 11.7 psin

Expaniion to Mach 1 at exit. k-ir intake at 250C.
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The products of the fuel specific impulses and the densities (density
fuel impUlses) are also presented.

In order that some comparison can be made between the fuel
impulse values for acetylenic compounds and the standard ram jet
fuel JP-4I, the corresponding values for JP-4 have been calculated
and are incorporated into Table III.

If one considers the fuel specific impulse values alone it
appears that only the acetylenic hydrocarbons compare favorably with
JP-14, and methylacetylene would appear to .e the best of the com-
pounds listed. The presence of nitrogen or oxygen in the molecule
resilts in a decrease in the fuel specific impulse. However, if one
takes the densities of the fuels into account, as was done in the
previous section of this paper, some very i- nuificant facts become
obvious.

From a comparison of the produe*s of the fuel specific im-
pulse values and the densities, it can oe seen that the value for
methylacetylene is significantly lower than that for JP-4, and it
must be remembered as stated previously that the true value for
methylacetylene is somewhat lower than that listed in Table III.

It is also evident that, many of the acetylenic fiels com-
pare very favorably with JP-h, and appear to be ol greater value
than either met1hylacetylene or ethylene .

As was noted in the discussion of the compounds as monopro-
pellants, here it also appears that the relatively high densities
of those compounds that contain either nitrogen or oxygen tend to
balance their apparently lower fuel specif'c imputlse values.

Acetylenic Compounds as Additives to Methlacetyl no

It has been mentioned +hat although methylacetylene has a
high monopropellant specific Imptlse and a high fuel specific im-
pulse, it suffers fror the disadvantages of having a high vapor
pressure and a low dencity. One way of overcominp these difficul-
ties would involve blending methylacetylene with other high energy
compotunds that have lower vapor pressar, s.

The vapor pressures of a number of blends were calculated
according to Raoult'- Law, and the monopropellant specific impulses
were calculated for those blends which have vapor pressures of 60
psia at 1000 T. The data for some of the propyne blends are given
in Tablo I1.
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Table IV

Monopropellant Specific Impulse Values for
Some Binary Mirtures Containing Propyne.

Minirmum weight Specific Maximum~ amount
percent of addi.- Impulse of additive
tive requitred to at con- which can b-3

Additive reduce vapor pre@- centration present and
sure to 60 Psia correspond- still have
at 10007. inp to 60 1 170

paia, * -p

l,3-Pentadiyne 61.0 187.0 100.0
1,3-Hexadiyne 65ý184.3 11000
l,5-Hexadiyne 65.6 190.0 100.0
Methylvinylacetyle-n.: 68.4 171.9 74.6
1,6-Hoptladiyne 68.9 183.5 100.0
Methyldivinylacetylene 69.0 157.7 44.7
Divi-nyldiacetylene 70.8 176.4 98.7
l1,7-.)ctad-:yne 71.7 174i.3 88.3

aThis is also the maximumi speciftc impulse which the
propyne-bii'ary system can attain and still satisfy
the vapor pressure requirement.

The following factors are also listed in Table L'':

a) The minimum amount of "additive" required' to r educe the vapor
pressure to 60 pain, and the -DelifiC impulse corresponding to this
minimal va:lue, and

b) The maxirmum muount of addit-lv. t cw be added to propyne and
still satidfy the speci.'ic impulse requirement of 170 seconds. In
instances where the sper-ific impulse of the additive is greater than
170, the figure tabulatel is 10Mt additive.

The only binary system whic',i carznot simultaneously satisfy
the mirdimum requirements f.r specific impu~lse and vapor pressure in
thp syitem methylacetylene-siethyldivinlacetylene. All other mix-
tiires are satisfactory in the composittien --*6es notedi in TWO1~ 1n7.
e.r,. l,6-heptadiyne is satisfactory when present from 68.9 to 100
percent by weight.

r~eneral Properties of Acetylenic Cimpourds.

In "addition to the gev~eral physical and thormodynasiýc pro-
perties of the acetylen! cý,1 ons cartain other properties which
are ass-ociated with harJtr.4in characteristics s~re of considerable im-
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portance; these include storage and shock stability, tomi.dty, .,d
compatibility with various materials of construction.

Storage Stability

Deterioration during storage is mainly caused by polymeri-
sation and peroxidation. In general, those acetylenic compounds
that are not conjugated and contain no double bonds are tho most
stable. A series of +tsts have been run to determine the relative
stabilities of many of the acetylenic compounds. Samples were heated
at 71 0 C. for five days, and were then analyzed for polymer content;
the results of these tests are listed in Table V.

Simil."r tests were conducted using mixtures of methyl-
acetylene with:

l,6-heptidiyne (69.Gr,)
1,7-octadiyne (72.0%)
methyldivinylacetylene (68.9%)
divinyldiacetyltne (l.O)
methylvinylacetylene (68.9%).

The solutions of 1,6-heptadiyne and l,7-octadiyne in methyl-
acetylene are stable in the presence of hydroquinone. The others

show greater tendencies to polymerize, and ir the case of divlnyl-
diacetylene this seems to be sufficient to exclude its use in fuel
blends. On. the basis of past exrnc&-, it asnea-s that 1,3-
pentadlyne and 1,3-hexadlyne would also polyiwe~r-z ;'o L&Jidj? ry
be practical for use.

Shock Sensitivity

In the N.Y.U. Laboratories a ,iecipr..il Jmpnct tr-t appa-
ratus has been used to measure the shock sesitlv.!t,, om re' cji-
pounds. This apparatus which has been rev.9.cy described (6),
consists of a steel ball dropping on a piston which adiabatically
compresses the test fuel in a .-•ill cylinder. This test indicates
whether a compound will detonato under the prescribed conditions
but does not rate a non-detonating compotmd. In order to do this,
a procedure was developed in which the tester is used to determi.e
the mount of dilution with a sho-k sensitive material technical
grade 2,2-his (tertiary butyl peroxy butane) required to cause de-
tonation of the test material. A value of 4O, for example, would
,neua tnat addition of hO4 of the acetylerlc compound quenched the
detonation of the peroxy butan". The results of many of these
tests are listed in Table VI. None of the compounds listed there
coiuld bp dptonated in the undiluted state by this test.

A second method of determining shock sensitivity was used
in a serieas of tests which i.'ere run at Picatinny Arsenal by New
York University. In tnds test, the compound is subjected to the
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Table V

Storage Stabilities of Selected Acetylenic Compounds
Conditions: Storage at 710 C. for Five Days.

_nd Structure Remarks

1,6-h4ptad1:M* H-r'r-CH2 -CH2 -CH2- CVCH Very stable; only %
trace of polymer
isolated.

1,7-octadiyne H-C*C-CH2-CH2 -CH2 -CN2 -CUC-H Very stable; only a
trace of polymer
isolated.

ýH3 •
methyldvinýrl- CH2 C!-C-C - CH2 Pure compound under-

acetylene goes extensive
polymerization, but
the addition of 0.3%
Quinhydrone reduces
the ammount of poly-
mer formed to about
1A by weight.

methylvinyl- CH2 4 - CtCH Less stable than
acetylene methvld!iIryi-

cycloprop�l- I3C1-CC-1 Forms 1% polymer
acetylene by weight.

cycloproryi- . Cm1. dl.0 umatablc; 50%

vinylacetylene / polymer formed,
Qid.none does not
inhibit po]ymcri-
zation.

methylepoxybutyne CR2 . - C . CH Very stable. Trace
O/ of polymer formed.

0

dipropargyl ether H-C!'C-CH2•-0-CH2 -C-C-H Very stable. Trace
of polymer formed.
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extreme shock of a detonating blasting cap. This is accomplished
by placing the test material in a test tube which in turn is placed
inside a snugly fitting lead pipe; a number 6 blasting cap is
lowered into the test tube, and the entire apparattin is detonated
behind appropriate barriers. The extent of detonation can be es-
timated from the dogree of fragmentation of the lead pipe.

The results obtained using' th4ose two methods of measuring

shock sensitivity were found to be in good *greement.

Table VI

Mechanical Impact Sensitivity Values

Compoimd Mechni &aL Impact Sensitivity
Rating

1,6-heptadiyne 5(
1, 7-octadlyne hO
methylvinylacetylene ehO
methyldivinylacetylene 50
cyclopropylacetylene hO
cyclopropylvinylacetylene 70
1, 2-epoxybut-yne 4C,
2-methyl-i, 2-epoxybutyne
dip ropr rgylamine .
dipropargyl ether 7U

Mechanical impact sensitivity tests also were run on mix-
tures of methylacetylene with: 1,6-hep 'diyne (69.0%; 1,7-octadiyne
(72.011); methyldivinylacetylene (68.9"0); divuryvld.1ac-,Ptye-r...r•)
and methylvinylace' lene (68.9.'). No detona,;t,. -

any of Lhe maxtures.

Toxicity

Only a limited amount of information is available concerning
the toxicological properties of acetylenic hydrocarbons. Some re-
search has been conducted on methylvLnylacetylene, a compooud which
may be considered as typical of its class. The toxicity of the com-
pound was determined by the in ragastric and respiratory route, and
the local irritant properties were determined by placing some of the
compound into the eye of a rabbit.

It was found that the compound caused artificial sleep
(hpnosis or narcosis) in mice. The testing also indicated that the
material possesses a very slight irr'ittire activity, and this agreer
with previously reported studies J:-, which blif.adiene, isoprene and
other related compounds were said to -wiue irritation of mucous mem-
branes of the eye and respiratory tract.
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Using the system cf classification of Hodge and Sterner

(1949) the AM value (Approximate Lethal Dose) following oral admin-
istration of methylvr4nylacetylene indicat.as that the compound has a
rating of "slightly toxic". It appears that &ny industrial hazard
involved in the handling of the conpound would lie In its action as
a hypnotic and narcotic agent. As indicated by results on related
compounds, prolonged breathing of high concentrations could result
in irritation of the respi •rtory passages.

Corrosion

In general, it appears that most of the acetylenic com-
pounds described herein are not corrosive to cemmon metals. Other
compotmds such as propargyl chloride and proparg•y bromide which
contain reactive halogen atoms might be corrosive due to the liber-
ation of halogen acids on hydrolysis, but the hywocarbons, ethers,
alcohols and epoxides appear to be relatively inert. Air Reduction
Co. has come to similar conclusions rogarding certain acetylenic
hydrocarbons.

Logistics

The logistics of any new fuel are of the greatest import-
ance in determining its final usage. The higher acetylenic hydro-
carbons may be produced by a number cf techniques, several of which
have been shown to be of potential coteu-. :ial applicability (7).
A most reasonable method of p-ndue±i vinyl acetylenic ccmpounds
involves the condensation of a termirnal al •with! ¢ rbor vi+
a ketone siich as acetone in the presence of a slurry of solid potas-
sium hydroxide as catalyst. The resulting acetylenic alcohol may
then be dehydrated to the hydrocarbon. A typical reaction is illus-
trated by the following equation:

* CH-~-(13 () KOH ltr
R-.•'-t'H CH3,-CH3 7.tu -C s, G

+ (2) 'drolvs1 - OH
6 OH

-H3 .m20 ýH
R-!C-f - CH3 -..-- ~ RtCEC- a CH42

OH

Acetylenic compounds such as 1,6-heptadiyne can be pro-
duced by the condensation of the sodium salts of acetylenic compounds
with aliphatic halides; e.g.

2p-Cr~-Na + X-R'-X -4 R-C;C-R'-C.=C-R + 2NaX

Acetylenic ethers can be formed rsing a illiei'ton-type
synthesis wnich involves the reaction of a halide with the sodium
salt of the alcohol. Proppr•ay' ether can be prepared from propargyl
alcohol, proparfrl bromi i'? and potassium hydroxide.
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H-CoC-CH2-Pr + H-COC-CH2 0H + KOH -# H-Cic-CH2-O-CH 2 -CUCH ÷ pr

+ HOH

The epoxyacetylenic compounds can be produced by the oxi-
dation of acetylenic hydrocarbons that also contain double bords.
The double bond can be preferentially oxidized to an epoxide group.

P3 oxidation ýH~3HCEC-C - CH2  -4h- HCCC - CHI

Conclusions

It is apparent that in the ram rocket and turbo-rocket
it is desirabl'% to use fuels which hpw-:. both good specific imptl] ses
as monopropellants and which give rise to exhaust products which
have high heats of combustion with air. In these respects methyl-
acetylene offers considerable merit as a fuel, but it has the dis-
advantage of high vapor pressure and low denb ty. The disadvantage
of high vapor pressure can be minLmized by using rel~tively non-
volatile, high energy aaditives. Several acetylenic hydrocarbons
show promise in this reaper*.

In certain missile applications where space considerations
are of paramount importance, it is desirable to have a maximum
amount of thrust available from a v-r•-•m volme of fuel. For strh
applications certain acetylenie eomprnmds that :-rna&n eithcr -Y--SOn
or nitrogen, e.g. propargyl ether, divropargyl aminep appear to have
distinct advantages.
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hTRMOV:T?,ITS IN THE OPEMATI, CIPLPACTERISTICS
CF n-PTZOPYL NITRATE

R. W. Lawrence and W. P. Knight
Aero Jet-General Corp oraticn

Azusa, California

ABSTRACT

This paper stummarip.es chemical aspects of the work done
at the Aerojet-General Corporation in the past year in the develol-
ment of a gas Frneratnr-ti:rbine combination employing n-propyl
nitrate. Me methods employed to reduce the chamber temperature
and carbon formation are described. The resultj of this work leaJ
to the use of the additive ferrocene -binh qt-ccessfmjllv iliminated
carbon deposition. Attr,'+* t-94 ". he chah."'er tc..e,.rn
were only partially successnil] and an exte.nal coolant was used 1,u
reduce the turbine gas temperature to a more acceptable level.
Attempts to propnrrate a detonation thrnu'h tubes containing
n-propyl nitrate and tests to determine the minimum amount of an
inert gns to prevent the inflammation c;. r-rropii nitrite in air
are also described.

P.TRODUCTION

A monopropellan5 used for power Feneration possesses an
adv-ntcre ovir bipropcllants because of Uia- savihg of weitiL.
Monopropellants that have been orimawil. considered are nitro-
methane, n-propyl nitrate, hydrazine, unsym-dimethylhydraz ne,
ethylene oxidc, nitroethane, hyc4rcgen peroxide, and substitutc-d
acety-lanes. During the oast severAl years Aerojet-General has
been actively engagrd i. the developrnert of hardwere for powLr
production utilizing n-propyl nitrate and ethylene oxide. zach
monopropellant has its own problems associated witij It. For
example, typical disadvaiL-t•es of some nr.nopropeilarrts are as
follows:

Hydrazine -- difficult to 3tart w~thnut a catalyst bed.

Ethylene oxide -- polie~riza.Lion, high vapor press;ure,
carbon formation.
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n-propyl nitratu - hic•h flame temperature, carbon formation,

This discussion is limited to the chemical problems associated
with n-propyl nitrate, which was chosen for use in a nax generator.
The combustion products expand Uhrough A de Laval nozzle and drive
a high-speed turbine coupled to an electric generator. The varying
power required by the system is contrinold by changing the fuel
flcw. 'his requirement means that satisfactory operation of the
gas generator must be obtained over a cha&ber pressure range of
300 to 1200 peig for an extended period. In addition, the system
must operate at both low and high monopropellant temperatures.

The two most £mport-ant problems invoived in the use of n-
propyl nitrate are Uie high chamber temperature aria its tendency
to deposit carbon in the chamber. In the gas generator used for this
study the carbon fouls the injector rund nozzle so that satisfactory
operation is possible for only a short time. The high chamber
temperature, which ic approximately 23500 F, necessitates the use
of flayres-25 alloy for chamber construction, but an even more
important factor is the high temperature *%n the turbine. The
problem is therefore to devise a method of reducing or eliminating
the carbon deposition and algo to re-duce t•h temperattre of the gas
entering the turbine. These two tasks, which are not distinct
problems, are discussed in the paragraphs that follow. Finally,
some tests concerning the safe handling of n-propyl nitratA are
describcd, namely attempts to initiate a detonation wave in tubes
filled with the Aiquid and thjt -) of r 1rc~rting atmosphnre
required to prevent ignition of n-propyl nitraý--alr rlxturt by
a hor, -'if''e,

"ECI.IICAL DISCUSSION

The chamber temperature wnich .-ill 1c e.ttain-l when a mono-
propellant riecomposes under adiabatic c€ondIt~nr, can )- "aaculed,
provided that thcre is ample time for IŽo prsjelant gases to come
to equilibrium. Such calculations have been made for n-propyl
nitrate assurting that the products are only CO, CO.,H, H, 0, N2 ,
4, CH,4, and solid carbon. A typical calculation ( efe'cnc5 %)
shows that at 80U psia and 13000 K (18800 F) the gas -,)nsists
mostly of carbon ronoxide and hydrogen and has the following
composition:

Vol. Percent

co 36.4
C0 3.4
H2 38.7
H20 6.7
N 8.3

TOTAL 100.0
Solid carbon - 0.97 grams/ 10 -arts of gas
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A heaL bulance, assuming these products, yields an adiabatic

charber temnperature of 13500 K (19700 F), whereas the measured
chamber temperature at Aerojet-General and elsewhere (Reference 5)
is in the range 2300 to 24000 F.

Flame temperatures higher than the theoretical value can be
calculated if one assumes methane to be prescnt in the gas mixture
in amounts greater than the theoretical amount. In fact, a higher
flame temperature will result if other hydrocarbons or ammonia AM

present. As has been pointed out by others (Reference 5), the
temperatures sttained are relatively low so that kinetic equilibrium
of the various species is not obtained.

As an example of the complexity of the decomposition process
some of the reactions that have been mtuj trd kinetically are shown
in Figure 1, starting with n-propyl nitrate vapor. At the relatively
low temperature of 1800 C the decomposition products from n-propyl
nitrate are n-propyl nitrite and nitroet'are. The kinetics of the
decomposition of n-propyl nitrite (Reference 2) and of propylene
(Reference 3) have also been studied; the final products from
proy lem being hydrogen, mothane, et1ylene, acetaldehyd,, acetylene,
benzerno ant toluene. The illustrated steps in Figure 1 are
obviously not the only ones possible. For example, nitrogen dioxide
and nitroethane can oxid!4,e any of the hydrocarbons present and the
aldehydes would further decompose to simpler species.

The carbon formation can occur through wiy one of a serio- mf
steps, the sitrelest being the disproportiLuation of carbon monoxide
at a dull red heat:

2 CO • C+CO

or carbon my be formed by the cracking of acRtylen-1, oty"oent' Cr
cyclic hydrocarborLs. In fact, the carbon may c-r.e from a imuititude
of different reactions (Reference 6). lhe picture is further
complicated by the fact that many of these reactions are influenced
by catalysts and yield different nroducts depending on the influence
of the cotnWner walls. In summary, the two problens of re& :ing
the amount of coking and simultaneously reducing the adiabatic
chamber temperature are intimately -elated and the solution of one
will not necessarily solve the other. Furthermore, the complexity
of the thermal decomposition nrocess makes it extremely difficult
to predict the effect of any specific scheme to solve the problen.

In the paragraphs thAt follow, the experimental set-up is

described together with the program plan and the resIlte obtained.

6APERDNTAL M1THOD

The equipment used was a c.lindriral gas generator constructed
of Haynes 25 alloy with a pin-jet j.njector and with an 800-inch L*.
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No major changes in the chamber configuration were made durir.g utis
program. The n-propyl nitrate flow rate was approximately 2 lbs/min.
Ln air start with glow plug ignition was used. The gas temperature
Lnd the outside wall temperature were taken during the run. The

chamber pressure during the tests ranged from 800 to 1200 psig. The
wei•ht ana character of the carbon were also noted after the cvzuple-
tion of the run.

PRnRA! PUTJN

Reduction of Chamber Temperature

Two substances which should reduce the chamber temperature by
absorbing hoat are diuctyl sebacate Zi-2-etiyl hexyl sebacate7
or polyethylene Fplycol, which were tried at the U. S. Naval Under-
water Ordnance Station. (Reference 5, p. 2h2) The dioctyl sebacate
was reported to be canable of lowering the temperature to 14000 F,
but polyethylene glycol was a bettor p yformer. In addition to these
sufested compounas others were tried that should decompose to give
carbon dioxide, such as diethyl oxalate and diethyl carbonate.
(roil (Rieference 7) has reported that steam reduces the amount of
coke formation during the cracking of hydroctrbons in an iron tube.
Therefore, water, a low-freezing emulsion of ethylene glycol plus
water in n-propr'l nitrate, and various alcohols were also suggested
for trial.

Another surgestion for lowering the flame temperature comes
froyr the re."orted injhibition by halogen compounds of the oxidation
of carbon monoxide chdring the combruswioi o£f V.. -i.rhon in air.
Concentrations varying from 0.1 to 2Z of cormpounds such as m'm L.
Pd 3 , C12 , CCl', CICl " 2rCl4, CH2 Cl 2 . HCU and 12 were reported~to
be very effect ve (Rehrence 8). If'carbon monoxide oxidation could
be inhibited in the gas generator, the chamber temperature should be
decreAsed. Therefore, some of thee halogen compounds were tried
as additives.

The results of some of the mn!,- t1-=. z at were made are
shown in Table l. Nearly all of the trials resulted in carbon
formation so that accurate thermocouple readings were not always
obtained; nevertheless no real-y satisfactory reduction in chamber
temperature was obtained,

Reduction of 'arbon Formation

At the siitt Lim' that experiments on temperature reduction
were pmerformed, attempts were made to find additives to reduce
coking. The program plan for the reduction of the coking problem
was first to search the available literature for the solution of
analogous problems. For example, there is an enorr.ous amount of
litorpatlre on the pmb"er of cokIng durin.- the Usermal crarkinef
of hydrocarbons. The effect of steiam in preventing coking has
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already been mentioned. Substances such as carbon disulfide and
dimethyl sulfoxide, which reduced carbon formation in an ethylene
oxide gas generator (Reference 5. p. 177), were also tried. Combus-
tion catalysts, such as the acetylacetonates of iron, copper and
manganese were used to determine whethr this would result in a
reduction of the carbon deposits. Additives have been fomnd useful
in reducing carbon deposits in turbojet engines. For example, Jonash
and Cook have tested additives such as commercial fuel oil additives,
lead additives, cadmium naphthenate, and ferrocene (dicyclopentadienyl
iron II) to prevent coking of the burners Aeference 297. The authors
state that there is probably an optimum concentration for each of
these additives and that ferrocene was the best additive found when
used at a concentration of 0.05 weight per cent.

A partial list of the additives t"'ied at Aerojet-General is
shown in Table 2. The results of hhc-ý Lacta can be surmmrized as
follows: None of the compounds tried resulted in a satisfactory
reduction In carbon deposition with the exception of carbon tetra-
chloride and ferrocene. In the case of carbon tetrachloride, runs
of a duration less than six minutes gave no caarbon, but considernble
carbon was formed in longer runs. I appeers that the rate of carbon
formation in this instance accelerates with time. The results
obtained with ferrocene were completely satisfactory for the required
duration, the only carbon formed being a thin dust on +he chamber
walls. However, ferrocene is not stable in r.-propyl nitrate so that
it is also necessary to add a stabilizer to obtain a solution that
can be stored for long periods at elevated temp.cr,.tutrtP.

Because the hydrocarbon dicyclopentadienc usod as an additive
did not prevent carbon deposition, the cause must be attributed in
some way to the iron. The ferrocene does not alter the chamber
tenperature which would be expected ' the ferr"oev'e aItered the gas
composition markeOly, nor is it known whether Lte :ar"' prevc:;t
the fornmation of carbon or merely prevents it r-. nor!inj :,g-1 v
ates that can stick to a metall surfacc. i, tne nope that other
effective additives containing iron could be found, ferric acetonyl-
acetate was re-investigated ove- a wider concentration rangt than
previously used. The best c.,ncentrntion found was between 0.5 a5nd
0,I01, but the results were inferior to those obtained with ferrocene.

After the utility of ferrouene was shown, the search for a
s-itable tem eratre depressant continued. Concontratinns of i•-
propyl alcohol above 15 wt Z resulted in ignition difficulties and use
of 10 wt % of Ucon oil resulted in abnormal operation at low charber
pressures. Because the use of a temperature depressant dissolved in
the n-propyl nitrate did not resulf in an operating temperature
below 20000 F without creating probl-'ms of ignition and stable onera-
tinn, +thin napnrooh wA Abhnroncd. Cooling of the turbine gases was
achieved by inject.n. of a sepa:,%te nf.rnam of coolnnt gAs into the
turbine.

COnF! lENTIAL
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In msmmary, a method of successfully preventing carbon
deposition was achieved by the use of ferrocene plus a stabilizer
for this particular gas generator configuralion, but no means of
r•,chition of the chamber temperature by using diluents was satis-
factory. In the future it would be desirable to obtain charber
gas an-a!yses over a range of operating pressures with and without
ferrocene and at various values of the characteristic length, L*,
in order to obtain a better insight into the mechanism of carbon
deposition.

PROPELLANT SAFETY

Several types of tests have been made in the last year on the
safe handling of n-propyl nitrate. These are (1) adiabatic comxres-
sion, (2) attempts to propagate a detonation wave through liquid
n-propyl nitrate and (3) measurem-rts of the amount of inert gas such
as nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or Freun ljBl required to prevent the
ignition of n-propyl nitrate-air mixtures on a hot surface. The
detonation rropagation teste and the ignition tests are described
briefly below.

In order to determine the ease of propagation of a detonation
in liquid n-propyl nitrate at 3000 F, the ability of a detonation
wave to pass two right angle bends in stainless steel tubing was
measured. The apparatus in which the tests were run consists of an
annular reservoir filled with n-propyl nitrate. In the center of
this outer reservoir is a sepernt- cntainer which can be filled with
a liquid explosive. The reservoir containing tio n-prcjy id1.rate
is connected to a length of 1/4-in1, stalaess steel tubing, in which
two rig.t anglo bends were made about 4-in. apart. The outer
reservoir and tubing were filled with n-propyl nitrate, the apparatus
was then sealed ard heated to 3000 F. A test tube containing a
quantity of Aerex (a proprietary A!-rojft 1lq,,id exp~nsive) and an
initiator were lowered into the upper, inner re-3ervoir and ý!tozii~ad.
In the tests conducted in this manner no ýrpattlon of the detonation
wave was observed in the n-propyl nitrate because the I/4-in. tubing
was recovered intact in each case, and liquid was found remaining in
the 1/4-in. tubing. As a ,ans of comparison, the IA-in. tubing
and thA onntr reiervoir were filled with Aerex explosir , which,
through previous exoerience, is known to propagate a detonation wave,
and initiated in a similar maamer. Shreds of the IA-in. stainless
steel tubing were all that could be found after the test. Therefore,
it, is concluded that liqid n-prcpyl nitrate at 3000 F does not
propagate a detonation in a IA-in, tube. These tests were extended
to tubes of larger diameter, namely 1/2-in. and 1-1/u-in. and in
these tests no detonation propagation was observed. It is concluded,
that in the event of a malfunction in the gas generator, a detonation
wave will not propagate back to, the storage vessel, even through
tubes larger than customarily used.
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Another possible hazard that is being investigated is the

behavior of n-propyl nitrate sprayed against a hot metal surface
in an atmosphere consisting of ,dr mixed with either nitrogen,
carbon dioxide, or Freon 13B1 (bromotrifluoromethane). The original
apparatA, ennsistod of a 230 ml glass tube containing a hot stainless
steel target against which liquid n-propyl nitrate was injected with
a hypodermic needle. More recently, a larger apparatus of 12.8
liters voj,,m was constructed with a window in one end. The para-
me-ters btudied were the temperature of the atmosphere surrounding
the plate, the stainless steel plate temperature, the composition of
the gas mixture, the amount of n-propyl nitrate injected against the
plate, and the incidence of flame. The total pressure befnre
injection of the liquid n-propyl nitrate was l4.7 pslae The results
of some of these tests are shown in Table 3. These tests indicate
that for a plate temperature of 800 to 9bOC F and a gas temperature
of 4(V to 5000 F the following concentration of inert gas msat be
used t- p•revent inflammation:

L Lrogen - 75 to 87 vol %
Carbon dioxide - 50 to 63 vol %

Freon 13B1 - 50 to 75 vol %

However, it is known that if the gas temperature wvre equal to the
plate temperature the amount of inerting gas would have to bt raised
to prevent combustion. These studies are being owntl.-.,-'. it-l-n
hivher concentrations of n-propyl nitrate and higher plate toiper-
atu.es.
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TAkBLE 1
ADDITIVS• TRI•D FOR TkFERATURE R&DUCTI0N IN An-PROPYL NITRATE GAS GENERATCR,

&AA ,IChamber

Addilv• % % Temperatiwe OF'
NoneLeý 

,L a
-- 2350Isopropyl alcohol 8.0 2200-2300

Ethylene oxide 20.0 1800.2!oo
Eth-vlene oxide

Water 10.0 2100-2200Dicatyl atelate 
5.0 2250

Preont aglU t 10.0 1900-2000Freon 113 
I. 9O2O

5.0 2300Diethyl oxalate 
5.0 2190Diethyl oxalate 

10.0 2140Diethyl carbonate 
10.0 2000Dimethyl disufamide 
4.5 2030Dimeth3 l ror.!f*ide 4.5 1760

Sth.wene carbonate 4.5 1760
Carbon tetrachloride 

<40 2300
Chloroform.
i'imithyl sulfoxide 2.0 2130
Dioxane 2,0 21305 5Tetraethyloaneglycol d.ethyl ether 5 204oEthy1 tor~ae 

10 2230DIoctyl sebacate (+ 0-1% carbon 5 2100*t-.rachicride)
Dioctyl sebacate (+ 0.05% ferrocene) 5 2150*Ucon Oil, 50HB260 (+ 0.05% ferrocene) 10 2000*

No carbon formation.
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TlADE,, 2

ADDITIVES TRIED TO REDTIUC CARRON FORMATION IN A

n-PROPYL NIPRATE GA GENERA TR

Duration, Carbon

..... Additie.... Wt % Min Formatio'n

Cobalt octoate 2.0 6 Large

Carbon disulfide 2.0 6 Moderate

Dimethyl sulfoxide 2.0 6 Moderate

Tetreethyl lead 2.0 2 Small

Carbon tAtrachloride 0.10 6 Nil

Iodine 0.75 1-1/2 Large

Dicyclopentadiene 0.05 6 Large

Ferrocene (+ 0.1% stabilizer) O.05 16 None

Ferrocene (+ 0.1% stabilizer) 2 1.3 None

Ferric acetylacetonate 0.005 12 Moderpte

Ferric acetylacetonate 0.01 3 Moderate

Ferric acetylacetonate Sm 05. R.nall

Ferric acetylacetonate ('.i 1I Small

Ferric acetylacetonate 2,0 - Large

Manganese acetylacetonate' 0,20 b Large
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TABLE 3

INCIDENCE OFr IrNITIO FOR n-.P.OPYL NITRAT rNJC7CD AGAIRST A
METAL PLATE IN VARIOUS ATMOSPH•'•SOn. P•.ate• •'7ui Numb2%th er of •.

TTe.. Air Temp. -A2 Total Combustion
M75-325 800-940 25 75 2.0 2h 3

415-4 50 900-91o 25 75 2.0 5 5415-L50 800-900 12.5 87.5 1.0 11 0

Vol% Vol%
Air Freon

415-455 875-900 25 75 2.0 5 0
430-44o 850-865 50 50 2.0 5 3
425-435 815-850 37.5 62.5 2.0 5 4415-440 795-78o 25 75 2.0 3 0
h15-440o 745S-780 25 75 1.0 3 0
4.o..44•o '70,-790 32 68 1.0/2.0 5

Vol % Vol%
Air CO2

42o0450 890-9o0 25 75 2.0 5 n
h20-450 900-925 37.5 62.5 2.0
425-45o 925 50 51 2.0 3 3
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PROPOSE TEST FACILIT
FOR 3100,000 poun~ Tn1JS ROCKET

TILIZI?* rIJItD FWJOPTNE

Pault Lieberman, l/Lt., USAF
John W. Marshall, P~roject Engineer

Air Force Flight Test Center
Rock'ýbt Engine Test d-oratory,, Fdwards Air Force Baze

Air Research and Development Command
United States Air Fr~cA

IWI'OD(1CTIOW
The mi~litary requirement for placing a large pay] )ad in space by

the use of a small low-cost missile structure has placed new demands
on the development of Improved rockets, Investigation of how to
achieve improved rocket performance has led to the conisiderat~ion of
high energy propellants, Although there are many pro'neliants that are
capable of being used for their high specific thrust,, still there are
only a few that can be used in a practical deeign. It this time,
fluorine-type oxidants are considered capable ;ý. attzir.n'-z ' -L rewilre-
ments of an operational miserile. It is this aeseurpti3?I Wt~i' hM
promp~ted the following discourse on a teat facility capable of testing
a fluorine rocket.

Liquid fluorine vaporizes so rapidly and has such violent chemi.-
cal reactivity that complex methods are required to neutralise it in
the liquid state. In its vapor state fluorine forzi & ia., (:l"g1e of
hi.gh toxicity, and natural atmospheric diffusion is thu' on.1i k'.,iwr
method of reducing the hazards of the airborne A1 'it.ivn after
fluorine undergoes enmbustlon, its products of combustion contain the
highly poisonous gaseous hydrofluoric acid. In addition,, hydrofluoric
acid will attack glass, concretes, certa~i metals, natural rubber,
leather, and many organic material,.

In spite of the above disadvantages, the use of fluorine is nec-
essary because of the structural problemis -nd restricted performance
imposed by the use of conventional rocket oxidisers.

In order to rosteh targets on another continent, it is necessary
for a rocket utilizing conventional propellants to burn three-quarters
of a ton of propel~lants during each secc~nd of powered flight. This
high flow rate of propellants being pumped through the combumstion
chamber is made possible by the turbi-ne being able to withstemd,
during its 500 seconds ii fetlm'e, the therral weakening of structures
when exposed to the hot impinging games of 1,200O? (standard steels
lose their structural properties at 1,2000?), and the centrifugal
stresses imvposed by turbine rotational spseeds Of 30,000 RPM (piLston-
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driven propellers rotate at 2,500 RPM, axial-type turbines in turbo-
jets rotate at 8,000 RUM, and centrifugal-tyre turbines rotate at
12,000 RPM). 1hus it is clear that heavier payloads and longer ranges
would necessitate stretching performance of missile components to be-
yond the 3tote of the art or else using excessively larg- structures.

The use of high energy propellants will permit futuristic accom-
plishments to be achieved. For example, if the 1,500 pounds of pay-
load were to be delivered to a long ranee target by a high energy pro.
pellant combination (T w 275 seconds) instead of a conventional pro-
pellant combination (T 8  - 250 seconds), then the propellant flow rate
requirement drops 57%,-?he diameter of a 100 feet long missile shrinks
33%, the maximum drag force reduces 84% (lower drag means lower pro-
pellant requirements, smaller structures to accommodate the lower pro-
pellant. requirement, and lower skin temperature), and the over-all
weight decreases 54%. For a more delailed comparison, reference
Appendix A of this report.

Thus, if longer ranges and heavier payloads are to be achieved by
future missiles, then the improved performance capability of new pro-
pellant combinations must be tried in spite of the many hazards in-
volved in harnessing the i:igher specific thrust propellant combination.

The harnessing of fluorine as a rocket propellant has been iccom-
plished by the National Advisor.- Committee of Aeronautics with their
5,000 pound thrust rocket, the rocketdyne Division of North American
Aviation, Incorporated, with th,4ir 5,000 pound thrust rocket, and the
8ell Aircraft Corporation with their 30,000 pound thrust rocket. The
Rlocket Engine Test Laboratory has been on contract with the General
Chenical Division for a fluorine generaing plnt +•n #rncci$,ted
facilities; with the Ralph M. Parsons company, Incorporated, ror a
100,000 pound thrust fluorine rocket engine test stand and back-up
facilities; and with the Stanford lesearch Institute for a study of
the concentration of rocket toxic exhaust gases at various distances
from the te.qt site.

The purpose of this paper is to explain and dei'rcit a t ,.L4n,
facility capable of supporting a fluorinr-e-Ž ocarbern liquid propesl-
ant rocket engine of up to 100,000 pc.Aide tnrust.

PRINCIPLES GOVLTRNING DESIGN OF A FLUORINE FACILITY

Fluorine, in order to exrst in its liquid state, must be main-
tained at temperatures colder than -30L.6 0 F at 1 atmosphere. Since
liruid nitrogen at -320.4 0 F is used as the refrigerant and thermal
insulation jacket, there are in*"oduced hy•draulic and cryogenic pro-
blems such as the following:

(1) It is characteristic of liquids that need only a small
amcunt of heat cnergy to reach their boiling point to
receive this enervy for boiling from warm parts and
viscous work. This results in cavitaLion in pumps, and
geysering in pipelines.

(2) Under wide temnerature ranges it is difficult to design
for thermal contraction of gaskets, valve seats, close
tolerance parts, and long transfer lines.

Fluorine is highly corrofive as a liquid or gaL. The method of
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containment is to allow fluorine to deliberately corrode the surfaces
to be wetted, until a protective, passive fluoride film forms. The
following materials can bc used for fluorine containment: nickel,
monel, copper, brass, bronze, stainless steel, aluminum, tin, and
teflon.

The toxic characteristics of fluorine and hydrofluoric acid are
such that 50 to 1,200 parts per million by volume will be dangerous to
life for a 30 to 60 minutes expjsure, while 1,800 p.p.m. will be fatal
even for a short time exrnmi-ra.* This toxic characteristic of fluo-
rine establishes the need for either of two design requirements:

(1) Fluorine must not leave the system. In order to be
contained within the storage or transfer system, it is
necessary that fluorine remain in its liquid mt~te,
because the excess back pressures and hydraulic prob-
le6,s of two-phase flow problems need be avoided. There-
fore, a refrigerant i. used to maintain fluorine in the
desired liquid phase. Since liquid nitrogen is readily
available and inert, it is convenient to use as a
refrigerant.

(2) If fluorine or its by-product& are tc leave the system,
then absorption and neutralization must be accomplished
before venting to atmosphere. Therefore, large quan-
tities of water are used to absorb the fluorine or its
by-products, and then a bed )f lime slurry is used to
neutralize the diluted solution. The rigid requirement
placed on this absorption nnd neutraliz.tion process
can be realized when the maxium rir,,, nled tee!rnble
concentration of fluorine for humans is considered t-o
be I to 3 p.p.m./vo],n-i.2 This concentration wil)
result in slight symptoms after an eight hour exposure.

Fluorine is highly reactive and will even react explosively with
water if the process takes place in a confined area. It is !Ihis con-
sideration that has led to two design requirementst

(1) ihe process of absorbing ane r-•:,tr3liznjw Lae fluorine
and its by-products exliausted from a rocket firing
requires an enclosed area to avoid toxic effects on
hurans and corrosion of materials in the test area.
Tho absorbing and neutralizing process takes place i1
an enclosed scrubber containing a water spray where the
highly reactive fluorine may combine explosively with
water. Thus, the scrubber will be built so as to re-
lease the force of an explosion.

(2) £ven minute quantities of water must be purged from a
fluorine system, for any water in the system will
create a heat generating reaction and induce boil-off
in the liquid fluorine. This rapid generation of boil-
off produces pressure surges. Thus, purrinp of any

*Superior numorals to references at the end of the paper.215
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water is required bWfore fluorine is allowed to flow
within the system. In addition, protection for the
structure to withstannd these surges must be designed
into the system.

Pure water reacts explosively with fluorine. Therefore, the
water of the test stand dlug, system must contain additives to neu-
tralize the fluorine into a salt that can be hnndled. Excess water
must be .upplied to overcome the heat of reaction, heat of solution,
and poor mixing of the fluorine with the alkaline water. Thus by the
adJition cf a base, large quantities of water can be used to safely
deluge the fluorine. Until further laboratory tests are completel,
ammonia will be chosen as the additive to the test stand water deluge.

Exhaust gases from the rocket contain toxic gaseous hydrofluoric
acid. To prevent escape of the gaseous hydrofluoric acid into the
atmoqphere, it io necessary to ab~rb the gases in A solution where
they can be hurdled for disposmJ. i is accomplished by directing
the exhaust gases through miltiple water sprays where the gaseous
hydrofluoric acid is absorbed and diluted to a weak solution. The
exact extend of !T absorption in the water p'prays can not "e deter-
mined until the facility is in operation and sampling techniques em-
ployed. Scale-up of exidting commercial scrubber facilities indicate
that at 1ea~b 9• of the 100,000 pound thrust toxic exhaust gases can
be absorbed.

OPERATION
Operation of the propoped fluorine tert facility will be as

follows:
Prior to the rocket firing a careful local wle?'•r stu-1,' wiJI be

made to determine the atmospheric diffusion capability. Ban-ed or, ýhe
weather survey findings, the time and duration of firing are estab-
lished. Then, the normal checkout of the test rocket performance
sensing, recording, and control devices, and test support equipment
will be accomplished. All personnel are at duty stations in the con-
trol station blockhouse, which has an emergency ven1,Iset.n tvs,•m
with a self-coý.tained oxygen supply. Fluorýn- is f*d tc Lhe -'iawi.le
tankage from the permanent storage. A ;COyOO GPM water flnw through
the flame deflector and scrubber systems will be started. A few
seconds later, the rocket will be fired.

During the rocket firing, the exhaust flames are to ho# channel-e
through an enclosed deflector which contains jet wheels and banks of
nozzles spraying water. The deflector will turn the vertical rocket
exhaust gas flow into a horizontal scrubber. It is estimated that
approximately 10 percent of the rocket toxic exhaust gases escape into
the atmosphere from the stack at the end of the scrubber. The re-
ma-inder of the rocket exhaust gases will be absorbed by wate- spray
and leave the scrubber as a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution. This
solution will flow by gravity to an enclosed catch basin (Figures 4
and 5).

Pfter the firing, the hydrofluoric acid solution in the catch
basin is pumped to two water treatment tanks where the HF solution is
mixed with quicklime and water. The ree'llttng slurry is then gravity
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fed to the settlirg pond. In the settling pond, a precipitate settles
to the bottom of the pond and the clear water is pwuped into the
treated water reservoir where it is available for re-use.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS
The function of each component of the facility capable of hand-

ling fluorine and its by-products will be as follows:
The fluorine will come into the test area via railroad or mobile

trailers in specially constructed tank cars or trailers. Since the
tcxic fluorine boil-off cannot he vented while in transit, the
fluorine is maintaineol as a liquid by a liquid nitrogen refrigerant
and 7acuum-perlite inrulation jacket which will oii-round the tank car,
or trailer.

At thm unlom'Jng prnimts a smell quantity of liquid fluorinc from
the t&4 k car or trailer is passed through a heating coil so that the
liq,'.id will flash to its gaseous state. llhm qccumalation of fluorine
gas in the space above the liquid surface of the liquid fluorine con-
tainer pressurizes the container. The liquid fluorine will be forced
at high fl--v rates through a transfer line to permanent storage
vessels by this pressurization process.

The four 50,000-gallon storage vessels, like the railroad tank
car, will have concentric Ja:kets of liquid nitrogen refrigerant and
vacuum-perlite insulation surrounding the liquid fluorine container.
These storage vessels are to be set in an enclosed blast-protected
bunker having a floor lined with lime. The bunkr will be designed
to provide for neitralization of possible fluorine leakage from mani-
folding and storage vessel joints.

Transfer of the fluorine to the test stand will be 'lish•
after checking for loaks and purging the trarnifer system with nitro-
gen to remove rossible contaminants, and then evacuating the system.
After the evacuation procedure, the fluorine will be pushed from the
storage vessels into the missile tankare by pressurized helium at
l3.0 psi. Upon completion of the fluorine trafisf-, the tranzfer sys-
tem is purged by helium gas which forces any reald'al rluorl.ri' s. n
a natural gai burner, and the combusted proiiit- will be vented to
atmoophere. Thus, the transfer system will be composed of nitrogen
pressure bottles, vacuum pumps, vacuum insulated transfer system,
helium pressure bottles, and a natural gas burner.

The test stand w-ill be capable of withstanding thrust loadings of
up to 100,000 pounds. The fluorine test stand will resemble the
standard type te•t stand except for tl i following four items:

(1) There will be a blast shield between the rocket engine
a&M the propellant tanks. In the event of an explosion,
the blast shield shall stop shrapnel and absorb blast
effect- that would to capable of rupturing the propell-
ant tankage.

(2) The high probability of frequent explosions occurring
in a research nnd A,-,,rnlw-r-,_ + r _ore•- 4 t a. t-e uae

of a permanent propellant dump system. In the event of
an explosion, the propellAnts in the test rocket tank-
age will be immediately charneled away from the danger
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area by means of P trensfer line to the propellant dump
temporary storage. The temporary storage capability
will be designed to proride for holding all the emptied
contents of the test rocket tankage. From the temporary
storage, constructed on a bed of crushed limestone, the
propellants will be transferred to the test stand perm-
ausnt storage. This dump procedure will eliminate the
spread of an uncontrolled ieaction on the test stand.

(3) The water deluge for the test stand will have 200,000-
gallon capacity at a flow rate of 12,5O0 GPM (Figure h).
This water deluge system must be designed with recog-
nition that water and fluorine react violently. How-
ever, it has been suggested that treated water will
reduce the extent of the fluorine-water reaction.
Additives under crnapderation are calciuit: carbonato,
calcium hydroxide, and amonia.

(1) Back-up of the toxic rocket engine exhaust gases from
the flame deflocLor enclosure will be reduced by a
"back-up shield" pia'd at the top of the flame deflect-
or enclosure. Air, entzicned by the high velocity
rocket exhaust, also will hela reduce the escape of the
exhaust gases. However, too much air entrainment is not
desirable since it creates higher ,.qss flow through the
scrubber. This high mass flow is not deiirable because
it does not allow sufficient time for the water spray to
absorb the HF. q,,f!cidnt time for tha water spray
absorption of HF is obtained by oyce. iv•VTy rge ecr-
ber cross-sectional areas that are required to cause a
low velocity flow under a high mass flow condition.

The fluorine boil-off in the missile tankage will not be released
to the atmosphere. Irstead, it will be passed through a refrigerating
coil, cxidensed, and returned to the mltslle.

The hieh temperature exhaust gas of tht. rockdt vill to Coar
cooled to 200°F by a jet water wheel. 1 -J't -,ater wheal will be
located at the center line of the rocket motor, above the flame de-
flector, and attached to the test stand. Over l11,000 GPM of water
will spray radially inwar' to the core of the flame through eight
water nozzles. If the water nozrleg were not immcrsed in the f. mne,
then the high flow rate rocket exhaust gases would carry the injected
water downstream to the poirt of impingement before the coolant water
could reach the core of the flame. Thus, the nozzles will be place,
in the middle third of the flame to assure uniform cooling. The
nozzles will be arranged with four nozzlss for each of two levels.
The nozzles are aerodynamically shaped and will be arranged with a
minimuw number of nozzles per level to prevent back-up of the toxic
rocket exhaust gases.

The flame deflector will be of the water-film-cooled piant tyvro.
Since the deflected flames will be toxic and must not escape, it will
be necessary to shroud the deflector plate so that it will take on the
appearance of a flame bucket. The normal back-tp of gases at the
entrance to a flame bucket will be suppressed by a gas back-up shield
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on the flame bii7ckot rtra.ce aul by a bank of nozzles which sprays
high velocity at:rims of water at 2,000 GPM, entraiuing particles end
forcing them thrmugh the bucket in the correct direction.

The bottom of the flame bucket will be shaped so as to deflect
the vertical exhaust gases into the horizontal scrubber system. This
L'trn section also will expand the gas flow during deflection to
achieve a more uniform exhaust gas flow across the scrubber cross-
section.

The exhaust gases will then be channeled through a scrubber where
sufficient water is added to make a 1 to 5% hydrofluoric acid solu-
tion. The mixing of approximately 90,000 OPM of water with the
exhaust gas will be assured by the diameter and length of the scrubber
duct (Figure 4).

The vertical discharge stack of the scrubber will trap the mist
of water droplets containing dissolved P.", while the unabsorbed HF
escapes into the atmosphere. The mist. caii oe trapped by three possi-
ble design features of the stack:

(1) Changing the direction of the mist flow causes centri-
fugal forces to knock the mist agairvt the baffled side
walls of the vertical stack. The baffled side walls
will retain szom of the mist long enough for it to form
larger droplets and fall to the bottom of the stack.

(2) The large cross-sectional area of the stack will slow
the mist velocity down so that the mist will reside long
enough to settle to the floor. A baffle arrangement
further along the stack v411 .eilp incrmam., the residence
time to issure settling of the mist.

(3) Droplets over 5 microns in diareter which are still en-
trained in the gas stream after the qettlinr proces, wi3l
be trapped by passasre through a woven monel wire mesh.
Proviminns will be made for washdown of the mesh after
exposure to the corrosive mist,

All three of the above stack design features will be (err,>.

However, the pressure drops associated with the u-s of all thr'7e
devices may cause an excessive pressure drop and back-up of the toxic
gases in the scrubber system.

The dilute hydrofluoric acid v1 i1 flow by gravity from the scrub-
ber, via an open lined trench, to an enclosed catch basin. The lid
anclosure of the catch basin will prevent P-aporation of the toxic HF.
The guRnited catch basin will have a -apaciry of 1,000,000 gallons
(Fivure 2).

The large quantities of hydrofluoric acid in the catch basin will
require extensive lime storage and transfer facilities to accomplish
adequate neutralization. Railroad spurs for delivery of quicklime,
conveyer belts, feeding mechanisms, 125-ton capacity storage silo, and
bucket elevators will be used to deliver the quicklime from the rail-
road delivery point to the water treating timkm (Pgireg 2 &'-d Q).

The dilute hydrefluoric acid in the catch basin will then be
pumped at 1,000 GPM to the two 15,000 gallon water treatment tanks.
These tanks will be made of steel or redwond and contain a rotary
blade mixer. Water and quicklime will then be added to the hydro-
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fluoric acid solution in the water treatment tanks. Constant agita-
tion of the mixture aide the neutralizing rbaction and the resultant
slurry will be gravity fed to the settling pond (Figures 2 and 4).

In the 180,000 gallons settling pond the slurry from the water
treatment tanks wvil be allowed to form clear water by allowing the
settlIng of a sludge of calcium fluorie. The sludge will fill the
pond to capacity each year and must be/removed.

The cleir water from the settling pond will be pumped at 1,000
GPM to the 2,000,000 gallon treated water reservoir. This water will
be re-nsed for tha flame coolant system, scrubber system, and scrubber
water treatment systen (Figure h).

In suumtry, the equipment peculiar to the fluorine facility will
be the followingi The oxidiser permanent and tamporary-dump storage
and transfer systemj treated water test stand deluge systeml scrubber
and stack; quicklime storage and tr.nsfer system; dilute hydrofluorio
acid catch basin; dilute hydrofluorAo acid neutralizing tanks; pro-
ducts of the neutraliszd hydrofluoric acid settling pond; treated
water reservoir for flame coolant, scrubber, and neutralizing tanks;
and atmospheric diffusion-capability indiretors (Figures 2, 3, 4 and
5). This equipment boosts the cost of the $9,O00,000 conventional
oxidizer two test stand facility to $12,000,000 for the fluorine
oxidizer two test stand facility (Appendix B).

CCWCLUSI0?t3

In order for rockets to attain heavier payloads and longer ranges
with small low-cost structurec, !+ is, neceasarv to use high ener'y
propellants.

Of the high energy propellants, fluorine is cosidew-ed uapable of
the earliest attainment of practicability for use in operational
rockets.

In spite of the many hazards associated with fluorine, a safe
fluorine test facility is with-in the p'exnet stnte nf the art.

The performance limits of the fluorine faili'.y L- n'+ prfi.4v+-
able because of the meager data availa)'. *,n thenical reactJons and
mechanical mixijAg in high fluid flow systems containing fluorine and
its by-products. Thus, it is necessary that the initial test firings
be prograw.ed for starting with small rockets and building up the
thrust level to where atmospheric diffusion can still handle the
effluent toxic gases.

Expansion of the fluorir- facility to support higher than 100,000
pounds thrust fluorine rocket engines will require sampling of the
fluid properties throughout the 100,000 pounds thrust system during its
operation. This sampling will furniýh data for determining the feasi-
bility of the expansion of the facility.

The design of this fluorine facility is considered conservative,
based on the available data.

WeAthm' aur-veva need be arafetuIly aenornlishtd bacauno atwm~sha,.
ic diffusion of toxic gases determi.A tI, selection of the test site,
time of firing, and duration of firing.i (Appendix C and Figure 6)

The estimated cost of the proposed fluorine 2 test stand complex,
durinR 1960, will be approximately $12,000,000, as compared to
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9090,0,000 for a similar test o•npl1x utilizing conventional type
oxidizers.
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APPENDIX A
N~CyATIoN:

Symbol Definition

A (FT) Cross-section area of missile

CD Coefficient of drag

f "Is a function of"

g TGravitational 
constant

14 (SLi s6) Instantar.eous mass of missile

T (POUNDS) Thrust

Tsp (Spr) Specific thrust

t (SEC) Time

y (FT) Vertical displacement above surface of earth

( Density of air

Superscripts;

• First derivative with respect 'o time

Second derivative with respect to time

Subscri,)tst

o Condition existing at surface of earth

p Prmxellants

D!'2:VATION:

Assuming that the eii'ects of drag, decreasing gravitational force
with altitude, variation from cnnstant propellant flow rate, and vhe
term are negligible; then the vertical ascension of a rocket can
be approximately represented by:

T (no Apt )go
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T ;, t

-- t) -go . -2 (3)
So 2

In the case of an actual rocket, whieh -- veounter" both the
effect- df drag and changing gravitational pull with increasing alti-
Lude, ihe trajevtory defined hy Equations (1), (2) and (3) can still
be maintained by contro'uL.ng the rate of propellant burning according
to Equation (4).

~ .2

T p, + 2 + F( +

where

f " ("payload, ",tructure,•"prppelant)

y -f (See Equation 1)

g f (y) . 2

y21 x 1

- f (A,y,j)

-. f(7)

A f f(no)

f- (See Equation 2)

TSp - f (Propellant com,.bination)

P.- a result of the above equations, it was possible to obtain the
graphical colparison shown on Figure I for the assumed conditions
stated.
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C061 iSTMTE" Ofr DUAV, TLST jOSI LoN

ELoe rn•T "r _TCZ;I

TYPE FACILITT FLUORINE CONVDTIONAL

1. General Site DevelopSt?

a. Clearing and OrubbirW $ 20,800 $ 20,000
b. Structural Exavation 553,520 353,520
c. Unclaasified Excavation 4.10,000 360o, o0

ftbtutalf S 98h,320 $ 733,520

2. Teat Stands and/or Scrubbers: $1,732,000 $1,290,000

3. Instrumentatio and Control
Facili.L 

I-I

a. Dmilding $ 395,000 S 395,000
b. Tunnalsp Cable Trawm, etc. 298,500 29-,500
c. Conduetors 11O0,000 210,000
d. Instrumentation and atpuiust 1,175,000 1,175,000
e. Weather Station Equipment 9#900 ----

Subtotal: .2,017.5M'' -

h. Propellant Storage and Transfer
Facitlees:

a. Oxidiser Storage 8 ?05:000 $ &k, ow
b. Oidiser Transfer 1,117,60 01.0,000

e. Fuel stoage 11;',3l0 115.370

d Fuel Tranafer 1 0"7,a ,o ,wii.o

e. Mi.cellaneo, 7r.,0 25,O0

Subtotal $2,1.70,220 $1,U.7,620
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Oals? aNnMTN' (Connmt.~,)

5. mist Presure Storage anm t•wrw
Area,

a. Storage Arm $ W46,000 $ a5,ooo
b. Nitrogen Tramnsfer 17q." 178,500
c. Helium Tmafeor 127, 20O 229,000
d. Miscmllanmoom 10,500 104o(n

Subtotal, $ 8;3,0OO $ 863,000

6. Wrogue nluovla Absorption teitaa

a. ntsake Spr-%a7ysta s 7,.i0
b. Jet Wheel Manifold 18,800
a. Scrubber Spraya and Manfold .147,00D
d. Scrubber Duct wad Sta* 10,',000

Sabtotalt r 2'9,960

7. Water Treatme•t S9yatem

a. Water Tres h t Tanks $ 2h,660
b. CoUletinm Basi Whter ? h,300
c. Treatud Wta FPw, 3,820
d. Track Noer 24,79-
a. Ult Canvqm 3,290
f. IMr ?ee.der I0O
g. packet Slevaote 9,250
h. fttw Raeprvoiw 02,t
i. Oi1Asetion Swim 1lZ,5U.I. Settling Pon 97,960
k. Id•r, S, I

efbteotut 5 374,b20

8. Propellant jymp etm

&. Tael up Tk1,660
b. Peel Reaturn Pt=V 71.0
c. Mluorine O Tank 187,100

ubtra *Al v 109,170

CONFIDENTLAIL
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C(01T ESTTMATE (r•nt4nved)

TYPE FACILITY FLURT NZ CVCMI ONAL

9. Kissile Deluge Syst..

a. hAronia Copr.tunor $ 1,670
b. Ammonia Line Miver 7?0
c. Water 'w'p 820
d. ApyMita SMnutiln Storape Twk 21,370
a. Anhydrous Amonia Storage Tank 9,110
f. &F~ine hWaahdosm Pul 0,750
C. Pgine Delut-e ''.¶"p 23,790
h. Pr.pellarit Tank Deluge Pu'w 21,570
i. 'issile Pr.lu!' Spray System 75,980

Subtotal: . 165,790

10. Weter Distribution Sytrm:

a. Suppli to Site $ 108,320 $ 338,320
b. ;'otable Stnj.aec Tank 20,960 20,960
C. Piping Valves 600.810 250,000
d. Accessories ,

Subtotal, 41,063,090 $ 610,780

I1. Xlectrical1 Distribtilton "~tent

a. 12.1 K'V Feeder S 71,230 $ 71,230
b. Substation and Distribution 1,3,.0 103,6J0

Subtotal, S C¢.,87e 4 174,807

12. iseeallaneoust

a.9hvp Pulll4l ngm 82,320 $ 25 2b . Ra ilroad 368 , 000 $A A M )
c. Pavesant and Drainage 296',850 29 --r,

d. Observ tion Cora Posts •3 0
i0 30,000. urning Pit* 25,000 25,00

Subtoal, S 80M,170 S 80M,170

Tol.1 Net Cost, '11,146,830 $7,930,460

Uftforfotu" Coot - 1UM 1,1.M,63 M 793,0^6

TMA. COM? $12,261,5U3 $8,723,Wo
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APPENDIX C

ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION

The gaseous HF escaping from the scrubber will be carried by the
atmosphere so that the concentration at a downwiial point on the ground
is given by:

2MC -
77-C y Cz Ux 2-n

where:

C - Downwind concentration

C - Coefficient of latm-l dispersion

C5 - Coefficient of vertical disperion

M Mass of material emitted per unit time

n , Coefficient of stsbility

U - Average wind speed

X - Distance downwind fmm source
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HIGH ENERGY CONVFNTIONAL
PROPELLANT PROPELLANT

MISSILE MISSILE

SPECIFIC THRUST (seconds) 275 250

AVERAGE THRUST (pounds) 165,000 360,000

AVERAGE PROPELLANT FLOW RATE (Ibs/sec) 600 1,400

MAXIMUM TOTAL DRAG (pounds) 7,500 22,000

MISSILE DIAMETER (feet) 8 12

TOTAL MISSILE WEIGHT (pounds) 1V., In 242,900

WHERE BOTH MISSILES HAVE THE FOLLOWING IN COMMON:

MISSILE LENGTH .. . . .... iotn tET
BURNOUT ALTITUDE . ... ,O F
BURNOUT VFLOCITY I.Afnn FT PER SEC
BURNOUT ACCELERATION 625 FT PER SEC/SEC
BURNOUT TIME ... ...... 15 SEC

PAYLOAD 1,500 POUNDS

FIGURE I

HIGH ENERGY Versus CONVENTIONAL
PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE
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Pittsburgh 13, Pemnnylvmna

C. I . MGMo
R. V. Van Do3Ah

IA!OMA AVVISMOMY ~ST=I FOM ANONAWCS
1512 1 Streetj, BW
Vasington 25,0 m

11. F. Nipaher

Lang'ey Atrumatloal Laoratory
Langley 71.14, ftrginia

J. 0. Td~bodmz, Jr.

LevIs Fligft Propmlsion Laborator'y
21000 Brookpark Road
Clevelan& 11j, Ohio,

2. C. Barnett

NATIOWAL mmE OP SUfIAMS
Deparsrnt of' Cc ..si'ee
Washington 25, D. C.

ff. P. Broida.
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